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Ext. Beach

OPEN WITH A LONG SHOT OF CLEAR OCEAN WATER SPARLKING IN THE 
EARLY MORNING SUNRISE. SLOWLY PAN ACROSS A VAST EXPANSE OF 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIAN BEACH. GRADUALLY ZOOM IN ON A SOLITARY 
PALM TREE. 

THE PALM TREE BEGINS TO RUSTLE AND SUDDENLY A FIGURE FALLS TO 
THE GROUND. THIS IS OUR HERO, STANK PETE, A HOMELESS MAN WITH A 
BIG HEART AND A BIGGER APPETITE… FOR ADVENTURE! HE IS CLOTHED 
IN LITTLE MORE THAN RAGS, COVERED WITH DIRT AND THE RAVAGES OF 
DESPAIR AND NEGLECT. HIS BEARD IS BIG, BUSHY, MAJESTIC, AND 
UNKEMPT.

HE SLOWLY GETS HIMSLEF TO HIS FEET AND SHAKES OFF THE ROUGH 
LANDING AND SIGHS. HE SPEAKS WITH A VOICE DEEP AND GRAVELLY

STANK PETE
Shit, another day another dollar.

HE LAUGHS TO HIMSELF AND THEN SIGHS SADLY. HE REACHES BACK INTO 
THE PALM TREE AND PULLS OUT A METAL DETECTOR. 

STANK PETE (to metal detector)
Good morning, old girl. Still as beautiful as

the morning sun, I see. 

HE LAUGHS AGAIN AND THEN GROWS SOMBER. HE TURNS ON THE METAL 
DETECTOR AND BEGINS WALKING.

CUT TO A LONG SHOT OF PETE’S SILHOUETTE AS IT COMBS THE BEACH IN 
FRONT OF THE NATURAL BACKDROP OF THE SUNRISE. HE MAKES HIS WAY 
ACROSS THE SCREEN AS HIS INTERNAL MONOLOGUE KICKS IN.



STANK PETE
The name’s Stank Pete, or at least thas was most folks
call me. It’s partly because most folks can be mighty
cruel sometimes and partly on account of I stank. I
don’t mean to stank so, but it’s been so long since I 

been able to live in a proper home with proper utilities.
Still there’s a human being underneath all this stank

if you cared enough to get to know him .
I weren’t always homeless, but I was back when this

all started. Back then, it was just me and my girl Bessie.
Thas what I calls my metal detector. I’se good to her and 
she’s good to me. She helps me make my livin’. Mostly 
we just found old trash nobody wanted. If we were lucky

we’d find enough cans to make change enough for a 
value meal. 

CUT TO A TRACKING SHOT OF PETE’S FEET AND THE METAL DETECTOR 
FROM BEHIND HIS BACK AND AT A DOWNWARD ANGLE AS THEY EXPLORE 
THE SURFACES OF THE ENDLESS SAND. THE VOICE OVER CONTINUES

STANK PETE
I don’t knows if we were lucky or unlucky that day

THERE IS A BRIEF PAUSE IN THE MONOLOGUE AS THE METAL DETECTOR 
STARTS GOING OFf. PETE STOPS AND STANDS STILL AS THE MONOLOGUE 
DRAMATICALLY DELIVERS ITS LAST LINE.

STANK PETE
I reckon that either way, that was the day things

Changed… forever.

CAMERA PULLS UP TO THE HORIZION AND FADES TO BLACK. OPENING 
CREDITS ROLL.

Cut back to the beach. Long shot of a crowd standing around a hole in the ground. 
Suddenly the crowd starts backing away and a pirate’s treasure chest is thrown onto the 
beach. 

Cut to a top down shot of Stank Pete standing in the roughly six foot deep hole, sweating 
and panting. He has no shovel. He pulls himself out of the hole and looks at the treasure 
chest. He opens it up and becomes awash in the glow of hundreds of gold coins. The 
crowd oohs and ahhs.

MAN IN CROWD #1
You’re rich, Pete!



MAN IN CROWD #2
Stank Pete, a millionaire? I don’t believe it.

MAN IN CROWD #3
Now I need a metal detector!!!

Stank Pete waves his hand reproachfully at them.

STANK PETE
Aw, hush! I hain’t nuthin’ yet. Lookee here

They got some kinda pirate writings about here.

He indicates an inscription on the inside of the chest.

WOMAN IN CROWD
Read it Pete, oh please read it.

Zoom in on the inscription as Pete reads it in a pirate voice.

STANK PETE
This here’s the treasure of Two-Foot John
Who traveled the seas and places beyond

A scurvy sea captain both ruthless and mean
With the most turrible visage you’d ever done seen
He was a lover of harlots and whiskey and swords

He’d run you through sooner than he’d ever mince words
If you find this here chest he figures it’s yours

Just don’t spend it too quickly on cheap pickled whores.
But a quick word of warning to any scurvy sea dog
Who thinks he’s as slippery as any scurvy sea frog

If there still be a descendent of ol’ John a’ plunderin’ round
You give him this treasure just as soon as it’s found
And if’n you don’t wanna be locked in a thin cell
You find this here man with the true surname –

Pete stops reading there.

STANK PETE
Aw this name’s been worn out. I can’t read it.

PERSON IN CROWD
Well then who do you give the treasure to? 

STANK PETE
If you let me keep reading maybe you’d find out.

Jesus Christ, Bessie some people are mighty fucking rude.



Pete clears his throat and resumes reading the pirate curse.

STANK PETE
If you think yer more learned than some old sea-faring captain
And you can take this here treasure without nuthin’ happenin’

Then you’re a greater fool with fool’s love of gold
And you’ll be a’treated to horrors untold

But if no descendent can be rightfully found
Then to an old pirate’s honor you’re rightfully bound
Take this here chest to the landlubbing authorities 

And they’ll hand unto you all Ol’John’s pirate royalties
And that sums up the wishes of Two-Footed John

Who’s vessel was feared and called The Dark Prawn
His rapin’ and pillaging made him shine like a star

But even stars fade with an old pirate ARRRGH

Pete finishes reading and wipes a tear from his eye.

STANK PETE
I reckon it’s pretty clear what I oughtta do.

MAN IN CROWD #1
Go get ‘em Pete!

The crowd parts, cheering as Stank Pete grunts, picks up the chest and begins walking 
stoically past them.

Int. Police Station

Cut to the inside of a police station. A few officers are engaging in friendly chit-chat. One
points to off screen and says:

OFFICER #1
Look who it is!

Pan to the doorway as Stank Pete is backing through the doorway dragging the treasure
chest that is not yet visible.

OFFICER #2
Jesus, Stank! It’s only nine in the morning

Don’t tell me you’re already drunk!

Stank Pete finishes dragging the chest through the doors and the officers are amazed and
instantly cease their teasing.



OFFICER #2
Well butter me up and call me toast! I don’t believe it!

He turns to the other officer.

OFFICER #2
Quick grab the lieutenant! We’re gonna want to call

the press on this one! I think a crowd’s already forming
outside!

The first officer runs off screen.

Int. Household

Cut to a middle shot of a young, attractive suburban housewife, from the neck down. Her 
face remains unseen as she goes about her morning routine. She flicks on the television 
and is greeted by the morning news. 

REPORTER
Big news today at the county police station, as a
local homeless man known only as Stank Pete,

has apparently unearthed what could be millions
of dollars of buried treasure.

The house wife drops the cereal bowl she was carrying to the ground with a crash. Her 
son calls to her from off screen.

SON (OS)
Mom? Mom? Are you alright?

Int. Apartment
 
Cut to an apartment where the same news report is playing. The apartment is the opposite
of the light, well kept suburban household. It is dark and slightly foreboding. A dark and 
slightly foreboding figure is sitting on the sofa watching the news. Slowly pan to and 
zoom in on the tv screen.

REPORTER
Apparently in accordance with some kind of 
Pirate engraving on the chest, Stank Pete has

Brought the chest here to the local police station
to wait for any descendent of the famed pirate

Two-Foot John to claim the chest, before taking
the “booty” as his own. Back to you, Chuck.

CHUCK



Ha ha thanks Lisa. Homeless men, crazy right?
In other news, Scientist Dr. Harold P. Zinger

Taking a lot of flak today for his quote “playing
God” with his new breakthrough in the field of-

The tv is turned off. Zoom in on just the dark grin of the man on the couch as he chuckles
to himself.

DARK MAN
Pirates, huh? I can do pirates.

Slowly fade to black. The Words “90 Days Lat-ARR” appear on the screen.

Ext. Police Station

Fade in on Stank Pete asleep on a bench outside the police station. He looks peaceful in 
his slumber. A police officer walks over to him and shakes him awake.

POLICE OFFICER
Up and at ‘em, Stanky

Pete rolls over and looks at the officer groggily. His hair is even more wild in the 
morning.

POLICE OFFICER
You know what today is, don’t you?

STANK PETE
Don’t patronize me!

POLICE OFFICER
It’s been ninety days Pete, and no one’s claimed
your pirate booty, or at least no one legitimate.

The money’s gonna be yours.

STANK PETE
I won’t have to be homeless anymore.

POLICE OFFICER  
No I don’t imagine you will. 

He sighs in amazement.

POLICE OFFICER
What are you gonna do with all that money?



STANK PETE
Ol’ Stank Pete’s got a lot to make up for. Mainly,

I reckon I gotta win my family back.

POLICE OFFICER
Jesus, you’ve had a family this whole time! I’ve
seen you around the streets for at least ten years.

Pete starts to get teary eyed.

STANK PETE
Yup, I reckon my boy’s just ‘bout ten now. He never
knew his father. Probably for the best, that way he 

doesn’t have nothin’ to be ashamed about.

POLICE OFFICER
Don’t get so down on yourself, Pete. With all those gold

doubloons, you’ve probably got close to two million dollars
minus inflation and taxes. You’ve got a lot going for you.

How could your son be ashamed of you now?

STANK PETE
Ha! Don’t be a fool Gerald! Stank Pete’s done some terrible
things, things that don’t get forgiven or forgotten too easily.
He won’t remember none of that, but Helen will. God, the 

Things I did… the things I did… to her, back when I was on
The drugs. This money won’t make that go away, and won’t 

Make it right neither. But I’m a new man now. I may still have
A repulsive exterior, but livin’ on the street with Bessie’s done a

whole lot of healin’ to my interior. I know I don’t deserve a second
chance, but I ain’t never stopped lovin’ her or the boy not once,

and I’m hopin’ this here booty will be enough to buy me the chance
to tell her that and to apologize.

Now the police officer is slightly teary eyed too. He pats Pete on the back.

POLICE OFFICER
You’ve got a beautiful soul, Stank Pete. I’m glad it was you who 

Found this money.

As he says this, a man in a suit carrying a brief case walks up to him. The man looks
slick, too slick, like nothing could stick to him. He’s clearly put a lot of effort into his

appearance. This is Arthur Tinsel.

ARTHUR
Um, excuse me Officer, but is this the police station where Two-Foot



John’s treasure is being held?

POLICE OFFICER
Why, yes, yes it is.

ARTHUR
Aw, well, uh, gee this is gonna sound a little

Weird, and I’m sure you’ve heard it before, but
It’s really true, honest.

He pauses, and takes a deep breath.

ARTHUR
I think I’m the last descendent

of Two Foot John.

Stank Pete and the police officer are flabbergasted. Arthur starts reaching around in his 
brief case. As he does so, he says:

ARTHUR
I know this must sound like absolute malarkey, but well my 

Grandfather always used to tell me I was descended from pirates
And that’s why I was so wild as a boy. It was just in my blood. 
I always thought he was just yanking my chain, but when I saw

That treasure chest on the news, I just you know as a joke decided
To see if there was anything to it. I mean if it was true I’d be some

 kinda millionaire. Well, I just couldn’t believe it myself but
when I started really getting into the research I found these.

He pulls out a bunch of charts and papers and hands them over to the police officer.

ARTHUR
I’m terribly sorry, Mr., uh Stank, I’m sure this money meant an

Awful lot to you, and I’d be happy to give you a generous 
Finder’s fee.

Pete is offended by the offer.

STANK PETE
If I wanted charity, I’d go to a soup kitchen instead of

Slowly dying of hunger pains!

ARTHUR
Now, I was only trying to be polite, really I didn’t realize

You’d be so offended.



The police officer, who’s been flipping through the papers, looks growingly concerned.

POLICE OFFICER
Aw, jeez Pete, he’s got charts. I think he may be serious.

STANK PETE
He’s a lying whore!

Both men are surprised by Pete’s outburst.

ARTHUR
Huh, really!

POLICE OFFICER
I know you’re upset Pete, but it’s no reason to be rude.

STANK PETE
Look into his eyes, Gerald! Those aren’t the eyes of a Pirate!

I’ve seen those eyes before, and there’s something there, something
Darker. Being homeless, well, it makes you crazy. But it also makes
You smart, and it makes you tough. I’ve been kicked while I was 
Trying to sleep, I’ve been spat on, and I’ve even been pissed on

Just to make people feel big. And let me tell you, there’s a certain
Look in the eyes of a man who pisses on another human being for 
Pleasure that you don’t never forget. I seen that look in his eyes.

He gets up close to Arthur, very intensely.

STANK PETE
I KNOW WHEN I’M BEING PISSED ON MR. TINSEL!

And I won’t stand for it!

Arthur is taken aback.

ARTHUR
I can assure you, Mr. Stank, that nobody is trying to urinate

On anyone. But I am entitled to that money by law.

STANK PETE
You’ll have to pry it from my cold dead hands, because I’ll
Never let this money get into the hands of stinkin’ liar and 

A con man. 

The police officer inserts himself between Arthur and the raging hobo.

ARTHUR



Mr. Stank, really, it doesn’t matter if you believe me or not.
The law says this money belongs to me.

POLICE OFFICER
I’m afraid he’s right Pete, that engraving on the chest is as good

As a will.

Arthur looks at his watch.

ARTHUR
I’ve really got to go, I’m in a terrible rush. If you’re

Not going to give me what’s rightfully mine, Mr. Stank,
Then I’m sure my lawyers will be able to sort this out.

I’ll see you in court.

He starts walking away. Pete calls after him, still raging.

STANK PETE
You think fancy lawmen scare me! You think that makes 

You anything more than a goddamn piece of shit liar!
Well I’ll call your bluff! You think just cause I’m homeless

I can’t get a lawman of my own. I’ll show you! Me and Bessie
We got connections!

He starts panting and calming down.

POLICE OFFICER
Jesus Pete, even if he is lying, how’re you gonna afford a lawyer?

Realization is dawning on Pete. He looks dejected.

STANK PETE
Goddamn it, Gerald! You think I don’t know that. Fuck!

They were so close, they were so close. 

He starts walking away and grabs his metal detector off the park bench. 

POLICE OFFICER
Are you alright Pete?

STANK PETE
I just need some fresh air, Gerald. And some time to think.

He walks away. The police officer starts to call out to him but stops himself. Fade out. 

Int. News Room



Cut to the end of a speech by the brilliant scientist Harold P. Zinger.

DR. ZINGER
-playing God? If it is the future of scientific progression

To do so, then I do so happily! If you seek to stop me and my
Work, then you impede science and you impede the evolution

Of the entire human race!

The Screen freezes on Zinger pounding his podium. Zoom out on the freeze frame
placing it in the corner of the screen on the same morning new show as before. The

anchor comments:

CHUCK
Strong words from Dr. Harold P Zinger. In other news, there’s been

an interesting turn of events with the pirate treasure of Two-Foot John.
Lisa-

Ext. Police Station

Cut to female reporter standing outside the police station.

LISA
Thanks, Chuck. Well it’s been ninety days, since we last heard

anything about Two-Foot John’s treasure. It seemed like nobody
was going to claim the treasure, and it would all belong

to cunning homeless man, Stank Pete. Unfortunately for Pete, 
yesterday a man named Arthur Tinsel came into the police 
station and revealed that he is the last living descendent of 

Two- Foot John. A stunning revelation, but the story gets even
stranger from there. Apparently distrustful of Mr. Tinsel, Stank
Pete has refused to give up the treasure, and is willing to go to

Court to defend his claim to it. This seemingly baffling decision 
Is made all the more confounding by the fact that Mr. Stank 

Currently has no means of hiring a lawyer.

As she says this, dramatically cut to a well dressed man sitting at a desk. He has his feet
on the desk and was watching the news, casually eating a muffin, when the news shocks

him. He frantically presses the intercom on his desk. The Sign on his door says Philip
Rothbergstein Attorney at Law. This is Philip Rothbergstein.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Sheryl! Sheryl! Quick, call the County police station
Tell them I’d like to speak to Stank Pete right away! 

He is already putting on his coat and is out the door as soon as he says this. 



Cut back to the news.

REPORTER
The courtroom date is set for the beginning of next week. Mr.
Tinsel has described this as a momentous waste of time, and
With no plan seemingly in sight for Stank Pete, this Reporter

Can’t help but agree. Back to you Chuck

BOY (VO) 
Mom!

Int. Suburban Household

Snap to a shot of the housewife from before, her face visible now staring at the TV in a 
daze. Her young son is standing next to her yelling. Her name is Helen, and he is her son,
Troy.

TROY
Mom! C’mon!! I’m gonna be late for school!

HELEN (snapping out of it)
Oh I’m sorry honey, I just wanted to finish the news.

TROY
You always get so weird whenever they say anything about

That dumb homeless guy! Why do you care?

HELEN
Hey! Troy Anthony Keys! That is no way to talk about your…

She struggles for a moment wanting to say something else before spitting out lamely:

HELEN 
Peers.

TROY
Peers? He’s like forty years old!

HELEN
Either way it’s still no way to talk about someone else.
I thought I raised you better. Now go get your things 

Together and I’ll be right there.

Troy leaves. Helen goes to the tv to turn it off. Her finger rests on the power button as she
thinks:



HELEN (VO)
How can I tell him? I’ve worked so hard to protect him

From this, to just forget. Now he’s all over the news, and 
I can’t forget. Maybe I never could. All those things he
Did, terrible things, but nothing worse than making me

Fall in love with him despite it all. That bastard! I’d come
So close to just forgetting it all. (sighs)  Dammit Pete, I 
Hope this works out for you. I can’t stand watching you 

Destroy yourself again, and I’m going to do my best to make
Our… my son never have to.

She turns off the TV defiantly, and leaves the house. 

Int. Police Station

Cut to Stank Pete sitting at a desk inside the police station waiting for someone. Philip 
Rothbergstein enters. 

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Hello, Stank Pete. I’m glad to have this chance to meet with you.

My name’s Philip Rothbergstein, maybe you’ve heard of me.

STANK PETE
Can’t says I have.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Ha! Well that’s the problem right there isn’t it? You see I’m a lawyer and,

I don’t mean to brag but a damn good one at that. But I can’t get anywhere,
nobody knows my name. That’s why I’m willing to take your case, virtually

free of charge. 

STANK PETE
What?! Are you trying to trick an old homeless man?

ROTHBERGSTEIN
I assure you, I am not. You’re case is going to gain a lot of attention.

I’m going to do my best to win, but even if I don’t, this kind of
Publicity pretty much pays for itself. Frankly, I need a case like yours,

And well, you need a lawyer like me, otherwise you’re what we in 
The legal profession call fucked.

STANK PETE
You’re honest. I respect that. You’re willing to cut me a break financially,

I respect that even more. But how are we gonna win, huh? I’ve backed
Myself into a real tight corner here. This guy’s slick, he’s got all kinds



Of fancy charts and figures. It’s gonna look like an open an’ shut case.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
I’ll admit, you’ve given yourself very little wiggle room. I mean, that 

Inscription is basically a will, and you’ve got almost no legal precedent 
For challenging it. But you’ve got something he hasn’t. Sentiment. 
I play the angles right, and you’re some kind of hero chasing the 
American dream, and he’s a greedy monster stealing from a man
Who has nothing. Doesn’t matter what his charts say, that’s how 

It’ll look.

STANK
But he’s lying! If you can’t prove that, all the sympathy in the

World won’t do a damn thing!

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Yeah, but while I’m dragging the case out building up your 
Character, winning over the jury, and draining his wallet, I’ll
Use that time, to get a good look at his charts. If he’s lying, 

There’ll be a mistake somewhere and it’s only a matter of time 
Before we find it. Hell, even if the charts aren’t fake, I’ve
Got a few tricks up my sleeve. They’re just a little riskier.

Pete suddenly starts coughing brutally.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Are you alright? Was it something I said?

STANK PETE
No, I’m sorry. It’s just the cancer. It’s slowly killing me. Huh, huh

ROTHBERGSTEIN
I’m very sorry to hear that.

He puts his hand out.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Do we have a deal Mr. Stank Pete?

STANK PETE
I don’t think it’ll work, but I figure you’re if willing to hitch your wagon 

to this old sinking ship, then I might as well give it a chance. I don’t 
really got no choice, otherwise.

He shakes Rothbergstein’s hand.



STANK PETE
It’s a deal.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
I look forward to doing business with you.

STANK PETE
I’ll be here if you need ta contact me. Well, here or the bench

Outside. Just ask for Gerald, he’ll know where I am.

Rothbergstein walks out. As he’s walking away, Gerald approaches him angrily. 
Rothbergstein begins to greet him amiably, when Gerald abruptly punches him in the 
face.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
What the hell?

GERALD
You blood-sucking bastard, you just don’t care do you?

He doesn’t mean anything to you. I heard what you said,
you’re just trying to make a name for yourself. Well that’s a
real honest to god good person you just left who really needs

to win this. Maybe you should think about that instead of
yourself!

ROTHBERGSTEIN
What’s wrong with you, Officer? I’m still trying to win this
case. The ensuing celebrity is merely a happy by-product.

GERALD
You don’t even believe him, do you?

ROTHBERSTEIN
Whether or not I believe him couldn’t make the slightest

difference.

Gerald throws up his arms in outrage.

GERALD
It makes all the difference! You just don’t get it! This is

why I had to hit you; you’re too cocky, you’ve missed the point.

ROTHBERSTEIN
Well, then what is the point, Officer?

GERALD



The charts! I’ve seen the charts. You’re never going to be able 
To disprove them. You’re only hope is believing Stank Pete,

And proving this man’s a liar.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
You believe this?

GERALD
I believe in Pete.

ROTHBERSTEIN
It’s going to be hard enough keeping this case in

Court, let alone getting hard evidence to suggest Tinsel’s
Lying. What do expect me to do?

Gerald looks around, making sure nobody sees him. He reaches into his pocket and pulls 
out a business card which he shiftily hands to Rothbergstein.

GERALD
He used to work here, before he was kicked off the force.

Now he runs a small private detective agency. He’s
A good man, but more importantly a great detective. He’s

Got a lot of problems to work out, but that doesn’t affect his work.
Still, I don’t want you telling anyone I gave you his number.

 Especially not Pete. If this blows up I don’t want him connected.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Could this blow up?

GERALD
This guy… he’s unpredictable. I don’t know anyone better, but

There’s always a risk. I already gave him a call, letting him know
About the case, and letting him know he can trust you. He still
Wants to meet you himself. Seven o’clock, the parking garage

Behind the Sear’s downtown.

Rothbergstein looks at the business card in his hand.

ROTHBERSTEIN
If I go, what should I call this guy?

GERALD
Just call him…

Zoom in on the business card. It reads, “Paul “Corduroy” Jones: Private Eye. You want 
the best? Get the corduroy vest!”



GERALD
Corduroy Jones.

Int. Parking Garage

Fade out on the business card, and in on a nearly empty parking garage. Rothbergstein 
walks out of a car and begins to walk around uncertainly looking for Corduroy Jones
Suddenly he is grabbed from behind, a knife put to his throat.

ASSAILANT
Who are you? Who sent you?

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Nobody sent me! I’m here of my own free will to meet 

Someone. Corduroy Jones. Is that you?

The attacker releases him. Rothbergstein turns to face the stranger. He is wearing a three 
piece suit and a fedora both made entirely from corduroy. This is Corduroy Jones.

JONES
What do you think?

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Jesus Christ, am I the last sane man on Earth? Why

Did you need to attack me?

JONES
I was testing you, seeing how you handle yourself under stress.
You did alright. I respect that. Didn’t cry like some kinda bitch

ROTHBERGSTEIN
But why?

JONES
I need to know I can trust you to handle surprises. After tonight,

You’re not going to be finding me. I’ll find you. You can call
Me if you need me, but if anything important happens, I’ll find

You. I could show up at anytime. I don’t give a shit, if you’re eating
Waffles, or you’re fucking someone back your place, or you’re studying
For a geography test, I’m just gonna show up. You won’t expect it, but

Once I’m there, business. You got that.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Sure, fine. Gerald says you’re good, so I guess I’ll put up with whatever.



JONES
You’re goddamn right you will! Gerald says I’m good? Huh? Gerald?
Fuck him! I’m the best! Gerald and all those shits at the station, and

All their rules. They can’t solve anything, not like I can. I don’t
Have to follow their rules, or fuckin’ DRESS! CODES! anymore!

Jesus what the hell are you listening to Gerald for?

ROTHBERGSTEIN
He’s the one who told me about you. 

JONES
Yeah, he called me too. Says you’re some kind of hotshot 

Lawyer, but you need my help on some pirate case. I almost
Hung up on him. I don’t like Gerald, and I don’t like lawyers.
You’re lucky though. I’ve been… “between cases” for a while,
And there’s some new corduroy loafers I’ve had my eye on for 

A while, so I need the money. I’m here because I need to be alright?
I’m not your friend, and I’m not your buddy, and I’m not gonna be

Sucking on anybody’s dick. We clear?

ROTHBERSTEIN
Crystal. What exactly did Gerald tell you about the job?

JONES
Not much.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
That’s fine. It’s pretty simple, really. 

He pulls out a manila folder and removes a picture of Arthur Tinsel.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
This man claims to be the descendent of the pirate

Two-Foot John. I need you to prove he’s not. He’s got 
Some pretty convincing evidence, but I’m sure if you 

Follow him around for a while, you can-

JONES
Stop. You tell me how to do my job one more time,

And I’ll cut off both your legs, cover ‘em in corduroy,
And have two new fuckin’ lampshades for my apartment

You got that!

ROTHBERGSTEIN
I’m sorry. It… it won’t happen again. But, uh, can I count on

You, uh, taking the case?



JONES
Oh, I’m in, but I need to make sure you know what you’re getting
In. ‘Cause once I’m on the case, man, I’m like a fucking anteater,

And the facts are the ants. And, I won’t stop till they’re all stuck to my 
Tongue wriggling for mercy. Now my tongue, might get into 
Some pretty strange places. Someone tries this hard to pretend

They’re someone, they’re not. There could be some pretty messed
Up shit in this anthill, but that won’t stop me from taking it to

Surface. You prepared to handle that?

ROTHBERGSTEIN
You’re not the only one “between cases”. I don’t have much 

Of a choice. How much is this gonna cost me?

JONES
I want a thousand up front. The rest depends on how difficult things

Get for me. I have to kill someone, that’s extra.

Rothbergstein reaches into his pocket and pulls out some money.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Here’s your money, and let’s hope things don’t come to that.

JONES
Ha! Sooner or later things always come down to that. Kill

Or be killed man, that’s nature. Maybe you’ll get lucky though,
I don’t make any promises. I just do my job.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
That’s all I’m asking.

Jones walks away. The lights of the garage flicker a little bit. Rothbergstein looks around 
himself, still a little dazed from his encounter. When he looks back Jones is gone. He 
limps back to his car, opens the door, sits down, and let’s his head fall to the steering 
wheel.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
What the hell am I getting into?

Fade out.

Ext. Courthouse

Fade in on the reporter standing outside a courtroom, with her film crew around her. She 
looks impatient and fidgets with her hair.



REPORTER
Alright guys, today’s the big day. For whatever reason,
This stupid story’s really gained loads of attention and 
A lot of people are watching today, so if you make look
A pound over 115, I’m seriously going to castrate you.

A black car pulls up. 

REPORTER
Shit! Start rolling.

She starts walking to the car, and slips into professional mode.

REPORTER
I’m now standing outside the Rosenberg Courthouse, where

In but a few short moments, the most talked about court case in
Recent memory is about to get underway. 

The car door opens, and Stank Pete begins getting out, followed by Rothbergstein. Pete 
has a shabby gray suit on. Gerald gets out after them, closes the door, and just stands 
silently behind them. 

REPORTER
Just arriving, is the defendant Stank Pete. Pete, how do you
Feel knowing the trial that will decide everything is going

To begin within minutes?

STANK PETE
Well, shucks. I found that money plain and simple, and I waited as long

As I was s’posed to. I been honest this whole time, and I don’t
Plan on changin’ that so I reckon I ain’t the one who should be 
Worried. I may have been trodden down pretty bad these, past
Few years, but that weren’t anybody’s fault but my own. I ain’t
Never blamed the government, or nothing, and I still have faith
In this here country and this here legal system of hers. So, and 
Pardon me for my ramblin’ ways, I feel alright about this trial, 

Because I been honest, and I’se got faith that truth and honesty still
Mean something.

REPORTER
So you still think you have a shot at winning the treasure of Two 

Foot John? Are you aware that Mr. Tinsel has hired none other than
Cornelius Vandersmoot as his attorney, who has yet to lose a case?

STANK PETE



Ha! If he spent all that money on some fancy lawman, that’s a sure
Sign he’s scared. Why else would he go to so much trouble to defend
Himself against a man, who hain’t eaten nothin’ but plastic and apple
Cores for th better part of ten years. Sides, I reckon I gots me a fine

Lawman of my own, and I didn’t have to give up none of my 
Arms or legs for him neither.

He chortles to himself.

REPORTER
That brings us to you, Mr. Rothbergstein. As an inexperienced
Lawyer, do you not feel like the odds are stacked against you?

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Haha well, the trial hasn’t even started yet, and I feel my client

Has done enough boasting for the two of us. Now I would normally
Advise against talking to the press at this early juncture, but since

It’s a bit late for that, I’ll just let Stank Pete’s eloquent words speak
For themselves, and we’ll just see how the odds look after today.

He smiles and drags Pete away from the press and into the courtroom. Gerald shakes 
everybody’s hand and pleasantly waves them away before following Rothbergstein.

REPORTER
A surprising air of confidence, about the defendant. He has a lot
Riding on this case. Let’s hope this confidence is not misplaced. 

Oh, and it looks like the plaintiff Mr. Tinsel is just beginning
To pull up.

She runs offscreen.

Int. Courthouse

Cut to Gerald, Rothbergstein, and Stank Pete walking into the courthouse and taking their
seats. As they walk, Rothbergstein leans on Pete’s shoulder and advises him

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Alright, Pete, just leave everything up to me. Don’t say anything

unless I tell you and try not to let your emotions get the better of you.
Remember, there’s a certain decorum to be expected in court so please,

just do what I say okay?

STANK PETE
You’re the lawman, but this thing goes tits up, and you’re the one
whose career’s going down the shitter so I reckon you better do

a good job.



ROTHBERGSTEIN
I will, and I’m glad you said that because as I was saying about

This decorum, I really can’t stress this enough, but… 

STANK PETE
Relax, I were just bustin’ yer balls. I know you can’t cuss in

Church.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Church?

STANK PETE
Oh right, sorry, temple.

Rothbergstein looks confused as the bailiff comes out. 

BAILIFF
All rise for the Honorable Judge Oswald Fingerbatch.

Everyone stands as the elderly judge goes to his chair. Rothbergstein has to pull Stank 
Pete to his feet. The judge bangs his gavel and everyone sits.

JUDGE
Has the plaintiff prepared opening remarks?

When Arthur’s lawyer, the esteemed Cornelius Vandersmoot, speaks, he has a slow, rich 
Southern drawl.

VANDERSMOOT
Uh, yessir, Your honor, I have. 

He slowly and deliberately walks to the front of the court.

VANDERSMOOT
Your Honor, we have an expression back on tha farm, that

The pig in the pantry produces poor pork. I fear that Mr. Stank
Pete, who will take the place of the proverbial pig, has been in his

Pantry, by which I mean homelessness, for too long, and it is 
beginning to affect his judgment or pork as it were. He has 

become simply delusional. There is no legal basis for this heah, trial
other than the ramblings of a lonely old street shuckster seeking some

attention. Now I may be a poor country lawyer, but that doesn’t 
exactly sound like concrete evidence for a case. What is concrete
on the contrary, is the fact that my client is in fact a descendent
of the prominent pelagic plunderer by the name of Two-Foot



John, and is therefore as entitled to thisy-heah fortune as I am
To my grandpappy’s farm. I just thank you and ask you to be

Reasonable and logical in your decision. Your Honor.

He slowly and deliberately sits back down.

JUDGE FINGERBATCH
Has the defense prepared any opening statements?

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Yes, your honor.

He walks to the front.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Your Honor, do not let my esteemed colleague’s folksy wisdom,

Cloud your judgment. This is far from as open and shut and 
Unnecessary a case as he would have you believe. Is it delusional

Of my client to want what his hard work earned him? Is it delusional
Of him to see this as an opportunity to elevate himself from a poor 

Situation and want to hold on to that? Is this not the land of opportunity?
If that is so, then Stank Pete should have the opportunity to fight for 

What is his. The plaintiff may say that he is entitled to this money, but
It will be my endeavor over the course of this case to prove to you

Why that is incorrect. After all the British once felt entitled to this here
Beautiful country of ours, but the founding father’s fought for what was

Theirs and I think we know how that worked out. Thus Stank Pete’s 
Pursuing of this case is far from delusional, but in fact both rational

And American. What is more American, I ask you, starting from nothing
And working your way up, or letting another man do all the work 

And follow all the rules only to just swoop in and take it? Mr. Tinsel,
May have some charts, but I have a little chart of my own.

He pulls out an American Flag from his suit jacket. There are some surprised cries and
stifled claps from the audience.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Thank you, Your Honor. 

JUDGE
Does the defense have a first witness?

ROTHBERGSTEIN
The defense would like to call Gerald Franklin to the stand.



Gerald awkwardly goes to the wrong side of the judge. Goes to the right one, drops some 
thing, bends over to pick up, accidently kicks it, stumbles after it, collects it, walks very 
seriously to the stands, and then trips going up the stairs. When he gets sworn in, he 
struggles with holding up the correct hand.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Now, Mr. Franklin, are you acquainted with Mr. Stank Pete?

GERALD
Yes, yes I am.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
How did you come to know him?

GERALD
He used to sleep out on the bench outside the police station
where I work. He looked so cold all the time, I’d bring him
some hot soup, which I always keep with me in case I meet

someone less fortunate. We got to talking, and he’s just a really
great guy.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
How did he come to be sleeping outside the police station?

GERALD
He was waiting there to see if anyone claimed a right to the 

Treasure of Two-Foot John.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
And how long did he legally have to wait, before that treasure

Became lawfully his?

GERALD
Ninety days.

ROTHBERSTEIN
And how long did Mr. Stank wait?

GERALD
Ninety days, but…

ROTHBERGSTEIN
So he waited the customary ninety days?

GERALD
He did, but…



ROTHBERGSTEIN
Thank you Mr. Franklin. The defense rests.

JUDGE
Will there be a cross examination?

VANDERSMOOT
There most certainly will be, yo honah.

He gets up and talks as he walks around and waves his hands with a slight flourish.

VANDERSMOOT
Mr. Franklin, what is the extent of your relationship with Mr.

Stank?

GERALD
I’d say, we’re buddies. No, buds. Ooh, how about pals.

VANDERSMOOT
Have you ever known him in a sexual nature?

GERALD
No.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Objection, your honor. Irrelevant question.

VANDERSMOOT
I was merely to pry into the witness’s personal pornographic proclivities,
In order to postulate properly if we should be prepared to perceive his 

position as mere prevarication brought on by passion.

JUDGE
Objection sustained.

VANDERSMOOT
Moving on. Mr. Franklin, have you ever lived on a farm?

Rothbergstein begins to object but Vandersmoot cuts him off.

VANDERSMOOT
Do hold your horses, young buck. I assure you my stratagem shall soon

Become clear. 

He clears his throat. 



GERALD
Can you repeat the question?

VANDERSMOOT
Have you ever lived on a farm, boy?

GERALD
Does a barn count?

VANDERSMOOT
I should say not!

GERALD
Oh, then well no, sir.

VANDERSMOOT
So then you’ve never had to milk a goat?

GERALD
Not personally, no.

VANDERSMOOT
Well then, you wouldn’t know that a goat often doesn’t care

What teat your tugging, he just does what he wants, and he might
Kick you in the face if’n he’s mighty riled.

GERALD
I guess, I didn’t know that.

VANDERSMOOT
Does that description strike you as similar to Stank Pete in any way?

GERALD
Well, I’ve never touched his nipples, sir. I thought we already

Covered this.

He laughs heartily.

VANDERSMOOT
Ho ho, my boy, allow me to rephrase the question. Is Mr. Stank

Prone to doing just as he wants?

GERALD
He’s very strong-willed if that’s what you’re asking.



VANDERSMOOT
And is he prone to violence?

GERALD
He has a temper, sure. But I’ve never seen him hurt someone.

VANDERSMOOT
Did he ever threaten my client, one Mr. Arthur Tinsel?

GERALD
I think he just called him a whore, and said something about

Urination. No threats.

VANDERSMOOT
But is my client a whore?

GERALD
Well if you want to play stereotypes, then I would say he doesn’t look

Like one. But really that’s an unfair assumption. I see a lot of prostitutes
Come in and out of the station, and a lot of them look just like you or I,

So I try not to judge people.

VANDERSMOOT
Well my client is not a whore! So would you say calling him one is a

Defamation of his fine character?

GERALD
I would say that that is a loaded question, because I can’t say how

Fine his character is, as I don’t know him that well.

VANDERSMOOT
Have you ever met my client before?

GERALD
I have.

VANDERSMOOT
Where did you meet him?

GERALD
He came to the police station to claim to be the rightful owner

Of the treasure of Two-Foot John.

VANDERSMOOT
So he claimed the treasure?



GERALD
Yes.

VANDERSMOOT
And what evidence did he have?

GERALD
He had some charts.

VANDERSMOOT
Did you see these charts?

GERALD
I did.

VANDERSMOOT
What was your impression?

Gerald looks ashamed.

GERALD
They… they seemed legitimate.

VANDERSMOOT
And was he within the ninety day waiting period?

GERALD
Well he came on the ninetieth day, so…

VANDERSMOOT
So he came within the proper parameters, possessed authentic identification,
And suffered verbal abuse from the defendant for his trouble. What is even

The question here about the true ownership of the treasure?

GERALD
Well, I guess that would partly be the ninety days. By showing up on the actual

Ninetieth day, Mr. Tinsel puts himself in some questionable territory, and I guess
That would be up to the very honorable Judge Fingerbatch to decide whether

Or not that legally counts. In my opinion.

VANDERSMOOT (annoyed)
Well that was more of a, uh, rhetorical question, intended for dramatic effect, but

Uh, thank you, Mr. Franklin, for most assuredly, uh, killing the moment. That
Will be all.

JUDGE



The witness may retake his seat.

Gerald stumbles again going down the stairs.

GERALD
Wow, that last one’s a doozy!

 JUDGE
Would the defense like to call their next witness?

Rothbergstein stands up and is about to say something. Stank Pete stands up and cut him 
off.

STANK PETE
Your Majesty, I’d like to call a surprise witness.

JUDGE and ROTHBERGSTEIN
What?

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Can I talk to you?

 STANK PETE
Always, what’s on your mind?

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Are you crazy?! You can’t call a surprise witness without telling me
First. Do you remember when I said let me do the talking? Well, let

Me do the talking. 

STANK PETE
Trust me, Rothbergstein. We gotta call this guy. I really have to insist on

It.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
I’m not sure.

STANK PETE
It’s important.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
I just don’t know…

GERALD
I think we should do it.



ROTHBERGSTEIN
Alright what’s the guy’s name, if you’re gonna do it at 

Least let me call him to the stand.

Stank Pete whispers the name in Rothbergstein’s ear. Rothbergstein does not appear 
thrilled. He stands up.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
The defense would like to call Chief Wannapagoda to the stand.

JUDGE
Well, this is highly unusual. I don’t generally allow surprise witnesses,

But I’ll let it go this once. But this is the last time. 

Nothing happens.

JUDGE
Where is the witness?

STANK PETE
Pardon me, Your Majesty, but he’s probably sleeping on the

Porch outside, if’n you’d send your bailiff to get him.

The bailiff walks out and comes back a moment later with a stereotypical Indian Chief 
with a large headdress and war paint on. The Chief is sworn in.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Now, uh, Chief, how do you know my client Stank Pete?

CHIEF
Stank Pete and I worked together many moons ago. 

ROTHBERGSTEIN
In what field did you work?

CHIEF
The world’s oldest profession.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
You were prostitutes?!

CHIEF
No we were homeless. As my people have been, since the Painter 

Turtle first painted our souls into the waking world. We had no need
For homes going where the buffalo took us. 



ROTHBERGSTEIN
O… kay. And what did you and Stank Pete do together exactly?

CHIEF
We would sit on the curb by day, and wait for the winds of Mon-Took,
The god of Fortune, to blow some generosity our way. And by night
We sit around the camp fire telling the stories that my people have

Passed down from generation to generation. 

ROTHBERGSTEIN
And what can you tell me about Stank Pete?

CHIEF
He is a good soul. He would make a fine brave, but his hands are also

Delicate like a painter. You should see what he can do with all the 
Colors of the wind.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Could you tell us anything else about him, perhaps something

With some relevance to our case?

CHIEF
His spirit animal is the noble wildebeest.

There are a few seconds of silence.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Is that how you always talk?

CHIEF
No, but it is what the white man expects and understands.
Also I would not talk about stereotypes Mr. Rothbergstein.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Hmm, right. The defense rests, I guess.

JUDGE
Will there be a cross examination?

VANDERSMOOT
Frankly, I don’t see the point.

JUDGE
You may step down now, Mr. Wannapagoda.



The chief leaves. The judge bangs his gavel.

JUDGE
My head hurts. I’m going to call a thirty minute recess. After that, 
Maybe the defense would like to pick their witnesses a little more 

Carefully.

Everyone gets up and leaves. As they’re leaving:

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Would you care to tell me what was so fucking important about

that? I’ve never been more embarrassed in my life.

STANK PETE
Relax, Phil. I’d say we’re in good shape.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Good shape?! How do you figure?

STANK PETE
Look you said you wanted to drag this thing out right? 
I figure that waste of time and the recess I just scored us

Is gonna cost Tinsel at least a couple thousand in legal fees.
And with that seemingly baffling move, they’ll think we

Don’t know what we’re doing so they’ll get confident. They 
Get too confident they’re more likely to slip up. And even though it

Was a waste of time it was a waste of time by a minority, and his
 lawman is a rich southerner so even though he was right 

to dismiss the Chief we can maybe spin it and make him look 
a little racist if we need to. Can’t hurt.  Plus,  the crazier

I look the more press we get, and everyone loves an underdog.
You’ll look good and sympathetic to everyone for humoring this

Crazy, old hunk of a coal you got as a client. Hell, maybe you
Can even play it up and get laid out of the deal too, on me. And

The old chief got a little attention which is all he really wants. Well,
That and food. I’d say everything worked out well and we’re in good

Shape. It’s just a good thing I remembered the chief used to like to sleep
Out here. 

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Stank Pete, you never fail to amaze me.

Fade out.

Ext. Courtroom
Cut to the female reporter standing outside the courtroom. It is now late evening.



REPORTER
The first day of what is slowly becoming the most talked about trial

Of the year, maybe even the decade, has just come to a close.
For those who missed our in depth coverage, a brief recap: Stank Pete

Managed to keep up his crusty old homeless antics that have so
Quickly won over the hearts of millions, by frequently calling out

Of turn and interrupting the opposing counsel, inexplicably insisting
That another homeless man dressed as an Indian chief be called to the
Stand, and accidentally eating all of the Judge’s cheese. For his part,
Pete’s lawyer, Philip Rothbergstein, has showed admirable patience

And a fair amount of legal savvy, calling into question the importance
Of the ninety day waiting period. 

Int. Rothbergstein’s Office
Cut to Rothbergstein, Stank Pete, and Gerald standing around watching the news, 
drinking champagne. 

STANK PETE
Ho ho! What did I tell you? 

ROTHBERGSTEIN
A toast gentlemen, to a successful first day.

GERALD
To friendship.

STANK PETE
To not smelling like a sewer rat’s taint no more!

They raise their glasses and then drink.

GERALD
I still don’t think you should have eaten the judge’s cheese.

Cut back to the Reporter.

REPORTER
Cornelius Vandersmoot, usually not one To disappoint, did not 
seem to particularly care about defending the Point, and so far

 has acted very coolly almost as if he finds the whole thing to be a joke
 and far beneath him. Very little progress was made today,

And the trial sure looks like it might last a while.

Int. Helen’s House
Cut to Helen watching the news on her couch. 



HELEN
Jesus, Pete, you haven’t changed a bit. Why don’t you just

Get the thing over with and not drag it out?

TROY
Mom! Stop talking to yourself! It’s weird! Is that crazy, old
Homeless man off the TV now. Can I watch my cartoons?

HELEN
Sure, honey. (pause) He’s not crazy, you know. Just full

Of pride. Crazy, stupid pride.

TROY
What does that even mean? 

Cut back to the Reporter.

REPORTER
That brings our recap of the trial to an end. When we return:

Who is Stank Pete’s handsome and mysterious friend Gerald whose
 been stealing the hearts of our female viewers? And more importantly

Is he single? Also Dr. Harold P. Zinger, takes some time to talk to
Us about time and space. Stay tuned.

The TV is turned off. 

Int. Hotel Room
Cut to Corduroy Jones sitting on a bed in a nice hotel room.

JONES
Gerald?! Handsome?! Ooh, these reporters make me sick.
If I’d stayed on the force, they’d see some real handsome.

Not like, uck, Gerald.

He looks at his watch. 

JONES
Either way, good first day, boys. It’s almost night now, so

It’s time for me to get to work and do my part as well.

He starts to walk out. 

JONES
Psh, call this a hotel. Don’t even have corduroy bed sheets.



He turns off the lights and shuts the door. 

Ext. Street
Cut to Corduroy Jones walking a small town street in the dead of night. 

JONES (VO)
The night was as crisp as the Colonel’s chicken. The 

Air was cool on my neck. I hate the air. Even more than
I hate plaid. But still, the night is mine. I never sleep. I 
Get to work. I like to walk around when no body else is 
Out. I get to map things out, make my plan for the day to

Come.

He stops at a fence. In the distance is a large farm with a big red barn. He stares at the 
barn.

JONES (VO)
Look at you. You big fucking barn. You look ridiculous!
You disgust me! But not now. Later, I’ll come back again

For you later. Mark my words.

He walks off.

Cut to him walking into a town, the sun has just begun to rise.

JONES (VO)
The flight over here was horrible. I sat next to a fat guy.

I hate fat people. They don’t deserve to live. 

He walks into a little diner.

JONES (VO)
Time for breakfast. I’ll just get a coffee to keep me going.

He looks around the diner while he waits for his coffee. He sees a number of larger 
people eating their breakfasts.

JONES (VO)
My god, look at them all. It’s like a lard ass convention in here.

They’d probably kill each other if I threw some bacon up in the air.

He gets his coffee and drinks a little bit.

JONES (VO)
I better put them in their place. I’m in a new town. I don’t want to

Go around without being feared. Fear is power.



He slips into a booth across from a hefty man.

JONES
Is this seat taken?

MAN
Well actually my wife just went to the bathroom so…

JONES
Good. I won’t be long. 

MAN
But…

JONES
Do you ever take a good long look at yourself in the mirror?

The man starts to answer but before he can:

JONES
Because you’re disgusting. I mean how do you let yourself get so big.

It’s not fair for the rest of us who have to look at you. What did you do?
Eat your family? Ha! I mean everyone thinks about doing it, but actually

Doing it is another thing all together.

MAN
Why are you doing this?

JONES
Because. You’re. FAT! You insult my eyes and you’re the reason god cries

At night.

He gets uncomfortably close to the man.

JONES
Pass that along at the next fat fuck meeting. I’ll find out if you don’t
If I do then you’re in trouble. Look at this face. Don’t you forget it.

He gets up and starts to leave. Then he turns around and throws his coffee in the man’s 
face.

JONES
Tastes like dragon diarrhea anyways.



He walks out. In the widow as he walks by, the man’s wife is desperately trying to 
comfort him.

JONES (VO)
Another successful breakfast. Today should be a good day.

Ext. Library
Cut to Jones walking up to the local library.

JONES (VO)
Time for a little research.

Cut to him flipping through newspaper articles on the microfiche machine.

JONES (VO)
You see most people would’ve started with Tinsel. Not me.

Going after Tinsel first would just be a waste a’ time. If he is
A con man then that’s probably not his real name, and there’d
Be nothing to find. And if he isn’t a con-man, then he’s just

Some regular guy and there’s still not much to find. But either
Way it seems interesting to me, that such a big name as Cornelius
Vandersmoot would get involved in such a trivial trial. Something

Suspicious there so that’s where I started. 

He comes to a group of articles under the heading “Vandersmoot”. The person next to 
him coughs. Jones turns around slowly and fixes him with an icy stare.

JONES
Are we at a rock and roll concert?

COUGHER
Um… what?

JONES
Are we at a NASCAR race?

COUGHER
Uh…

JONES
Are we at a space shuttle launch?

COUGHER
Uh… no. but…

JONES



Oh we’re not? Huh, that’s right! We’re in a library. And do you know
Something about libraries?

COUGHER
What?

JONES
THEY’RE SUPPOSED TO BE QUIET!!!

Corduroy Jones turns back to his machine with much of the library now staring at him. 
He doesn’t seem to notice. He laughs to himself and says under his breath:

JONES
Some people!

He resumes flipping through the articles.

JONES (VO)
Oooh, that’s interesting.

Cut to an article with the headline, “Local Celebrity Makes Generous Donation to 
‘Gentleman’s Club’”. Fade out.

Ext. Street
Cut to Jones frantically running down a street panting.

JONES (VO)
Keep moving! Keep moving! All that research, I almost forgot

It was noon. I need my fix! I’m feeling sick! I’m getting withdrawal.
Everything’s going black.

He stops leans against a wall, and throws up.

JONES (VO)
Better. Almost there. Keep moving.

He turns into a dark alley, a shady figure is waiting for him.

DEALER
Yo, you Jones?

JONES
Yeah, just give it to me! I’ve got the money, but I need it now!

DEALER
Not how things work. Money first. 



JONES
Miserable fucking… At least let me see it first! So I know you gots it!

DEALER
Alright alright, fair’s fair.

He opens up his coat, revealing a bunch of squares of corduroy.

Jones looks at it in awe. He roughly searches his pocket and throws a wad of money at 
the dealer.

JONES
There! Now just give it to me! Quick! Quick!

The man hands over the squares of fabric. Jones hugs them to him closely and breathes 
them in. He seems more relaxed. 

DEALER
We cool, man. My lunch break’s almost over. You know most people
Just buy shit inside. But whatever man it’s your money, and I ain’t 

Complainin’.

JONES
Yeah, yeah. We’re cool.

DEALER
Alright see you around.

He leaves.

JONES (VO)
Alright, back to business

He leaves the alley and walks out into sunlight. Pan to reveal he is now in the parking lot 
of a Linens ‘N Things.

JONES (VO)
Psh. ‘Course I was only ever interested in the ‘N Things.

Fade out.

Ext. Barnyard Esquire Gentleman’s Club
Cut to Corduroy Jones approaching a building with the sign Barnyard Esquire 
Gentleman’s Club. There’s a bouncer outside.



BOUNCER
You goin’ in?

JONES
That a problem?

BOUNCER
I dunno, you don’t look like a typical customer. This

Ain’t some typical titty bar. The Barnyard Esquire generally 
Caters to a… certain clientele. An’ you don’t seem to fit the 

Bill.

JONES
Yeah, yeah, well you don’t judge a banana by its peel, an’ all that.
I’d like to go in and I got money to spend. You gonna deny me.

The bouncer sizes him up and then stands aside.

BOUNCER
Enjoy your time.

Jones opens the doors to a seedy dimly red lit club. On one side there is a stage with 
naked women dancing. On the other is a fence with some cows and other barnyard 
animals grazing. Skeevy men in overalls sit in chairs on both sides staring with equal 
amazement at what each side has to offer. Corduroy Jones stands in the center and takes it
all in.

JONES (VO)
It was a vile place. The smells of sweat, semen, and fresh cud 
Intermingled in the air. Air you could cut with a knife it was

So thick. It was the kinda place that gave you a kinda stink that
Would take days to wash off. The kinda place Gerald would really
Hate. Gerald? Why would I be thinking of that asshole?! Focus!

Focus! Back on track. Time to work.

Jones casually sits in front of a dancing girl.

DANCER
Hey, there feller. You feelin’ lonely, tonight?

JONES
Oh, yeah.

DANCER
You wanna talk? I’m a real good listener.



She gets real close to him.

JONES
Yeah, I wanna talk.

DANCER
Well fifty bucks, and we can do a whole lotta talking.

He hands her some money and she tucks it into what she has of clothing.

DANCER
Alright, so what do you want to talk about, baby?

JONES
Vandersmoot. Cornelius Vandersmoot. He come around

Here often.

DANCER
Oh, no baby, are you sure that’s what you wanna talk to me

About?

JONES
I’m not a baby, I’m a grown man, and yes I’m sure that’s what
I want to talk about. Vandersmoot, does he come here often?

DANCER
I seen him around, but really it’s not nice to talk about people

Behind there backs. 

Jones hands her some more money.

JONES
Does he talk? When you dance?

DANCER
Yeah, sometimes. 

JONES
What does he talk about? His cases? He ever say anything to

You about Arthur Tinsel?

DANCER
Look, I appreciate your tip an’ all, but I’m not liking this conversation

Any more, and I think you should go.

Jones grabs her wrist.



JONES
Listen, I asked you and your fake tits a question! Does Vandersmoot ever

Talk about Arthur Tinsel?

DANCER
You’re hurting me.

JONES
Answer the question!

Two big guys take Jones and pull him away from the girl.

GUY #1
Alright buddy, let’s go.

DANCER
I warned you.

JONES
Huh, what are you gonna do kick me out? I’m a paying customer.

GUY #1
We ain’t kicking you out. We’re taking you to Mr. Esquire. He don’t

Like it when people harass the girls or the livestock. 

GUY #2
An’ when he don’t like something, he takes it very seriously.

They enter an office. A man who looks much like Col. Sanders is waiting in a swivel 
chair. They slam Jones down in front of him.

MR. ESQUIRE
Well, well, well. I hear somebody’s been asking
Too many questions, eh boys? And do you know

What we do when somebody gets nosy? 

He laughs.

MR. ESQUIRE
Well, we cut of the nose for a start!

Jones throws his hands back and punches both heavies in the crotch. He jumps to his feet 
and quickly pulls a gun on Mr. Esquire.

JONES



Enough with the bond villain shtick. I want some answers.

MR. ESQUIRE
What answers?

JONES
Why’d Cornelius Vandersmoot care so much about this place?

MR. ESQUIRE
Mr. Vandersmoot is a long time member of this establishment,

And he helped us out when we had some, er, financial difficulties.

JONES
So he’s a pervert?

MR. ESQUIRE
Well, we don’t generally…

JONES
Yeah, he’s a pervert. You got any pictures, huh? Of him and
Some cute little goat? That what got him to cough up some 

Dough.

MR. ESQUIRE
Well, we do have a number of on sight cameras, but…

 
JONES

Give ‘em to me. The pictures, I mean.

MR. ESQUIRE
But I need them. I don’t have to take this.

JONES
I don’t have to kill you, you know? You think you’ll

Be the first person I’ve shot in the balls. Oh, no! there’ve
Been hundreds! And they all say it is a pain like no other.
Worse even than sitting in a room decorated with nothing

But plaid!

Mr. Esquire looks nervous. Jones cocks his gun. He reaches into his desk and pulls out 
some polaroids. He throws them to Jones.

JONES
Good. Now, how well do you know Mr. Vandersmoot?

MR. ESQUIRE



We talk. From time to time.

JONES
He say anything before he left? About his current case? About his

Client?

MR. ESQUIRE
J-just that he thought it would be very profitable. 

JONES
Hmm, wonder why he’d say that? Oh, well you’ve still been very helpful.

He starts to leavE, and then turns and fires above Esquire’s head.

JONES
Ha ha! You’re just like that fattie at breakfast. You never see
It coming. I bet you honestly shit your pants. I bet you did.

And you probably even liked it since you’re a pervert an’ all.

He shakes his head.

JONES
Makes me sick. The kinds of thing people can get away with.

He begins leaving for real. The heavies are still convulsing in pain on the ground. He 
spits on one as he leaves.

Ext. Street
Cut to a random man nonchalantly walking down a street. Corduroy Jones quickly strides
up behind the man, sticks a knife in his side, and puts his hand over the man’s mouth. He 
shushes him, and slowly brings him to the ground. Then he removes the knife, closes the 
now dead man’s eyes, and casually walks away. Cut to his face looking very confused.

JONES (VO)
Who was that guy?

Ext. Bar
Cut to Jones walking up to a bar. He looks up at it.

JONES (VO)
Oh, why not? It’s been a long day, and I can’t do any more

Work again until it’s night.

He walks inside, goes up to the bar, and orders a drink. He gets his drink and takes a sip.

JONES (VO)



Ah, already the cool numbness sets in, and I feel myself
Relax and de-stress. The same feeling you feel when you

Finally get your fix, and that jones just goes away, and you 
Ride that corduroy pony into the sensation station. The alcohol

Just pushes everything else, all this work, research, and occasional
Assaults, to the back of mind. It’s like a load has been lifted and I can

Just sit back and-

The man next to him accidently bumps into his drink.

MAN
Whoops, sorry.

Corduroy Jones takes a deep breath.

JONES
Are you a fairy?

MAN
What?

JONES
Yeah, you’re a fairy. I can tell. 

Now, now don’t get me wrong there’s nothing wrong with
being a fairy. I only use the word out of habit. This is the 21st century 

after all, we all know that it’s perfectly natural to be a fairy. I
 can tell by the look in your eye, and the way you 

clutch your buttocks together when you’re scared. And you’re scared now.
Good. You should be scared. You know why? 

The man looks terrified, and can’t even answer. Jones gets close to him, and points at his 
pants intensely. 

JONES
Because you know what this is? It’s Corduroy! Genuine corduroy, not some
Cheap knock-off. The real deal. And you almost got beer on it! Uh, the very

Idea of it, makes me want to throw up. So I don’t care that your uncle touched
You. I don’t care if you’re a fairy, but if you spill my drink again, I will
Rip out your kidneys and feed them to you so I can watch you choke on

Your own bile. We clear?

He turns away from the terrified man, and takes another sip of his drink.

JONES (VO)
-just sit back and relax. Ahhh, nice people in this town.

Maybe I should move here when I retire.



Fade to black.

Int. House
Cut to a doorway in a darkened house. A hand breaks through some glass in the doorway 
and unlocks the door. Corduroy Jones stands in the doorway wearing a skintight, black 
corduroy jumpsuit. He slinks across a wall of the house, until he reaches a filing cabinet. 

He takes out a gun and repeatedly shoots the cabinet. Then he begins opening up the 
drawers, which weren’t locked, and begins flipping through the files.

JONES (VO)
Nothing. Nothing here about Tinsel. Must have taken them

With him. Damn!

He takes the cabinet and throws it through a floor length window. He quickly takes cover 
against the wall adjacent to the broken window, and checks around him before rolling out
the window. 

Cut to just Jones’ upper body, bobbing around and moving busily, but at what it not 
shown.

JONES (VO)
Well there’s nothing definitive one way or the other. Still those

Pictures with the goat can always come in handy. And these new
Corduroy squares are delightful!

Cut to him lighting a match, and tossing it on the ground. He then strikes a dramatic pose,
(hands on his hips, legs shoulder width apart, chin held high) as behind him the barn from
earlier bursts in flame.

JONES (VO)
All in all I’d say it was pretty good day.

Fade to black.

Int. Apartment
Cut to a little old lady putting on her coat. She taps her legs three times and whistles.

OLD LADY
Here, Sparky. Here. Time for your walk.

Ext. Park
Cut to two city maintenance guys in greenish overalls standing in front of an old cannon. 
One of them is older, fatter, and holding a rake. His name is Harry. The other is younger, 
taller, thinner, and new to the job. His name is Bob.



HARRY
Well, you probably think this is some kinda easy job,

All sweeping and raking, an’ raking an’ shit. But here’s
The part that separates the boys from the men. Y’know

What I mean?

BOB
You lost me, Harry. It’s just some old cannon.

HARRY
Just some old cannon? Just some old cannon?! And I guess

Vincent Van Guff, was just some old sculptor!

BOB
Aw, c’mon, Harry, what’s the big deal? 

HARRY
Well, newbie, this just so happens to be the oldest functioning cannon

In the western hemisphere. You hear that? Functioning. Supposedly this 
Baby still works. And it’s our job to clean it. We practically hold the city’s
Well being in the palm of our hands. One wrong move, cleaning this baby
And no telling who gets hurt. This thing used to kill pirates and you know

How tough they are!

BOB
I dunno, Harry. Pirates are pretty tough ‘n all, but there’s no way this thing

Still works. 

Close up on Harry.

HARRY
Let’s just pray we never have to find out.

Int. Courthouse
Cut to Rothbergstein standing up to address the judge.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
I’d like to call Marvin Straight to the stand.

A mousy looking man in glasses approaches the stand.

Int. Bank
Cut to a mousy looking bank clerk in glasses standing at the counter. He looks outside 
and sees something. 



CLERK
Oh, shit.

Cut to a group of men in black ski masks with guns approaching the bank. One of them 
kicks open the door.

Int. Couthouse
Cut to a tight shot of Rothbergstein’s upper body that stays with him as moves and talks.

ROTHBERGSTEIN 
Now, Mr. Straight, where do you work?

Bank
Cut to a close up of the clerk with several guns being pointed at him.

CLERK
Look, I’m just the clerk! I don’t own the place! Please 

Don’t hurt me!

Courthouse
ROTHBERGSTEIN

Nobody’s gonna hurt you Mr. Straight. That’s just the bailiff.
But, um, back to the questioning, where were you educated?

Bank
CLERK

I don’t have to take this from you! I went to Yale!

Courthouse
ROTHBERGSTEIN

Very impressive, I’d like to move that Mr. Straight be classified
As an expert witness.

Bank
The clerk’s face now looks slightly bloody and battered.

CLERK
Okay… okay. I’ll help you just don’t hurt anybody else. They’re 

Not involved in all this.

Courthouse
ROTHBERGSTEIN

So in your expert opinion, Mr. Straight, does the inscription on the
Pirate chest, truly count as a will.



Bank
The clerk is emptying all the drawers.

CLERK
Sure, sure, just don’t rush me. I’m not gonna short change you.

Courthouse
ROTHBERGSTEIN

It does? Now as an expert, do you know if it is or is not legal
To will away stolen money?

Bank
The clerk is pleading.

CLERK
You don’t have to do this! You can just walk away, now! There’s ways

Of tracking stolen money. You won’t be able to use it! Just leave
Now, before somebody gets hurt!

Courthouse
ROTHBERGSTEIN

Hmmm, so you can’t will away stolen property? That’s very interesting.
Now, do you happen to know anything about pirates?

Bank
CLERK

But I don’t know the vault codes!

Courthouse
ROTHBERGSTEIN

Sure you do! Everybody knows something about pirates. Just
Say what you can think of.

Bank
CLERK

Okay! Okay! I… I can open the vault. Just don’t point that gun at her.

Ext. Street
Cut to the little old lady walking her dog.

Courthouse
Cut back to the courthouse.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
That’s good! They did sail on boats. Can you think of anything else?



Bank
The clerk is now standing in the vault filling a bag with money and talking to the robbers 
off screen behind him.

CLERK
You know people need this money! Sure it’s insured up to a point, but

There’ll still be a lot of good people losing a lot of money. Because
Of you! You know what that makes you?

Courthouse

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Thieves! You hit the nail right on the head! Pirates were thieves!
So if pirates obtained their wealth through stealing, would it then

Be illegal to will this stolen property to their relatives?

Bank
The clerk holds up a bag of money. 

CLERK
There. There, that’s it. That’s everything. You’ve got what you’ve

Wanted. Are you happy?

Courthouse
ROTHBERGSTEIN (victorious)

Wouldn’t that then mean that Two-Foot John’s treasure wouldn’t
Belong to his heir, that the rightful owners would be the people
That treasure was stolen from? And since none of these rightful
Owners claimed the money within ninety days… In your expert 

Opinion, doesn’t that entitle Stank Pete to the Money?

Bank
CLERK

Hey, c’mon guys you’ve got what you want? Can’t you put the guns
Down now? No need to hammer the point home, right?

Courthouse
ROTHBERGSTEIN
No further questions.

Bank
A siren goes off in the distance.

CLERK
Aww…



Quick cut to a bunch of extended arms pointed at the clerk, repeatedly firing guns.

Courthouse
Cut to Rothbergstein walking smugly back to his seat. Arthur Tinsel can no longer hold in
his frustration.

TINSEL
Objection!

JUDGE
I’m sorry?

TINSEL
Objection, your honor. There were at least half a dozen leading questions
In that last direct. I mean, Jeepers! Pardon my French, but you couldn’t

Possibly admit that testimony, could you?

JUDGE
Well, first of all, you are in no position to tell me what I could and could 
Not do. Second, whether or not there were leading questions in the last 

Direct examination, the time to object has passed. And lastly, it is up
To your lawyer, not you, Mr. Tinsel, to make objections.  You try it again

I will hold you in contempt of court.

TINSEL
I’m sorry. I just assumed my lawyer would have made an objection

Already.

He indicates Vandersmoot, who seems shaken.

VANDERSMOOT
Huh? Oh, I’m duh-readfully sorry. I was miles away, my boy. In
Fact I recently got some particularly potent and penetrating news

From back home, and I just can’t think of anything but my poor barn.
I’m sorry yo honor, but if’n it weren’t terribly inconveniencing 

To yo own self, might’n we just call the rest of the day a 
Recess?

JUDGE
Fine. But I’m not doing it for you.

He sighs.

JUDGE
I guess I’ll go see the birth of my granddaughter.



Stank Pete and Rothbergstein pump their fists silently and victoriously. Gerald tries to, 
but hits his elbow on a table.

Tinsel tries talking to Vandersmoot as he distractedly packs up his things.

TINSEL
What the heck was that?! Were you paying any attention at all?
That’s a big hit! That right there was what I’m paying you to
Stop from happening. Paying you very g-darn well, I might

Add.

Vandersmoot rears on him.

VANDERSMOOT
Listen up, you sniveling snatch sniffer. My barn has been basically
Burned up like buttered back bacon. I will gladly take your money,
And help you in this case, but my barn takes precedence. I have no
Need for a man is unable to understand my taking umbrage when 
Something I loved unconditionally was unexpectedly and unduly 

Burnt to the ground! So if you would like to keep me in your
Services I suggest you hold your tongue

He walks away, leaving Tinsel stunned. He takes a few steps and then turns back to 
Tinsel.

VANDERSMOOT
Are you coming?

Ext. Bank
Cut to the Robbers taking cover behind a building and firing their guns. Police are firing 
back at them. They start making a run for it.

Ext. Park
Cut back to Bob and Harry, carefully cleaning the cannon. Bob looks up.

BOB
Oh, my god. Do you see that Harry? There’s a robbery down town.

It looks like they’re getting away.

HARRY
You sure, Bob?

BOB
Yeah, I’m pretty sure.



HARRY
Alright, newbie, this is our chance to be a hero.

Ext. Street
Quick cut to the little old lady walking her dog and humming to herself.

Cut back to the robbers running down the street. A couple of them occasionally get shot 
and fall to the ground. They just keep running, and shooting behind them. One of them 
turns around and throws a Molotov cocktail.

Ext. Park
Cut to Bob loading the cannon, while Harry prepares to light a fuse. 

HARRY
This is it, newbie. You ready?

BOB
Ready.

Harry lights the fuse.

HARRY
Get ready robbers.

Ext. street
Another quick cut to the woman and her dog. She’s walking toward the same corner that 
the robbers are heading to from the opposite direction.

Ext. Park
Bob squints his eyes, and looks shocked.

BOB
Oh, no there’s an old lady and her dog!

HARRY
NOOOO!

They both quickly move the cannon just as it fires. 

Cut to the cannonball’s POV as it flies over the city.

Cut to the robbers running past the old lady. 

Back to the ball’s POV.



Cut to Tinsel and Vandersmoot walking out of the courthouse together and avoiding the 
press.

VANDERSMOOT
Look, I’m sorry I snapped at you, but- O lawd, what is that?!

Back to the ball’s POV as it approaches the courthouse.

Cut to a quick series of close ups as reporters and people near the court house cover their 
faces. 

The ball lands on the pavement near the court house narrowly missing everyone. As it 
lands, a small piece of pavement goes flying into the air. Close up on the shard of 
pavement as it moves the air in slow motion toward Tinsel.

Tinsel sees it too late. Back to real time, as the pavement goes into his right eye. He falls 
to his knees in pain, and screams. 

The shot of him on the ground in pain freezes, and becomes the corner of a news story. 
The same female anchor from before is covering the story.

LISA
Tragedy strikes today at the municipal court house, as
Arthur Tinsel, the plaintiff in the much talked about 

Trial of Two Foot John’s Treasure, has been injured in
What appears to be a misguided attempt by two city

Maintenance workers to stop a robbery with the use of a
Cannon.

A stock photo of Arthur smiling replaces the one of him in terrible pain.

LISA
The extent of Mr. Tinsel’s injuries are yet unknown, but
Preliminary reports suggest that he might have suffered

Severe eye trauma.

Int. Hospital
Cut to Arthur sitting on a cot, with a pleasant-seeming doctor attending to his eye. The 
doctor notices Arthur on the TV in the room opposite the operating room. He cheerfully 
points this out to Arthur.

DR. MUTUMBO
Hey, that’s you! Wow, you have great smile. A lot of

Cavities, but still very nice. Why don’t you smile more often?

Arthur, whose injured side is obscured, seems noticeably annoyed.



ARTHUR
I think maybe the reason I’m not smiling, Doctor,
Is because I just had my gee-golly eye stabbed by

A shard of pavement!

DR. MUTUMBO
A very small shard of pavement! Imagine how much

Worse it would have been with a large shard of pavement.
Or the whole cannonball. Not many people survive cannon
Related mishaps. You’re one of the lucky ones, Mr. Tinsel.

ARTHUR
Well, I don’t feel so lucky. Am I going to be able to see out

Of that eye, Doctor?

DR. MUTUMBO
Sure, sure. You’ll be seeing everything just fine soon enough.

But you’re going to need to keep that patch on.

He steps away, revealing Tinsel’s black eye patch.

ARTHUR
Ugh, I feel pretty ridiculous.

DR. MUTUMBO
Oh, no no no, Mr. Tinsel. You look very handsome. It 

Makes you look mysterious. 

He holds up a mirror to Arthur.

ARTHUR
Oh, no! I look like a pirate!

Int. Newsroom
Cut back to the new anchor.

LISA
Thankfully nobody else was hurt in this unfortunate

Accident.

Int. House
Cut to Helen sitting on the edge of her couch. Upon hearing this news she lets out a sigh 
of relief and settles back into the couch.

HELEN



Oh, thank god.

Reveal Troy sitting next to her looking a little confused.

TROY
Jeez, mom. You look like you were gonna have a heart attack.

What’s the big deal?

HELEN
Big deal? A cannon went off in the city. That’s a big deal. That guy
That got hurt, that could have been your fa—fa-riend. Friend. One

Of your friends could have been hurt.

TROY
But my friends don’t live in the city.

HELEN
They could have been visiting. It’s called empathy, Troy. And I’d
Like you to grow up with a little more of it young man. It’s not

All about you, you know.

TROY
Okay, mom. I get it.

HELEN
Good. You wanna get ready for dinner?

Int. Newsroom
Cut back to the News Anchor

LISA
Unfortunately, due to Mr. Tinsel’s injury the trial will

Be postponed for at least a day.

Int. Rothbergstein’s Office
Cut to Rothbergstein, Gerald, and Stank Pete in Rothbergstein’s office.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Looks like we’ve got a day off boys. 

STANK PETE
Please, looks like we’ve got a day off, men.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Sure. Why not? I’m in too good a mood to care right now. I can’t
Believe they let that will thing slide, it was a stretch, but now it’s 



Officially part of the record, and they’re gonna have a hell of time 
Getting around it.

STANK PETE
You done good, Phil. I’m glad you believed in this old bag o’ rags.

They all take a drink. Gerald spills some on himself. He wipes it off, slightly 
embarrassed, and then tries to break the somber mood.

GERALD
So what’re you gonna do with your day off Pete?

STANK PETE
Well, I don’t rightly know. Maybe go to the park, and eat a few

Acorns? That’s if those damned squirrels don’t get ‘em first!

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Actually, Pete, if you wouldn’t mind, I think tomorrow would be as good 

A day as any to, um, maybe, uh, talk to you ex-wife.

He kind of rushes the last line. Stank Pete looks nervous.

STANK PETE
Aw, she hain’t gonna want ta see me.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
C’mon Pete, I thought this whole thing was about winning her back.

And… her testimony really couldn’t hurt.

STANK PETE
You don’t understand, Phil.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Oh, I think I understand more than you know.

He takes out a picture of a woman holding a dog from his pocket.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Why do you think I’m really doing this?

STANK PETE
I had no idea.

GERALD
What’s her name?



ROTHBERGSTEIN
Sparkles. She’s the best dog in the whole wide world,

And my bitch of an ex-wife got custody of her, because
I never had any cases, and “couldn’t support her”. Well

I’ll show them. 

GERALD
We’ll show them. Right, Pete?

STANK PETE
I dunno, Gerald. It’s been ten years. 

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Stank, you insisted I say men and not boys. Well now’s the time

To be a man.

STANK PETE 
Alright, I’ll do it.

Gerald looks at his watch. 

GERALD
Ah, shoot. I gotta work at the police station in the morning.

I’ll see you guys later.

STANK PETE
And I should probably head out before all the good curbs are
Taken. See ya later. Thanks for the drink, and the comp’ny.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Yeah, see you guys later.

Gerald and Stank Pete exit. Rothbergstein pours himself another drink and sips it sadly. 
He picks up a TV remote, and looks at the TV.

Cut to an interview with Dr. Harold P. Zinger.

DR. ZINGER
Of course it’s theoretically possible! The paradox is merely
A creation of science fiction, and frankly I’m sick and tired

Of it being used as the basis for impeding science fact!

Cut back to Rothbergstein. He turns off the TV, and starts to leave his office. He opens 
the door, takes a step out, turns back around, shuts off his light, and when he turns around
again, Corduroy Jones is standing in front of him. 



JONES
Hey.

Rothbergstein is taken aback.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Oh, Jesus. You scared me. 

JONES
Oh, I’m sorry. Did I not tell you I could drop by 

Any time? Because I thought I made that perfectly
Clear. What were you doing anyway? Studying

For the big math exam?

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Huh? No. 

JONES
That’s fine. I don’t really give a shit.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Look, why are you here? Did you find something out about

Tinsel?

JONES
Sadly, no, but don’t worry, I burned down Vandersmoot’s

Barn.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
You did what?

JONES
I burned down Cornelius Vandersmoot’s barn.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
But… but… why?

JONES
I’m just working all the angles. I don’t tell you how
To object to shit, so I’d appreciate if you’d show me

Some fucking respect. Okay?

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Sure. I’m sorry to offend you.

JONES



Did I say I was offended? Don’t put words in my mouth!
Scratch that, don’t put anything in my mouth. I don’t plant

My seeds in that melon patch, if you catch my drift. You got 
That. 

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Okay. I get it.

JONES
What I mean is, I’m not gay.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Yeah, no, I understood you. Now, did you have anything else

You wanted to say. It’s getting late.

JONES
Right, the big exam. Sorry, I forgot.

Rothbergstein seems confused, but Corduroy Jones continues.

JONES
I just wanted to tell you to meet me in the park around nine 

Tomorrow morning.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
But why? Can’t you just tell me what you need to say here and

Now?

JONES
Jesus Christ! What did I say about telling me how to do my job?

It’s like you want to be a lamp shade!

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Sorry. 

JONES
Will you be there?

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Sure, why not?

JONES
See you then.

He then alarmingly points behind Rothbergstein. Rothbergstein look behind him, and 
when he turns around, Jones isn’t there. Fade out. 



Ext. Street- Night
Cut to Stank Pete sitting on a curb. He looks up sadly at a billboard ad for toothpaste 
featuring a smiling woman.

STANK PETE
Helen always loved toothpaste. She had the most beautiful smile.

Ext. Helen’s House
Cut to Helen bringing out a bag of trash. She gets to her trash bins, drops her bag, and 
starts to cry. Tight shot of the trash bins.

HELEN
Everything reminds me of him.

Cut back to Stank Pete’s silhouette over the moon. He howls sadly.

Cut to a split screen of Pete on the left, Helen on the right, looking sadly to the stars. Fade
to black.

Ext. Playground – Day
Fade back in on Corduroy Jones holding a gun up to his head. He closes his eyes, and 
slowly squeezes the trigger. It clicks and he lets out a sigh of relief.

JONES
Alright College Boy, your turn. 

He passes a gun to a small child of maybe eight.

Zoom out to reveal Jones at playground sitting in a circle with a group of five children.

The kids continue to get blanks until the gun reaches the last kid on Jones’ left.  The boy 
looks nervous.

JONES
What’s the matter Billy? You scared? You worried you might
Leave your pretty little wife a widow. Well you shouldn’t be 

Scared of dying, Billy. This is the most you’ve ever lived!
Though I have to admit the world would be better without you.

I don’t like you Billy.

Billy nervously closes his eyes, and raises the gun. Corduroy Jones watches him closely, 
barely containing his glee. The game is interrupted by Rothbergstein showing up. 

ROTHBERGSTEIN
What the hell are you doing?!



Jones testily takes the gun from Billy, and puts it in his pocket.

JONES
Just killing time while I was waiting for you to show up.

Rothbergstein still seems a little stunned by what he walked in on.

JONES
Oh, sorry how rude of me! Rothbergstein, these are my buddies, 

Jeffrey, Howard, Buster, James, and…

He shudders, and then spits out:

JONES
Billy. Boys, this is my associate, Phillip Rothbergstein.

He smiles at both of them, feeling he has now done the polite thing to do. Rothbergstein 
is still coming to grips with the situation. He brings Corduroy Jones, in close and says to 
him in an angry hush:

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Were you playing Russian roulette with a bunch of children?!

JONES
Children? I’ve known those guys for years! And they’re my friends Phil,

It’s not like I’d let any of them kill themselves. I was just letting them know
What it feels like to have death so close. One of them asked what my job

Was like, and I thought it was better to show then tell.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
You’re fucking crazy.

JONES
Aw, come on, Phil. We’re gonna be late.

He starts walking away. Rothbergstein hesitates, but then reluctantly follows him. A black
limo pulls up at the edge of the playground. 

**** Warning! Special Guest Writer: Kevin Reynolds! ****

Interior: Limo
Corduroy and Rothbergstien enter the limo. Sitting opposite them is a man in a purple 
suit and a fat man;. Between them on the floor lay a charred corpse. Rothbergstien is 
visibly alarmed by the corpse but Corduroy gives him a look of reassurance. 



Corduroy: You’ll have to excuse us. This case has been real hell.

Rothbergstien: It sure has.

There is an uncomfortable silence.

Corduroy: Murray, may I speak to you in private please?

The man in the purple suit gets up and sits next to Corduroy. The three are very cramped 
and Rothbergstien looks very uncomfortable. Corduroy and Murray speak in a whisper 
that is audible to everyone in the limo.

Corduroy: Lose the fatty or the deal is off!

Murray: Mr. Mulford’s involvement is imperative. He speaks Russian and French and 
knows the pediatrician.

Corduroy: He’s also very fucking fat! Tell him to lose some weight or he’s out!

Murray: I’ll see what I can do.

Murray returns to his seat. Mr. Mulford pulls a large sub sandwich out of his coat and 
eyes it gleefully, licking his lips. Corduroy and Murray exchange glances.

Murray: I think it would be best, Mr. Mulford, If you would refrain from doing that.

Mr. Mulford puts the sandwich down and looks dejected. Corduroy looks pleased.

Murray: Well then. Let’s get down to business, shall we?

Corduroy: Certainly.

Rothbergstien: Yes, certainly.

Murray (angrily): Don’t make fun of my speech impediment!

There is an uncomfortable silence.

Corduroy: I’m sorry. He didn’t mean to offend. It’s my fault really.

Mr. Mulford (angrily): Offend my ass!

There is an uncomfortable silence. Murray walks over to the corpse and pulls candy out 
of her coat pocket.



Murray (to the corpse): Butterscotch Mrs. Rakely? I never took you for that kind of 
woman.

Murray puts the butterscotch in his pocket and returns to his seat.

Murray: Well then let’s get down to business shall we? As I told you before I secured the 
object in question in a bank. But it was robbed. The present circumstances were 
unforeseeable.

Corduroy: Well you must have made more than one copy?

Murray: We did. It was in a safety deposit box, unfortunately, in the same bank. 

Corduroy: Well then I can hardly say these present circumstances were unforeseeable.

Murray: Well. It’s easy to say that now.

Corduroy: It certainly is.

Murray: Another thing, our man in Florida has gone missing, for several days now.

Mr. Mulford: Jesus Murray! Let me have the sandwich! Just one bite! 

There is an uncomfortable silence.

Corduroy: Well Murray, things are bad, but I feel the situation could be remedied with the
help of the pediatrician. Mr. Mulford I understand you and the pediatrician are on good 
terms?

Mr. Mulford: What? I don’t the pediatrician. Jesus Murray! Just one bite!

Corduroy: Oh for fuck’s sake! What good is the fatty if he doesn’t know the pediatrician!

Rothbergstien: Excuse me, but what does any of this have to do with the trial?

Corduroy: What? This has nothing to do with the trial.

Murray:  Perhaps our situation could be remedied without the pediatrician?

Corduroy: No fuck it! Pull over! I’m no homosexual! This is the last time a fatty get’s the
best of me. The last fucking time!

Mr. Mulford: Murray! Just one bite!

The limo stops. Mr. Mulford begins eating his sandwich as Corduroy and Rothbergstien 
exit the vehicle.



Murray: Mr. Mulford! Please!

The limo drives off, leaving Corduroy and Rothbergstien by the side of the road.

Corduroy: Well that was a bust. You wanna grab a bite to eat?

Rothbergstien: Why exactly did you invite me to this?

Corduroy: I don’t know. I thought it would be nice.

Rothbergstien walks away.

**** Warning! Special Guest Writer: Brandon Twirls! ****

Interior of a crowded police station. For about twenty seconds nothing in particular 
happens, then you see Jerald get caught in the revolving door. He continues to go around 
for another ten seconds or so, then he gets half his body stuck in the door and he begins to
yell loudly, causing everyone in the room to stare in silence. There is also another man in 
the revolving door who continues to push forward even though it is clear that Gerald is 
stuck. Eventually Jerald breaks free and enters the police station. The second man, Bill, 
gets out right behind him.

Bill: Late? 

Gerald: Yeah, I had a bit of bad luck getting here. I slipped on a banana peel out on forty 
fifth, and then on another one on forty forth. And I was thinking to myself that people 
ought to be more careful with they’re fruit in this city. I mean if a banana falls at just the 
right angle, you’re liable to put an eye out. Trust me on this.
  
Gerald takes a sip of his coffee and sits down at his desk. Bill doesn’t respond, but 
instead walks into his own desk repeatedly. His face contorts into an expression of 
confusion, then frustration, then downright anger. Gerald puts down his coffee and 
continues with his story. 

Gerald: Then, my sleeve got caught in the door of a bus and I got dragged back to 31rst. 
You would have thought there would have been at least one stop. 

Bill: Oh, you’re right there, Gerald. Those bus drivers are sneaky little buggers. 

Bill mumbles this last statement under his breath, just as Gerald is half way through his 
last sentence.  It is unclear whether or not the man is even speaking to Gerald, even 
though he states his name. Gerald, being the polite fellow that he is, just ignores it.

Gerald: And the weirdest part of it is I drove here.



Bill: Oh, you’re right there, Gerald. Those bus drivers are sneaky little buggers.

While the entire incident with the door is going on there has been a vested man in sandals
standing in the background. While the rest of the police officers are seemingly busy at 
their desks or walking about the police station, this man stands in the shadows, silently 
watching, waiting for inspiration to strike. Finally just before Gerald enters the building, 
it does strike, and the sandaled man steps forward with purpose, glaring with the glare of 
all glares at an old blind woman. As he steps up to the blind woman, he begins to sweat 
and his face becomes more and more unpleasant. He turns red and he begins to violently 
shake with the energy he is putting into this glare of hate. The woman’s seeing eye dog 
senses this anger and begins to bark at Buckets, no where near breaking his 
concentration. This continues for Gerald and Bill’s entire conversation and then some. 
Now, we focus in more on Bucket’s position of pride and glory of him standing over the 
bench. A young boy sitting next to the old woman finally has worked up the courage to 
say something. 

Boy: Excuse me, sir? Are you alright?”

Without missing a beat, Buckets: You’re as stupid as you are small. And your face its 
its… BLAAHAHHSHAHSDAKG. 

The rest of Bucket’s comeback becomes incoherent. At this point, everyone in the police 
station is staring, listening in on the conversation in interest. 

Boy: Sir, you’re frightening the dog. 

Without hesitation, Buckets removes his glare from the old lady and focuses in on the 
young boy, who now looks terrified. Buckets smirks menacingly at the boy and then turns
his gaze on the dog. He raises his foot and hovers it just above the dog’s head. The boy 
gasps as he realizes what he is about to do. Just as Buckets is about to stomp, he suddenly
receives another idea that will put him into a position of even greater power and glory. 
Buckets quickly grabs the dog roughly by the collar and shoves the dog directly in the 
face of the little boy, smothering him. The little boy squirms and screeches, but Buckets 
matches each of the little boy’s shrieks with a screech of his own.  Eventually the boy’s 
movements and screeching comes to a halt and the dog soon follows. Bucket’s takes a 
long, hard, glare at his work, then puts his hand up to his chin as if in deep thought. With 
another look of anger and inspiration, Buckets gently places the boy and dog on the lap of
the old lady, and walks out, slowly while smirking. Buckets knows he finally is in the 
position of ultimate power and glory. 

The old lady feels the jumble of boy and dog, trying to comprehend what has just taken 
place. As the sandaled man, Buckets, is walking out, Gerald speaks up again, watching 
the man in horror and confusion as he exits the building. 

Gerald: Man, I wouldn’t want to get on the wrong side of the Sargent. 



The old woman screams in realization as the rest of the police station returns to their 
normal routines. 
 

**** Warning! Regular Writing Resumes! ****

Rothbergstein enters the police station, and goes over to Gerald.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Gerald! We need to talk. I don’t trust this detective of yours.

Gerald sighs.

GERALD (knowingly)
He took you to see Murray and Mr. Mulford, didn’t he? He always

Tries that on the first date.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Date?

GERALD
Appointment.

Rothbergstein looks confused, but then continues.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
And I saw him playing Russian roulette with Children?

GERALD
His old drinking buddies? I hate those guys. They’re almost
A worse influence on him! Ooh, that… that Billy. He’s just

Horrible.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
You know this guy pretty well, huh? 

GERALD
He used to be my… partner. We got pretty close.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
But he’s just nuts!

GERALD
Ha! You should meet the Sergeant, huh Bill.

BILL



Oh, you’re right there, Gerald. Those bus drivers are sneaky little buggers.

GERALD
 I think almost everyone in this precinct is a little crazy. You just 

get used to it after a while.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
He burned down Vandersmoot’s barn!

GERALD
Hmm, that’s probably why he was so distracted. You might not have
Slipped in the big will thing without Corduroy Jones’ burning down

That barn. I’m telling you, he’s eccentric, but he’ll do the job.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Jeez, I didn’t even think of that. Okay, I’ll give him another chance, if

You think it’s a good idea.

GERALD
I do. He needs this.

They sit in silence for a few seconds.

GERALD
I wonder how Pete’s doing with Helen.

Ext. Helen’s House
Cut to Stank Pete in his ratty suit awkwardly standing at Helen’s front door. He has made 
an attempt to comb his mess of hair and is holding flowers. Finally, he builds up enough 
courage to ring the bell. 

Troy answers the door. Stank Pete drops his flowers, and sees his son for the first time.

TROY
Aren’t you that homeless guy? What do you want?

Stank Pete starts crying. Troy turns to yell inside the house.

TROY
Mom! There’s a homeless dude at the door!

When he turns around, Stank Pete is gone. Helen comes running to the door.

HELEN
Where is he?



TROY
I don’t know. He just disappeared.

HELEN
That’s so like him. 

Troy looks at her confused but doesn’t say anything. 

Ext. Helen’s House
Cut to Stank Pete hiding in a bush. His eyes are red from crying. After a couple of stifled 
sniffles, he pulls himself together and gets out of the bush. He looks through the window. 

Inside the house, framed by the window, Helen is putting a bowl of Macaroni and Cheese
on the table in front of Troy.

STANK PETE
Mac and cheese. My son likes mac and cheese. (slight pause)

I’m glad he’s not lactose intolerant. 

He stands at the window sadly for a few seconds, and then starts shuffling off. Fade out.

Int. Hospital
Fade in on Arthur lying in his cot. The lights are off and it is night outside. He’s trying to 
sleep but tossing and turning furiously. He lies on his back and opens his eye.

Cut to his point of view of the ceiling. The left half of the screen is black, because of his 
eye patch. A voice comes out of the darkness.

VOICE
Hey. Hey you.

TINSEL
Where are you?

The screen moves as Tinsel looks around for the voice, but so does the blackness. There 
is a scuttling sound and a shadow as if something is deliberately staying in his blindspot.

VOICE
I’m in the shadows.

TINSEL
Who is this? It isn’t very gee-darn funny.

There is laughter in the darkness.

VOICE



Still don’t know how to cuss proper, do ya boy?
Well, that’ll change. As for who I am, you could 

Say I’m your future… and your past.

He’s moving around more and more, but the voice is always just out of his eyesight.

TINSEL
 What the heck is that supposed to mean? Show yourself.

Another laugh.

VOICE
Show myself? If you insist.

There is a sound like a parrot squawking. Tinsel turns to his right, and there is a pirate 
standing in his hospital room.

PIRATE
GARRR! 

He charges Arthur with a broadsword. Tinsel screams.

Cut to him sitting up in his bed in a cold sweat. He looks around and sees no pirate.

TINSEL
By gosh, if I don’t win this case soon, I think I might just lose

My gee-golly mind!

He goes back to sleep. Cut to the outstretched arm of a someone wearing a corduroy 
jacket. The hand throws drops something in a trashcan. Pan to a shot looking down in the 
trashcan. Inside is a pirate outfit. Fade out.

Int. Courtroom
Fade in on a man in a military uniform at the witness stand.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Now, General Fistheimer, what do you remember of Stank Pete’s 

Time serving under you?

GENERAL FISTHEIMER
The Lieutenant was one of the finest soldiers I’ve ever seen in my

Life. He was with me the night we took the hill. 
I’m sorry to see what’s become of him. He was a true hero, 
And a great man but this life takes its toll on you to be sure.

I once saw him carry twenty orphans in a burlap sack over the Canadian
Border while fighting off an entire platoon of Evil Mounties. Actually



Come to think of it, I’m not allowed to speak about the Canadian-American
War, so I’m afraid we’re gonna have to strike that from the record. For the

Good of the American people.

JUDGE
Alright, strike it from the record.

Cut to a blind old man sitting at the typewriter. 

STENOGRPHER
I haven’t known what I’ve been typing for the past fifteen years.

But I like the hobo. He’s got moxy.

JUDGE
 Alright, well, um, you may carry on with your direct examination 

Mr. Rothbergstein.

In the background, while Rothbergstein resumes his questioning, two large men in white 
suits pick up the stenographer and carry him out. Two other men bring in another old man
and sit him at the stenographer seat.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
So Stank Pete was a good soldier?

GENERAL FISTHEIMER
The best.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Was he honest?

GENERAL
Honest?! That man was injected with so much truth

Serum during his many, many, classified interrogations
And tortures, that it’s permanently in his system. He can’t

Physically lie.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
And is he a good judge of character?

GENERAL
The first time I invited him to my house, he slapped my elderly

Mother in the face and told me I’d thank him later. Turns out she
Had been a spy for the Canadian government for 70 years. In other

Words, he’s a great judge of character.

ROTHBERGSTEIN



So if he told you he thought someone was a con man would
You believe him?

GENERAL
With all my stars and stripes.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
No further questions.

JUDGE
Will there be a cross-examination?

VANDERSMOOT
Uh, once again, I really don’t see the, er, point.

STANK PETE
Ha! If you thought that was pointless, just you wait and listen
‘cause old Stank Pete wants ta call another surprise witness!

Rothbergstein puts his head in his hands, and says through grated teeth:

ROTHBERGSTEIN
I’ve told you, you have to tell me first. I have to call all the witnesses.

Even the surprise ones.

STANK PETE
My apologies, your majesty. My lawman would like to call a surprise witness.

JUDGE
Alright, but this is the last time, and I mean it.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Who am I calling?

Stank Pete whispers something in his ear.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
The defense would like to call Ivan Vladimir Smirnoffkosmonautski

To the stand.

Everyone looks around.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
I’m guessing he’s on the street outside.

STANK PETE



You guessed right!

The bailiff leaves. There is an awkward silence.  The bailiff returns with a bearded 
homeless man wearing a furry Russian hat. The man is sworn in.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Now, Mr. Smirnoffkosmonaustski, do you know Mr. Stank Pete?

Ivan speaks in a thick Russian accent.

IVAN
I am beink familiar vith ze American swine Stank Pete.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
And how did you come to meet him?

IVAN
We are both most homeless of men. As such, we are runnink in to

Vun another from time to time.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
What is your impression of Mr. Stank?

IVAN
He is most horrible man. I mean vere to begin, vere to begin.

He steals food from ze other homeless men. He takes shits vereever. 
He has no respectink for the agreed upon sleeping arrangements. He

 is loud. His odor is displeasing. He ate my last goat meat. I do not like him.

Rothbergstein doesn’t know what to say. He starts to say something a few times, but 
stops. Finally he just turns to Stank Pete frustrated.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Okay, I’m sorry, but if this guy clearly hates you, why did

You want us to call him up to the stand?

STANK PETE
He’s Russian! Anything that stinking Commie says is clearly a 

Lie. Now think how good his testimony makes me sound.

 ROTHBERGSTEIN
Well, I can’t argue with that logic. No further questions.

JUDGE
I’m just going to assume there won’t be a cross examination.



VANDERSMOOT
You would be, uh, correct.

The judge looks at his watch.

JUDGE
Well, I think we’ve wasted all the time we have for today.

Let’s wrap it up and meet again tomorrow.

Everyone stands as the judge exits. Gerald bangs his knees on the table. Once the judge is
gone, cut to Stank Pete, Gerald, and Rothbergstein as they talk while Rothbergstein puts 
his things away.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
So how’d things go with Helen last night?

STANK PETE
I didn’t talk to her.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
What do you mean you didn’t talk to her?

They start to walk out of the courthouse.

STANK PETE
Just that. I didn’t talk to her. I got nervous.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Well you better talk to her tonight. Tomorrow’s

Probably the last day we have of direct exam. If she’s 
Not there tomorrow, we won’t be able to get her

Testimony.

STANK PETE (too loud)
Damn it, Phil! I don’t want her testimony; I want her love!
I’ll call her tonight, but I wouldn’t bank on her testimony.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
But Pete, it could be so helpful, if you just-

GERALD
Have a heart, Phil.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Alright, I guess we can do without it. Good luck, Pete.



They exit the courthouse and take a few steps. Out of the crowd of people outside the 
courthouse, a man in a brown overcoat calls out to Rothbergstein.

JEFFREY
Phil!

Rothbergstein looks at the man, confused.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Hi?

JEFFREY
You don’t remember me, do you? We went to high school

Together.

Realization dawns on Rothbergstein.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Jeffrey? Jeffrey Pinkerton?

JEFFREY
You remember me?

They embrace, briefly but warmly.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
How you been?

JEFFREY
Pretty good. You?

ROTHBERGSTEIN
I’ve been alright.

JEFFREY
I’d say you’re more than alright. You’re practically famous.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Well, we’ll see how I’m doing once the whole things over.

JEFFREY
Ha, I know what you mean.

There is an awkward little pause, as neither man knows what to say next.

JEFFREY



Hey, do you still have that dog of yours?

Rothbergstein looks away, pained by the memory. Jeffrey carries on obliviously.

JEFFREY
Oh, she was good dog. What was her name, Phil? Sprinkles?
No, Sparkles! That’s it! Oh, wasn’t she just the greatest dog 
You ever saw. Her coat flowed like the ocean and shone like 
The stars. Her bark was a beautiful melody and much better 
Than her bite. Her eyes stared into your soul and liked what

They saw. Her loyalty was as unshakable as a skyscraper, and
Joy was as free as a thousand nightingales. What a dog, am I 

Right, Phil?

The torture of Jeffrey’s words is too much for Phil to stand. He clenches his teeth and 
doesn’t say anything for a few seconds. Suddenly, he hears something and widens his 
eyes.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
I’m sorry Jeffrey, we’ll catch up later, but right now 

There’s an animal in danger.

He runs away.

Cut to him turning a corner, slightly out of breath. He looks up. Dramatically zoom in on 
a cat stuck in a tree. Cut back to Rothbergstein, he looks determined. 

He runs and leaps for the tree. Agilely, he climbs up it in no time. He holds out his arm to 
the cat.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
You’re safe now, little one. Come into my arms. You

Have nothing more to fear.

The cat, soothed by his gentle words, walks over and jumps into his arms. Rothbergstein 
descends.

At the bottom of the tree is a little old lady. Rothbergstein hands over the cat.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Here take care of him. I may disagree with his politics, but he has

A good heart.

He starts walking away. The old woman calls to him.

OLD WOMAN



Wait! How do I ever thank you, Mister?

ROTHBERGSTEIN
No need to thank me. It was nothing.

OLD WOMAN
Who… who are you?

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Just a man who loves animals. Nothing more.

He walks away into the sunset.

Ext. Courthouse
Cut to Tinsel and Vandersmoot walking out of the courthouse and into a car.

TINSEL
Y’know I’m really worried about this eye patch.

VANDERSMOOT
And what pray tell would be the problem perturbing your 

Peevish personage?

TINSEL
I dunno. I feel like it makes me look like cartoon-y, like a
Soap opera villain or some gosh darn silly thing like that.

VANDERSMOOT
Your worries are woefully misplaced my wily chum. You look
Fine, dignified even, like a corpulent plantation colonel back in

The country. 

TINSEL
And I keep getting these weird phantom flashes in my bad eye.

VANDERSMOOT
Most curious, my boy. What kind of flashes?

TINSEL
I don’t know… it’s gonna sound weird.

VANDERSMOOT
I am of the opinion that most anything would sound weird
Coming from a companion wearing an eye piece. But, as

My gran-pappy would say, “Just cause a horse can talk don’t
Mean you shouldn’t listen.”



TINSEL
Well, like I said, it’s weird, but I keep seeing these flashes of… corduroy.

Like the fabric. What the heck is that supposed to mean?

VANDERSMOOT
Corduroy, hmm? Well that is most peculiar. It’s probably nothing.

Tinsel takes out a candy bar from his pocket and takes a bite.

VANDERSMOOT
Jezum crow, boy! You eat more sweets in a day than a hog eats shit.

It must be terribly traumatizing upon your teeth.

TINSEL
Jeez, I’m sorry. I don’t even realize what I’m doing. I’m
So stressed with the eye, and the… the corduroy, and 

Everything. I feel like I’m going crazy.

VANDERSMOOT
Boy, if you’re only just feeling crazy then I must give

You an incredible amount of credit.

The car stops and Tinsel gets out.

TINSEL
Whatever. I’ll see you tomorrow.

Fade out.

Int. Phone Booth
Cut to Stank Pete in a phone booth. He looks around in his filthy pocket with both hands. 
One hand pulls out a handful of loose change. The other pulls out a fully intact raisin 
muffin. He shoves the muffin in his mouth all at once and puts the change in the phone.

As the call goes through, a split screen opens up with Helen on the left side of the screen 
and Stank Pete on the right. He is holding the receiver the wrong way with ear piece to 
his mouth.

HELEN
Hello?

He can’t hear her yet and so says nothing and stands there obliviously.

HELEN
Hello?



He tries putting the receiver the other way (the correct way) and hears this last hello. He 
tries to answer but chokes on the muffin in his mouth and begins coughing heavily.

HELEN
Who is this? This isn’t funny. I’m going to hang up.

Finally he swallows enough muffin to grunt out a single word:

STANK PETE
Helen!

It is enough to send a shock through her whole body. She can’t even reply. He swallows 
some more and tries again, holding the phone a foot away from his face and yelling.

STANK PETE
Helen?!

She overcomes the shock enough to stammer out a few words.

HELEN
P-Pete? Is- is that r-really you?

STANK PETE
It’s me Helen! It’s Ol’ Stank Pete!

HELEN
I- I didn’t know you had a phone.

STANK PETE
I don’t. I was trapped in one of those new fangled pay ones,
And I figured that I oughtta call you. I oughtta ‘a called you

A long, long time ago.

HELEN
I didn’t think you ever would. I suppose it’s the pay phone

That makes you sound so funny?

STANK PETE
Well that an’ the muffin.

HELEN
Oh, of course.

There is a brief pause.



STANK PETE
Listen, Helen, I done you wrong, wronger than any man ever

Done wronged a woman, but I… I ain’t never stopped thinkin’
Of you. An’ the…. The boy. An’ well I know I don’t deserve

This or nothin’ but I was hopin’ I could at least see ya and mebbe
Talk at ya, and try to make things…Well I reckon I can’t make ‘em

Right, but I dunno at least make ‘em better.

HELEN
Pete, it’s been ten years. 

STANK PETE
A mighty long time I know, but-

HELEN
Ten years. Ten missed Christmases. Ten missed Anniversaries.

Ten missed birthdays. Ten goddamn years Troy never had a father
In his life. Ten years you never called, never sent a letter, never did
Anything. What were you doing, huh? That you were so damn busy
You couldn’t try and talk to us. Drugs? Sleeping? Begging? What?

STANK PETE
Troy.

HELEN
What?

STANK PETE
Ya named tha boy “Troy”. It’s a good name. Masculine.

Helen is clearly moved, but she doesn’t let herself give in and continues to lay into Stank 
Pete.

HELEN
You’d know that, if you’d been around.

STANK PETE
Helen-

HELEN
What, Pete? Just cause you’re on TV now, I’m supposed

To think you actually give a damn.

STANK PETE
Helen, I waited ‘cause I weren’t good enough for ya yet. I
Still hain’t there yet, an’ I never will be more’n’likely, but



I dunno. I knew you’d be seein’ me an’ I couldn’t run no more.
I had to face up to my what my no good ways had done to ya, 

Or else it’d a-looked like I din’t care nuthin’ at all. Don’t ya see?
What if they done summoned you ta court to slander me, and I

Hadn’t talked ta you first? It was time.

HELEN
Time for you, maybe.

STANK PETE
Look Helen, at least meet me for dinner tomorrow. If nuthin’ else

At least you can get the satisfaction of slapping me in tha face.
Will you do that Helen?

HELEN
Fine, Pete. I’ll meet you tomorrow. But I’m not taking you back.

STANK PETE
Thank you, Helen. You always was a mighty generous soul. ‘Round 

Five at the Ol’ Steakhouse?

HELEN
Sure Pete. 

STANK PETE
Thanks again.

She hangs up before he finishes and starts crying. He tries to hang up the phone, but can’t
do it so he just lets it hang. He tries to open the phone booth but can’t do that either so he 
just slumps against the wall and falls asleep. Fade out.

Int. Courthouse
Fade in on the beginning of a new day in court.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
The defense would like to call Stank Pete to the stand.

Stank Pete goes to the witness stand. They bring out the bible to swear him in.

STANK PETE
I’m sorry, but is that a Christian bible?

BAILIFF
Yes.

STANK PETE



Well, I’m afeared if were sworn in on that then my oath wouldn’t
Be a lick a’ good as I hain’t a Christian no longer. I converted to 
Gerediasm while on the street. If it’s all the same to ya, I’d like to

Be sworn in on a biography of his holiness Richard Gere.

BAILIFF
Um, Your Honor?

JUDGE
Bailiff, I’ve been a faithful Geredite since I married my third wife.

You get this man that biography.

The bailiff leaves and returns with a biography of Richard Gere.

BAILIFF
Do you swear to tell the truth, the whole truth, so help you, uh,

Richard Gere?

STANK PETE
I do.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
May I proceed?

JUDGE
You may.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Would you please state your name for the court?

STANK PETE
Proper name?

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Preferably.

STANK PETE
Steven Stankowskie

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Now, Mr. Stankowski-

STANK PETE
Please, I don’t deserve no titles. You can either call me

Stank Pete, or if you be insisiting on titles, I’d prefer if you
Called me Lieutenant Stankowski.



ROTHBERGSTEIN
Alright, um, Lieutenant, what were you doing on the morning

Of August 7?

STANK PETE
Why, I was done combing the beaches with my girl Bessie.

I should maybe clarify that when I say girl, in this case I
Mean metal detector, though her feminine features are undeniable.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Of course. But did anything stand out about that morning?

STANK PETE
Not really.

Rothbergstein looks puzzled. Realization dawns on Pete.

STANK PETE
Oh, of course! That was the day I found the treasure of Two-Foot John!

ROTHBERGSTEIN
How did you know what you found belonged to Two-Foot John?

STANK PETE
Well, mostly intuition, but also largely cause it done said so on the

Inside of the treasure chest.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Did it say anything else?

STANK PETE
It said to take the treasure to the “landlubbing authorities”,
And if they said it were alright, then the treasure was mine.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Did you follow those directions?

STANK PETE
Well, I done dragged the case to the police, and they did seem

To lub the land, no offence Gerald, so I reckoned they was what 
Was meant by the pirate curse.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
And what did the authorities say?



STANK PETE
They said, “Hey, you can’t eat that! It’s evidence!”

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Did they say anything about the treasure?

STANK PETE
That was about the treasure! But they also said that if I waited

Ninety days, then that treasure were mine if no one had a 
Rightful claim to it.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
And how long did you wait?

STANK PETE
Ninety days, and not a penny more.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Would you say that you worked hard for that treasure?

STANK PETE
Well, combing beaches is mighty powerful jazzercise for 

Yourn calves. And I had to dig it up, by myself. Lots of people
Watching and not a one asks to hep me. It’s just rude is what it is.

Then agin, I reckon I wouldn’t help the likes of me if I saw me just
Digging a hole in the beach. I certainly din’t help the Chief with his hole.
Oh, and I dragged it all the way to the police stationary, so yeah I reckon

I done worked pretty hard.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
And would that money be of use to you?

STANK PETE
I should say so!

ROTHBERGSTEIN
And why is that?

STANK PETE
I don’t have any! I don’t got a bank account or even a mattress to

Just stuff money into. I got no home, no food, and I hain’t seen my
Family in ten years. I reckoned that money were gonna hep me out

Greatly.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Are you American, Mr. Stankowski?



STANK PETE
That’s Lieutenant Stankowski, and yes, yes I am. Though I’m

Still a’mighty proud of my Chinese heritage.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
And as an American, could you please, in your own words

Describe the American dream?

STANK PETE
Well, I reckon it’s supposed to work out that with a lot of

Hard work, and maybe a little help from Richard Gere smiling
Down on all a’ us, that you can raise yourself up from the lowliest
Pit of homelessness and reach the top, or at lease the part where
People stop spitting on ya, and calling you disgusting to look at.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
And what, if anything, is standing in the way of your American

Dream?

STANK PETE (pointing to Tinsel)
That man right there! With the evil behind his eye,

And the marks of a liar on his soul!

VANDERSMOOT
Uh, Yo Honah, this ostentatious outburst is overly opinionate

And outright objectionable! I do believe I must call an objection.

JUDGE
Sustained, but leave it on the record that he pointed to the plaintiff.

NEW STENOGRAPHER
Record? I’m supposed to be writing this down? Where’s my family?

The judge sighs and says to the bailiff:

JUDGE
You know the drill.

Again in the background the stenographer is removed in the same fashion as before and 
replaced.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
No further questions.

JUDGE



Will there be a cross-examination?

VANDERSMOOT
There surely will be.

He stands and again, begins pacing the court.

VANDERSMOOT
Mr. Stankowski, how did you come to be homeless?

STANK PETE
I… I was on the drugs. I couldn’t stay at home, and

I spent my last dollar on some ice cream, and the second
To last dollar on more drugs!

VANDERSMOOT
So you were a drug addict?

STANK PETE
I was and I hain’t proud of it neither.

VANDERSMOOT
And how are we to know you wouldn’t use thisy-heah treasure

To buy more negative narcotics?

STANK PETE
I done been cleaner than a tube rat’s sleep hole for nine years.

I reckon that counts for something.

VANDERSMOOT
Perhaps, but how long has it been since you could afford

To purchase your particular, prescription-less paraphernalia?

STANK PETE
Well, just about nine years.

VANDERSMOOT
So, I suppose we don’t know what you’d do with such a serious sum,

Do we?

STANK PETE
I reckon I still wouldn’t buy no drugs, I wanna win ma family back

After all. 

VANDERSMOOT
Mmm, yes. Your family whom you haven’t spoken with in how



Long?

STANK PETE
‘Round ten years.

VANDERSMOOT
Hmm, I can tell your very dedicated to that goal. Now just to be clear,

Are you in any way descended from Two-Foot John?

STANK PETE
I hain’t no thieving son of a pirate.

 VANDERSMOOT
And did my client show up on the ninetieth day of the waiting

Period?

STANK PETE
Well, if you want to split hairs…

VANDERSMOOT
Let’s say for a minute that I do.

STANK PETE
Well, then “technically” yes. He did.

VANDERSMOOT
No further questions.

JUDGE
Would the defense like to call any more witnesses?

ROTHBERGSTEIN
No, Your Honor, I believe the defense rests.

STANK PETE
But not before they call one last surprise witness!

Rothbergstein starts an attempt to reprimand Stank Pete, but then looks defeated.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
You know what, I’ve tried. Just take it away, Pete.

STANK PETE
The defense would like to call Jacques Du Merde

To tha stand.

JUDGE



Alright, but this is the last time.

The bailiff just knowingly, and slightly annoyed, walks outside to look for the witness. 
He comes back with his head in his hands leading a mime. The mime takes the stand. He 
simply nods when he is sworn in.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Now, uh, Mr. Du Merde-

STANK PETE
Monsieur Du Merde! Get in the game, Phil!

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Right, Monsieur Du Merde, how are you acquainted with Mr. 

Stank Pete?

The mime holds up six fingers.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
6 words?

Jacques nods. He holds up one finger.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
First word?

Jacques nods. He holds his thumb and forefinger a small distance apart.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Small word?

Jacques nods. He points to his eye.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
I?

Jacques nods. He indicates the second word, and that it is another small word. 
Rothbergstein guesses these correctly. Jacques then pulls his ear.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Sounds like?

Jacques nods. He puts his thumbs and forefingers together in a circle and mimes taking a 
bite out of the circle.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Sandwich? Bagel? Donut?



Jacques nods at donut. Rothbergstein is stumped as to what sounds like donut.

STANK PETE
Wonut!

VANDERSMOOT
Don’t.

Jacques nods. He makes the symbol for third word; Rothbergstein acknowledges it. 
Jacques begins shaking his head side to side.

TINSEL
No!

Jacques nods.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
I… don’t… know? Hmm… Carry on.

He makes the symbol for the fourth word. He begins dancing the YMCA dance.

STANK PETE
YMCA!

GERALD
The Village People! Oh, ha, just one word.

After one complete YMCA, Jacques just continuously puts up the Y.

JUDGE
Why?

Jacques nods. He makes the symbol for fifth word, and then that it is another small word.
He pulls his ear.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Sounds like?

He begins being a stereotypical mime, pretending he’s in a box, pulling a rope, etc. It is 
lost on the courtroom.

AUDIENCE 1
Box!

STANK PETE



Irony!

AUDIENCE 2
Rope!

He begins furiously pointing at himself.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
You?

GERALD 
Ooh, Mime! Sounds like mime? Oh, Oh! I’m! I got one!

Jacques nods. Gerald does a victorious fist pump, and hits his elbow on the table.

Jacques makes the sign for sixth word. He points at the ground.

STANK PETE
Court!

VANDERSMOOT
Tile!

TINSEL
Stand!

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Here! I don’t know why I’m here!

JUDGE
Frankly neither do I. Thank you for your time

Mr. Du Merde. I think we’ll wrap it up for the day.

Cut to Tinsel and Vandersmoot talking to each other as Vandersmoot puts his things away.

TINSEL
I’m really starting to freak out, man. The corduroy flashes

Keep coming, and I don’t know what to do about it!

VANDERSMOOT
My boy, what you need is take some time to treat your
Tired trestles to some tremendous tranquility. You need

To relax.

They start walking out of the court.



TINSEL
How am I supposed to do that?

VANDERSMOOT
Well if you’re looking to find some deep relaxation,

I’ll be spending my afternoon at the petting zoo if you
Care to join me.

TINSEL
And that works for you?

VANDERSMOOT
It calms me more than a craftily culled calf.

They reach a black limousine.

VANDERSMOOT
Would you care to join me?

TINSEL
N-no that’s alright. I- I think I’ll walk. Clear my head, y’know.

VANDERSMOOT
Suit yourself.

He drives off. Tinsel begins walking slowly taking deep breaths. Pan to Stank Pete, 
Rothbergstein, and Gerald walking out of the court.

STANK PETE
Well I’m gonna head off to meet Helen, I’ll see you boys in the 

Morning.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Good luck, Pete.

GERALD (tearfully)
Sweep her off her feet.

He departs into the slowly setting sun.

Ext. Street
Cut back to Tinsel walking down the street. He starts to hear footsteps behind him. When 
he abruptly turns around there is nothing behind him. He looks puzzled, turns to face 
front slowly, and sees a quick flash of corduroy. His pace begins picking up and he looks 
growingly concerned. He looks to his left side, and he sees the flash of corduroy coattails 
disappearing behind a building. Arthur tries to calm himself down. He slows down, looks 



to the ground, and breathes deeply. He sees something out of the corner of his eye, a 
quick corduroy flash. He closes his eye. When he looks up he sees another flash of 
corduroy darting behind a building. He grits his teeth and begins running, terrified.

Int. Zoo
Cut to a gorilla enclosed in a glass zoo habitat. The gorilla slowly peels and eats a 
banana. When he’s finished, he throws the peel over the glass enclosure. 

Track the peel’s trajectory as it lands a few feet in front of the entrance of the zoo. Some 
men’s feet approach the peel and slip on it.

Pan up to Gerald as he desperately struggles to keep his balance after tripping on the 
banana peel. He doesn’t fall, and sighs a sigh of relief. Suddenly Tinsel comes barreling 
through the zoo entrance and knocks Gerald over the glass enclosure into the gorilla 
habitat.

GERALD
Not again! I just got out!

Tinsel looks terrified. He runs into a crowded center of the zoo, and looks around 
desperately.

Cut first to Rothbergstein staring longingly at the wolf habitat.

ROTHBERGSTEIN (to himself)
Such beautiful coats. Such beautiful, beautiful coats.

Then cut to Chief Wannapagoda and Ivan staring at a buffalo. The Chief begins crying. 
Ivan pats him on the back.
Then cut to the News Team in mid-coverage of the birth of a Panda.

LISA
- and we are now just moments away from the birth 
of little Ling-Mei, the panda who never gave up and

captured our hearts in the process-

Cut back to Tinsel in the center of the zoo, eyes darting back and forth. There is a quick 
flash of Corduroy. Tinsel starts running.

Int. Petting Zoo
Cut to Vandersmoot slowly brushing a goat and moaning softly. He is sitting on a stool 
clearly meant for children. In fact a line of children has started forming behind him.

CHILD
Mister, you’ve been petting that goat an awful long time.

When do we get our turns?



VANDERSMOOT
Boy, I just lost my barn, I’m miles away from home, and I’m

An exceedingly lonesome man. You best not take this away from
Me.

Tinsel comes running into the petting zoo, panting and out of breath.

TINSEL
Oh, thank God I’ve found you.

VANDERSMOOT
My word, Boy, what’s got you all up in a tizzy, as

They’d say back home?

TINSEL
The flashes. They’re coming faster and faster. I think I’m being

Followed.

VANDERSMOOT
Aw, hush up now. You came here to relax. You’re clearly not 
Trying hard enough. The fluctuating frequency of the flashes
Is nothing to fixate on. Now leave me to my petting, and find

Something that is calming to you.

TINSEL
But-

VANDERSMOOT
But nothing! You scurry along now.

Tinsel leaves looking slightly defeated and still a little shaken.

He walks on looking at the various exhibits seeing what might be relaxing.

He looks up one side. Cut to General Fistheimer saluting a bald eagle and standing to 
attention.

Back to Tinsel. He thinks aloud:

TINSEL
Birds? Nah.

He looks up the other side of the zoo. Cut to an exhibit leader outside the shark tank 
holding up a dead shark, with a small crowd of children, Corduroy Jones’ buddies, on a 
field trip.



LEADER
This here is a tiger shark.

Seargent Buckets steps out of the crowd.

BUCKETS
A wha?!

LEADER (taken aback)
A… a tiger shark.

BUCKETS
Yeah, right! 

He takes his gun and begins firing it into the air to prove his point.

Cut back to Tinsel.

TINSEL
Fish? No I don’t think so.

Suddenly something catches his eye: the ice cream cart. 

TINSEL
Ice cream! Gosh darn it, that might just work.

He goes up to the ice cream cart.

TINSEL
Two scoops of rum raisin, please. Heavy on the rum,

Light on the raisins. 

The Ice Cream Man speaks in a loud, obnoxious New York accent.

ICE CREAM MAN
COMING RIGHT UP, HEY YOU WANNA SPOON

WITH THAT!

TINSEL
Um, sure, yeah, thanks.

ICE CREAM MAN
NAPKINS?!

TINSEL



Um, yeah, can’t hurt.

ICE CREAM MAN
HEY, YOU CAN’T BLAME A GUY FOR ASKING!

IT’S A ZOO OUT HERE!

He starts cracking up.

ICE CREAM MAN
ZOO OUT HERE! GOD DAMN, I CRACK MYSELF UP!

He gives Arthur his ice cream, spoon, and some napkins.

ICE CREAM MAN
HEY, DERE YOU GO. HAVE A GREAT DAY, MACK!

DON’T FEED DA PIGEONS!

Tinsel takes his treat and begins walking away seeming calmer.

Cut to a Mr. Mulford and Murray a few feet away from the ice cream cart. A dropped ice 
cream cone is at Mr. Mulford’s feet, and he is sobbing wildly. A little bit away from them,
barely in the shot, is Mrs. Rakely propped against a wall with an ice cream cone in her 
charred hands.

MURRAY
Mr. Mulford, please.

MR. MULFORD
Jesus, Murray. Have a heart!

Back to Tinsel. He happily finishes his ice cream, and begins to throw it into the trashcan.
Suddenly something in the garbage catches his eye.

On the reflection of a little piece of aluminum candy wrapper, Tinsel can see that 
someone is watching him from behind. He breathes heavily and then bursts into a sprint 
off to the side.

Cut to Corduroy Jones looking through binoculars. He is under a sign for an exhibit that 
says “Stenographers”. Cut to his view. Tinsel is gone. He takes off the binoculars and 
begins cleaning the lens. Suddenly he is tackled into the glass of the Stenographer 
exhibit.

Cut to Tinsel on top of him amidst the shattering glass.

TINSEL
Who are you? Why are you following me? Why the… the



Corduroy?!

Jones punches Tinsel off of him

JONES
Don’t say anything about corduroy you can’t take back.

They both get to their feet and square off. In the background, a number of old men are 
just quietly typing away on typewriters.

TINSEL
I just want some answers!

JONES
And I want some new loafers. You don’t always get what you

Want. Let’s dance.

He charges at Tinsel. Tinsel jumps out of the way, and starts running out of the exhibit.
Jones recovers from the failed charge and starts to follow Tinsel. Arthur wheels around on
him and punches him in the face. Jones punches him back and knocks him through the 
parrot sanctuary. Parrots begin flying everywhere. Gradually they come to circle Tinsel, 
drawn to him. 

Jones charges for Tinsel on the ground. Arthur takes his momentum and uses his legs to 
toss Jones behind him. Jones crashes through the other side of the sanctuary. 

Both men, now a little unsteady, make it to their feet. Tinsel now takes the offensive and 
charges for Jones. The two men brutally exchange blows back and forth, as the camera 
circles around them. 

After a full rotation, cut to Bob and Harry, the city maintenance guys raking some leaves.
Harry points out the fight to Bob.

HARRY
You see what I mean? Don’t let nobody tell you this

Job ain’t dangerous.

BOB
Jeez, Harry, you think we should help one of ‘em?

HARRY
Without a cannon? Are you kidding?

Cut back to the fight. Tinsel throws a trash can at Jones, but misses. The trash can crashes
through the chimpanzee habitat. A number of them escape, by now the zoo is in chaos.



Jones begins taking an advantage in the fight. He mercilessly deals a combination of 
punches to Tinsel, pushing him back down an aisle of habitats. He knocks him through a 
wooden structure. 

Cut to a pig-judging contest already under way. Judge Fingerbatch is adjudicating the 
event. 

JUDGE
Well this one’s got a bad attitude, and this one’s too fat, and-

Tinsel crashes through the wooden shed under which the contest is being held.
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JUDGE
Mother of God!

Jones jumps through the hole in the shed, much to the judge’s surprise.

JUDGE
I say! I’m trying to judge a contest here!

Tinsel scrambles to his feet and Jones begins chasing after him.

JUDGE
Well that was most rude!

Tinsel and Jones run into the midst of a chaotic crowd. People are running everywhere, 
animals are running wild, the monkeys have apparently begun freeing other animals, and 
birds are flying all around. Jones catches up to him and delivers a powerful uppercut, 
which sends Tinsel sprawling.

Tinsel lands hard, consciousness is fading. With great effort he lifts his head. Feet are 
running all around him. Through all the feet he sees a baby sitting alone crying. A moose 
is heading straight for it. A woman screams. The moose’s head suddenly explodes. Cut to 
the General holding a massive handgun.

GENERAL
God damn Canadian mooses.

Tinsel can no longer keep his head up. He starts to black out. Jones is looking over him 
victoriously. A small voice, a pirate’s voice, speaks in Arthur’s head. 

PIRATE
Use the sword, Sonny. The sword.

Tinsel’s eyes open. In front of him, being overlooked by hundreds of running people is a 
sword sticking out of the ground. Tinsel cannot believe it. He rubs his eyes, 



consciousness is coming back to him. He grabs the sword and turns to face Jones. Jones 
takes a step back slowly, and begins putting his hands behind his head as Arthur makes it 
to his feet brandishing the sword at him.

Jones starts laughing.

JONES
You think I’d ever be caught dead in a zoo without a sword?!

With his hands already behind his back, he confidently pulls a sword from behind his 
back.

Tinsel charges. Jones parries. The men begin fencing up and down the zoo aisles amidst 
all the commotion. Tinsel is for the most part on the offensive.

While the men fence, they pass Jacques Du Merde miming the War of 1812 and Gerald’s 
partner Bill who is just repeatedly walking into a brick wall. 

Finally:

JONES
You put up a good fight. I didn’t know they taught 

Con men how to sword fight!

Tinsel is momentarily surprised.

TINSEL
Con men? What are you talking about?

JONES
Shouldn’t you know!

He puts emphasis on the last word as he manages to disarm Tinsel.

JONES
Never let your guard down. That’s how you get fucked

In the ass.

He holds up his sword pointed at Arthur’s throat.

JONES
Admit it! Admit that you’re not really a descendent of

Two-Foot John. Be a man, about it!

TINSEL
Is that what this is about? Do you work for the hobo?



Why, then you can’t really hurt me can you?

He begins to boldly advance on Jones.

JONES
I don’t work for nobody’s dress codes!

He slashes a deep gash into one of Tinsel’s leg. Tinsel lets out an extended roar of agony.

Cut to Dr. Mutumbo bandaging a wounded deer. He hears Tinsels cry.

DR. MUTUMBO
I’m coming!

Cut back to Arthur holding his wounded leg in pain.

TINSEL 
Gosh darn it! Gosh… God… God… Damn it! That f-f-FUCKing hurts!

He cannot believe his own mouth. Jones’ eyes widen with shock.

JONES
Watch out!

He jumps to the side, but Arthur is too slow. A freed wild boar charges by him and rips 
through the same leg with its tusk. Arthur stumbles on his wounded leg and then tumbles 
over a ledge. Pan up to a sign reading “Alligator Preserve”. There are audible screams.

TINSEL (OS)
No! No! Not my leg!

Cut to Jones looking around slightly concerned. He places his sword on the ground, 
quickly wipes the handle for fingerprints, and runs away quietly joining the screaming 
crowds unnoticed. Fade out.

Ext. Steakhouse
Cut to Helen waiting outside The Ol’ Steakhouse. Stank Pete shows up still wearing his 
courtroom suit, as it is the nicest piece of clothing he has. He has made an attempt to 
comb his hair, but it was a battle he could never win. In his hands are clutched a wilting 
collection of flowers, which he presents to Helen. She ignores them.

HELEN
You’re late. Not a good start Pete.

STANK PETE
I was here, Helen. I were just waiting out back where they



Toss the leftovers. Force of habit I guess.

There is an awkward pause.

STANK PETE
You…You wanna go in?

HELEN
If you insist.

They walk into the restaurant. Cut to them being brought to a table. Stank Pete tries to 
pull out Helen’s chair for her, but gets in her way making things more awkward.

They sit down. At the table next to them, is a man sitting by himself with a paper 
shredder on the table. He continuously shreds paper after paper during the date. There is 
an uncomfortable silence, with the exception of the paper shredding.

STANK PETE
So…

HELEN
So.

STANK PETE
How… how are you? You look great.

HELEN
Thank you. I can’t say the same for you.

STANK PETE
No… I don’t reckon you can.

More silence. More shredding.

STANKE PETE
Look Helen, I-

He is interrupted by a waitress coming over to their table.

WAITRESS
Good evening folks. Can I start you off with anything to drink?

HELEN
Water’s fine for me, thank you.

STANK PETE



Um, I’ll just have a Coke, thanks.

WAITRESS
Pepsi okay?

STANK PETE
Do I look Canadian to you? I’m a veteran for Christ’s sake! I’ll just

Have a ginger ale, thanks.

The waitress leaves slightly confused.

HELEN
Does everything always have to be such a big scene with you?

STANK PETE
I’m sorry, Helen. I’m trying. It’s… it’s just been so long since I been

Inside a restaurant. 

HELEN
You were this way before, too. Remember?

STANK PETE
Well, then it was the drugs. Now, it’s just ignorance. You gotta

Give me a chance. I promise, I’m a mostly changed man.

HELEN
That’s hard for me to believe. 

STANK PETE
I reckon thas fair. I acted mighty shamefully.

HELEN
You can say that again. I’ve… I’ve been watching your

Court case. You still love the attention. Why do you make
Such a fool of yourself?

STANK PETE
Well, like I says, a hefty part o’ that’s account of my own ignorance.
But, a more hefty part of it’s because it’s part of a character I gotta

Play. People ‘spect a homeless man to be a little crazy. Builds sympathy.
You’re not wrong in sayin’ I do it for the attention, but that attention

May be the difference between winnin’ and losin’.

HELEN
You’re just embarrassing yourself. You want me to tell our
Son that that’s his daddy up there making a fool of himself?



Oh, he’ll just be so proud.

Stank Pete looks hurt. The waitress comes over.

WAITRESS
Y’all ready to order?

HELEN
I think I’ll just have the chicken salad.

STANK PETE
I’ll have the 12 ounce slab o’ steak please. Rare.

WAITRESS 
You want a salad with that?

STANK PETE
No thanks, I don’t do drugs no more.

Again, the waitress leaves looking slightly confused. Helen starts to say something.

STANK PETE
Helen. You’re right. I ain’t somebody a boy could be proud to
Call his papa. But you’re also mad at me for waiting this long

To contact ya. I can’t win Helen. It’s my own fault, but that’s why.
I couldn’t go an’ see ya, and let the boy know that his pappy 

Weren’t nothing but a low down tube rat of a person. You were
Just better off without me in your life. Ya probably still are. But

dammit, I still love you so much. I didn’t wanna  go on without making
sure you know that. An’  the boy too. He don’t need to know the likes

of his father to know he loves him.

HELEN
You still could have come to us anytime! You think the boy

Wouldn’t suffer some embarrassment to have a father in his life?!
You never had to be homeless!

She chokes up a little.

HELEN
We could’ve… we could’ve taken you in.

STANK PETE
If I’d a done something like that I wouldn’t have been worth

Taking in. I couldn’t ask you to do something like that. I didn’t
Want to come back to you until I could provide for myself, not 



Just leech offa you. I win this treasure, I can do that. But only
If you want me to.

She can’t look up at him. It’s too difficult.

HELEN
I… I just don’t know, Pete.

STANK PETE
You wanna know something funny? All that time I was

 Onna street, I kept dreaming that maybe one day I’d see
You walking down the road. You, the boy, and somebody 

I wouldn’t recognize. A man. And you’d look up at the man
And smile, and I’d know you finally found someone who

Deserved to be with you.

He sighs.

STANK PETE
I reckon that man ain’t ever gonna be me.

There is an uncomfortable silence as Stank Pete becomes lost in thought, and Helen just 
keeps looking down at her feet. More shredding. The waitress comes over with their food.
Linger too long on them eating in silence (with shredding) before fading out.

Ext. Restaurant
Cut to them walking out of the restaurant together.

HELEN
You really didn’t have to pay, Pete. It would’ve been fine.

STANK PETE
Well, I reckon you can thank Gerald, if ya see ‘im. 

They awkwardly stand there, not sure how to end the evening.

STANK PETE
I guess this is good-bye then. It were mighty nice seein’ ya, Helen.

HELEN
Yeah, it was… it was nice seeing you too, Pete. 

There are suddenly a bunch of screams from the people outside on the street. A crowd is 
soon running towards Stank Pete and Helen.

STANK PETE



Helen, watch out. 

He pushes her aside, and grabs the tusks of an escaped wild boar right where she had 
been standing.

Pete slides back a little, holding his ground against the charging beast. Finally he stops it 
enough to spin it around and toss it to the side. The boar regains its footing and charges at
Pete again. He pulls Bessie out of his suit pocket and smacks the boar across its face. The
animal flips onto its back. Pete raises Bessie to finish the job. He locks eyes with the 
boar.

**** Warning! Special Guest Writer: Brian Bowman! ****

Cut to the wild boar exhibit circa 1987.

Bertha, the wild boar, is giving birth to two twin baby boars as zookeepers are huddled 
around her holding her down. 
 
Zookeeper: Breathe Bertha! Breathe! 

The umbilical cords are cut with a hatchet.

Cut to the two baby boars after the birth. One is clearly weaker than the other. Two 
zookeepers are standing over the babies discussing them.

Zookeeper #1: That one on the left is retarded or something.

Zookeeper #2: Bertha’s rejecting him. That poor bastard’s a goner.

Zookeeper #1: Let’s just put it out of its misery.

Zookeeper#1 raises the hatchet that was used to cut the umbilical cords and is about to 
strike. This is visually similar to Stank Pete raising Bessie before the psychic vision. 
Suddenly a third zookeeper, appearing from nowhere, tackles Zookeeper #1.

Zookeeper #3 (gripped with emotion): NO! DON’T KILL HIM!

Zookeeper #1 and Zookeeper #2: Jesus Christ Bruce!

They storm out. Bruce picks up the weak boar and cradles him in his arms lovingly.

Bruce: I’ll name you… Brucey!!!

Cut to a montage of Brucey’s upbringing including sequences in which Bruce plays with 
Brucey at different stages in his life, Zookeeper #1 and Zookeeper #2 eying Bruce 



questionably. Bruce sometimes comforts Brucey when his twin brother is mean to him. 
The montage ends with Bruce riding Brucey around the exhibit as a full grown boar. 

Cut to Brucey on the day of the zoo incident. It is utter pandemonium around Brucey and 
he wanders franticly in search of Bruce. Finally Brucey spots Bruce from across a dense 
crowd of panicked zoo-goers. It is clear that Bruce has also been frantically searching for 
Brucey. The two lock eyes and intense looks of relief come to their faces as Bruce slowly 
begins to make his way through the crowd to Brucey. Suddenly Corduroy Jones appears 
from the crowd with a crazed look in his eyes wielding a sword. Seeing Bruce, Corduroy 
raises the sword, much like Stank Pete raised Bessie and Zookeeper #1 raised the hatchet,
lets out a piercing primal scream and decapitates Bruce. Brucey, witnessing this, snaps 
and begins his angry rampage as Corduroy Jones lets out more primal screams. 

**** Warning! Regular Writing Resumes! ****

Cut back to Stank Pete still raising Bessie, ready to strike. He lets his arm fall limply. 
Brucey looks up at him thankfully.

STANK PETE
I canst rightly do it. That boar’s got a good heart. He just

Had a terrible tragedy.

He shoos Brucey off. 

STANK PETE
Until we meet again, my four-legged friend.

Brucey scampers off. Helen runs up and throws her arms around him.

HELEN
Oh, Pete. You saved my life.

STANK PETE
Tweren’t nothing. Honest.

She steps back and looks at him in awe. Suddenly she notices his hands are bloody.

HELEN
Pete, you’re hurt.

Pete notices the blood for the first time.

STANK PETE
Musta been from that right tuskin’ the boar gave me.

HELEN



I don’t want you going to some curb like that. You’ll get
An infection. Let’s go back to my place, and I’ll bandage you 

Up.

STANK PETE
Well, thank you, Helen. I don’t mean to burden you.

HELEN
It’s no big deal. You did save my life after all.

They start walking away.

Int. Helen’s House
Cut to Pete and Helen sitting on a couch together. Helen finishes bandaging his hands up.

HELEN
There. That should do the trick.

STANK PETE
Thanks again. I never was too knowledgeable about medicine

And such. 

HELEN
Oh, it was nothing.

She laughs and smiles at him, much different from the cold act she was putting on in the 
restaurant. Pete looks around.

STANK PETE
Where’s tha boy?

HELEN
Oh, Troy’s at his friend’s house.

STANK PETE
He’s got friends? That’s good to here. I wouldn’t want

To be tha father of a loser. 

HELEN
Pete, I owe you an apology.

STANK PETE
You really don’t, Helen. Everything you said was mighty accurate.

HELEN
Please, Pete. I do owe you an apology. I meant what I said in the restaurant,

But I didn’t realize how much you really cared. You probably could’ve



Made a great number of better decisions, but now I see that at least all of those
Bad decisions come from a place of deep love. No man has ever taken a full

On charge by a wild boar for me, and I don’t think any other man could ever be
 the right combination of sweet and stupid to do it again.

She puts a hand on him. Pete is surprised but quite pleased by his abrupt change in 
circumstances.

HELEN
Pete, even through everything, I’ve still always had feelings for you. If

You promise me, that you’re really a changed man, and you’ll stick around
From now on, you can have that second chance.

STANK PETE
Aw Helen, I don’t deserve nothing like that.

HELEN
Maybe not, but do you want it?

STANK PETE
With all my heart, and mosta my kidneys.

HELEN
Then promise.

STANK PETE
I promise.

They smile at each other. Suddenly Helen starts gagging.

STANK PETE
Are you alright?

HELEN
I’m sorry, it’s just the… the smell. If we’re gonna make this work

You’ve gotta take a shower.

Stank Pete smiles at her slyly.

STANK PETE
Only if you take one with me.

Helen slyly smiles back.

Cut to their mercifully blurred silhouettes in the shower washing one another. Pan to just 
their legs, viewed from the knees down. 



Dramatically cut to the same shot without the legs, to reveal the aftermath of the shower. 
The tub is covered in an excessive amount of hair and peanut brittle. There is a rubber 
ducky in the middle of it and an entire Snickers bar, and a red ring has appeared along the
side of the tub.

Ext. Zoo
Cut to the News Team covering the incident at the zoo. 

LISA
We interrupt the Harold Zinger Press report on the decision to ban
His latest invention to bring you this breaking news. Pandemonium

 broke out today at the Timothy Treadwell Zoo. It is unclear how
 the ensuing chaos began, but a number of animals were released from 

their cages and during the following panic a number of people
were injured, though thankfully there were no fatalities.

Int. Corduroy Jones’ Office
Cut to Jones watching the news on a little TV in his office, which is thoroughly decorated
in corduroy. He is also speaking on the phone and in the middle of a heated conversation.

JONES
Yeah, I’m watching it too! (pause) It’s fine! Nobody knows
I was there. (pause) Overreacted?! You think I overreacted?!
I was just doing my fucking job, okay! I don’t see you doing

that too often! (pause) Oh, okay! I believe that! I see you on the
news with him all the time. (pause) If you still cared about me, 
you’d have been a little more accepting of my hobbies! (pause)

Obsession?! I am not obsessed with corduroy! (pause) What
Do you mean you still think I overreacted at the zoo? Any man
Would have done the same! (pause) Yes, even the swordfight!

Any man who doesn’t bring a sword to the zoo, isn’t even a man
At all! Look did you really call me after everything just to get into

A fight. (pause, less heated) Yeah, I’m glad you’re okay too. (pause)
Alright, thanks. It… it was nice talking to you again. I’ll talk to you later.

He hangs up, and then throws the phone on the ground and shoots it in frustration.

Ext. Zoo
Cut back to the news coverage.

LISA
Among those injured was the plaintiff in the much talked about Trial

Of Two-Foot John, Arthur Tinsel. Mr. Tinsel, who was still recovering
From his recent eye injury, apparently suffered a series of intense 

Injuries to the same leg. The specifics of these injuries are unknown,



But they are rumored to involve both a boar and a crocodile. Mr. Tinsel
Is currently in the hospital, and it is unclear whether he will be able to

Keep his leg. 

Int. Hospital
Cut to Tinsel and Dr. Mutumbo at the same hospital room. Tinsel looks like he’s in 
intense pain, and he’s lying down and can’t see his leg. Dr. Mutumbo is his usual cheerful
self. He again points out the news report.

DR. MUTUMBO
Hey, look. They’re talking about you again. You’re a natural. I bet they’ll

Want you on TV even after the trial!

TINSEL
 C’mon Doc. Don’t shiver my timbers, how am I gonna be?

DR. MUTUMBO
Well… with just the sword wound, you would’ve been fine with a 

Few stitches. Even with the boar, you would’ve been fine with stitches.
Heck, even with the crocodiles we would’ve been able to save it. But. It

Turns out you had recently been bit by a small tick and the bite was 
Infected. Unfortunately the infection spread, and we had to cut a good

Portion of your leg off.

TINSEL
You cut it off!

DR. MUTUMBO
Nothing else could be done.

TINSEL
Gyar!

DR. MUTUMBO
I also have some more bad news for you.

TINSEL
What else?

DR. MUTUMBO
Well… Normally, we have extremely high tech prosthetics 

We’d be able to attach in these circumstances, but due to
A little technical mix-up, our order got mixed up with that of a

Costume shop, and for the time being all we have are these:

He pulls out a pirate peg leg.



TINSEL
You’ve got to be kidding me.

DR. MUTUMBO
Hey, don’t knock ‘em entirely. They’ll actually provide decent
Movement until we can get everything worked out. We figured 
You’d probably want that, so you can get out there and still go
To court. I just hate to see these kinds of things inconvenience 

People. The real problem here is your teeth.  You’ve gotta 
Start brushing better.

TINSEL
Oh, blow it out yer landlubbing arse!

He’s a little surprised by his own outburst. The doctor is not offended. 

DR. MUTUMBO
Oh, Mr. Tinsel. These are trying times.

Ext. Zoo
Cut back to the news report.

LISA
Most of the animals have been successfully returned to their habitats,
Although one wild boar has reportedly made it all the way downtown
And is yet to be found. The distress caused by the boar has however 

Subsided greatly and eye witnesses report that none other than Stank Pete
 is responsible for stopping the boar’s wild charge. Hobo, defendant, hero.

 That’s quite the resume. Back to you, Chuck.

Int. bedroom
Cut to Stank Pete and Helen watching the news from bed. There is a slamming of the 
door heard as Troy enters the house.

TROY (OS)
Mom, I’m home!

Stank Pete and Helen exchange worried looks. Troy keeps calling, before stumbling into 
the room.

TROY
Mom! I’m-

He sees Stank Pete.



TROY
Mom. Who is that?

HELEN
Um, Troy, honey. This is…

She takes a deep breath.

HELEN
This is your father.

STANK PETE (tearfully)
Hello, son.

Cut to Troy’s horrified face. He starts to scream. Fade to Black.

Int. Rothbergstein’s Office
Fade in on Rothbergstein in his office, early rays of sunlight seeping into the room, 
fiddling with a business card as he dials a number on his phone. He waits anxiously.

A split screen opens up as Corduroy Jones angrily picks up a new phone and spits:

JONES
Gerald, I swear I will strangle your children!

Rothbergstein looks confused.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Um, is that how you always answer the phone?

JONES
Yes, actually. Who is this anyways?

ROTHBERGSTEIN
It’s me, Philip Rothbergstein.

JONES
Oh, Phil! Philly Cheese Steak, what’s up?

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Um, can you not call me that?

JONES
What the fuck did I say about telling me how to do my job?

ROTHBERGSTEIN



That’s more like it.

JONES
Well, what do you want?

ROTHBERGSTEIN
I was at the zoo, Jones. I just wanted to make sure

Everything was still cool.

JONES
What does the temperature have to with anything?

ROTHBERGSTEIN
I just wanted to make sure you got away without bringing

Any police attention to yourself, and by extension me.

JONES
No, no we’re cool. I got away cleaner than a fucking
Meer cat’s asshole. Don’t tell your mom I said that.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Um, I won’t. And does that mean we’re all safe here?

JONES
Yeah, Phil. Did I not make myself clear?! ‘Cause I hate
Repeating myself! It makes me wanna smash something
Someone’s mom gave them before she died, something 
Real personal. That’s how mad it makes me. Plaid mad.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Um, that’s okay. I don’t think you need to repeat yourself.

JONES
Good.

There is an uncomfortable silence.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
So… you gonna tail Tinsel some more today?

JONES
Jesus Christ, Phil! Do you know what today is?!

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Um…



JONES
It’s November eleventh, Phil! National Corduroy Appreciation Day!
I wouldn’t ask you to work on Rosh Hosanna, I ask you extend me 

The same respect.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Oh, sorry, I… I didn’t know.

JONES
You know what? Since this is kinda a big day, I’m gonna hang up,

Unless of course you actually have something important to say.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
No, that’s alright. I-

Jones hangs up. He pulls out his gun, points it at the phone, decides better of it, sighs and 
puts the gun away. He takes a deep breath. Suddenly a bag is pulled over his face and he 
screams.

Int. Helen’s House
Cut to Troy eating some cereal at the kitchen table. Enter Stank Pete wearing Helen’s 
bathrobe, pink, fluffy, and too small for him, and some decrepit boxers.

STANK PETE
Morning Son!

TROY
 You are not my father.

STANK PETE
Course I am. We gots the same hairy chests!

TROY
I’m ten! I don’t have any hair on my chest!

STANK PETE
Well you will. And you can thank your great-grandma

For that. Looked like a goddamn badger with the lights off.

TROY
What are you talking about?!

STANK PETE
I’m talking about your heritage.

TROY



It’s not my heritage, and you’re not my dad!

STANK PETE
Look, boy, I love you too much to be arguin’ wit you. If

You don’t believe I’m your pap, there are tests what can prove
It.

TROY
Well, I don’t care what that test says. You weren’t here. You weren’t

At any of my birthdays, or Christmases, you never dropped by to talk
To me. There’s your test. And you already failed.

STANK PETE
Now, that just hain’t fair, boy. I know I weren’t there for you, but
Believe me for most of those years you wouldn’t-a wanted me to

Be there. I’m a changed man now, and I’m gonna stick around for 
A while. So as long as I’m here I’d like to make things up ta you 

As much I can. 

TROY
Well… there is something I’ve always wanted to do with my

dad.

Ext. Backyard
Cut to Troy outside wearing a baseball hat and glove and holding a baseball in one hand. 
He winds up to throw a pitch, but stops and looks slightly annoyed.

TROY
Are you sure you don’t want to use a glove? I think

It would help.

Cut to reveal Stank Pete squatting, oddly angrily, with his arms outstretched in more of a 
wrestling stance than a baseball stance.

STANK PETE
I can’t do it, boy. That’s the coward’s way. You

Want a coward as an old man?

TROY
I just wanted to play catch like a normal kid.

STANK PETE
Oh, I’ll catch it, Troy, and I won’t look like no

Yellow bellied snake charmer neither.



TROY
Did people ever talk like that?

STANK PETE
Less talking, more throwing. C’mon, you want me to send

You a slap-o-gram or what?

TROY
Alright, here goes. 

He throws the ball. Stank Pete dives for it and rolls to the ground. When he roll upright 
he holds up a fist with the caught ball in it. 

TROY
Yes! You did it! You actually did it! That was kinda cool.

Suddenly his excitement turns into concern. 

TROY
What are you doing?

Cut to Stank Pete taking a big bite out of the baseball. 

STANK PETE
You can’t trust these crab-apples. You don’t show ‘em whose

Boss and they’ll crab all over you. 

TROY
But it’s a ball! You have to know that!

STANK PETE
‘Course I know that! You think I’m some kind of kind ding-dong!

It’s called a joke. I used to make ‘em all the time. I thought
Some healthy joking would make for good father son 
Bonding. Me an’ Sally G used to joke around so much
 He was like a father to me. I tell ya’ one time I joked 

Him so hard he couldn’t walk for a week. He was a laugh
A minute.

TROY
Why can’t you even try to do this right?

Stank Pete then throws the ball at him and just misses his head.

TROY
What’s wrong with you?



STANK PETE
What?! I thought that’s what you wanted!

TROY
God! You’ll never be my father!

STANK PETE
I’m trying! Why d’ya wanna play baseball any way?
It’s a Canadian past time and don’t let nobody fool 
You otherwise. We always been a badminton family
Through and through. You wanna fetch a shuttlecock

And I can teach you a thing or two!

TROY
Baseball is America’s past time! Not badminton. It’s normal!

I wanna do normal things! Is that so much to ask!

STANK PETE
If you want normal, go an marry a tube rat. They’re ain’t 

Nothin’ proud in being normal boy. It’s just boring.

TROY
I’d rather be boring, than homeless!

STANK PETE
Whoah, hold up son. You cut me real deep with that one. 

Right in the heart. You gots a point, But I love you more than 
any normal Man would and I want you to know that.

Troy’s about to say something when suddenly a scream is heard from inside the house

TROY STANK PETE
Mom!          Helen!

Int. Police Car
Cut to Gerald and Bill sitting in a cruiser. Gerald is knitting something and talking 
animatedly. Bill is staring forward blankly. 

GERALD
So I say to him, I say to him, I just don’t want to see

You get hurt. I tell him frankly, frankly I tell him, it’s 
Nothing against him. God, knows it’s not him. It’s

How he goes about everything. Y’know what I mean?

BILL



Oh, you’re telling me, Gerald. You should buy the gray one.

GERALD
You’re right, Bill. It’s all so… so… gray. Nothing’s black

And white with him. Or maybe it’s all black and white. I’m
Not sure, but you’re on the right track, Bill. I’ve tried talking

To the Sargent about it, but God knows he’s no help at all. Not
At all. Always on about power and glory. But there’s no glory with

Him is there? That’s his problem. Doesn’t care about himself.
That’s how he’ll end up getting hurt. But you can’t tell that to the 

Sargent. God knows. At least I can talk to you, Bill. I always
Feel like you’re listening. Like really listening. You know?

BILL
Oh, you’re telling me, Gerald. You should buy the gray one. 

Gerald suddenly gets very emotional, and holds up his knitting with shaking hands, 
exasperated.

GERALD
I just can’t take it any more. Everything’s so stressful. And I 
Just wish it would go back to the old days. No offense, Bill 

You’re a great partner. But it’s just not the same. And poor Stank
Pete, there’s just so much going on these days. So much. I just don’t 

know what to do with myself. And on top of everything I’ve missed my
Goddamn stitch. 

He throws down the knitting with frustration and a needle gets lodged in Bill’s leg. He 
shows no reaction. A slow puddle of blood starts forming, but it is strangely more black 
than red.

GERALD
Oh, God! Bill, are you alright? I’ve been such a klutz lately.

BILL
Beggars can’t be choosers. You’ve got a point there, Gerald

Those bus drivers sure are sneaky little buggers.

GERALD
Oh, Bill. You’re such a kidder. Never letting me forget

About that bus. Here, let me help you out. 

He pulls the needle out. Bill doesn’t react. Gerald cleans the blackish blood off the needle
and offhandedly looks out the window to see a beat-up old brown Cadillac quickly 
approaching them from the street perpendicular to where they’re parked.



GERALD
Oh, jeez. They’re sure moving quickly. They better slow down if they want to 

Make this turn. You think we should do something?

BILL
Definitely the gray one.

The Cadillac takes the turn onto Gerald and Bill’s street too quickly and they slide, 
crashing into the cruiser.

Cut to Gerald and Bill during the impact. The screen shakes and Gerald reacts trying to 
protect himself from the broken glass of the window. Bill doesn’t move. 

As the Cadillac starts to quickly drive off, cut to a bumper sticker that says “Always 
Conceal Your Deformities”.

Cut to the Cadillac Driver who is wearing a bag over his head with a concentrating face 
drawn on it in black marker. In the passenger seat and back seat are men wearing ski 
masks. One is clearly shot. The driver looks over at Gerald.

Cut to Gerald’s face, shocked.

Cut to the driver, a surprised face drawn on the bag. The car speeds off.

Cut to back to the inside of the cruiser.

GERALD
Mother of Christ. He’s back.

He turns on his flashing lights, and peels out in hot pursuit as picks up his walkie. 

GERALD
The cat’s out of the bag! Repeat the cat is out of

The bag. 

DISPATCH
Roger, where is he? We’ll send someone over.

GERALD
Negative. I’ve got his scent. Me and Bill are in

Hot pursuit. We’re gonna bag this guy once and 
For all.

DISPATCH
Alright, just follow your nose on this one.



GERALD
Don’t worry. The nose knows… knows this shit bag’s going

A way for a long, long time. Over and out.

DISPATCH
Over and out.

He puts the walkie back.

GERALD
Lock and load, Bill. Once we close in on this guy, shit’s
Gonna hit the fan. I don’t want you to get caught without

A weapon. 

Bill opens his mouth and only static comes out. Gerald bangs on the car radio.

GERALD
Damn thing’s busted.

BILL
You got a point there, Gerald. Definitely the gray one. 

GERALD
There he is. Hold on to your hat ‘cause things are about

To heat up.

BILL
Oh, you’re right, there. It’s gonna be a hot one outside.

Int. Sketchy Warehouse
Cut to a close up of Corduroy Jones’ face as a bag is removed from his head. He looks 
shocked and frightened. Pan to reveal a crowd of strange characters standing around him 
wearing corduroy party hats.

CROWD
Surprise!

Jones is taken aback.

JONES
Wh- what’s going on? 

A man in corduroy suit jacket steps out of the crowd. He has a swastika tattoo on his 
forehead. Around that tattoo is a more recent tattoo of a red circle around the swastika 
with a line through it, forming the “no” symbol. The man’s name is Roy.



ROY
Haha, well I’m sorry to have surprised you like this, but we

Thought it’d be better this way. When I heard today was 
Corduroy Appreciation Day, I just knew I had to do something
For you. You helped me so much when I was in jail, and you

Even helped me learn through the many beautiful colors of corduroy
 To learn to accept all people and change some of my ways.

He points to his forehead.

ROY
I found some other guys you’ve helped out over the years and they were all
Really enthusiastic about it. Murray and Mulford couldn’t make it, but they

Send their regards.

Pan to the charred corpse of Mrs. Rakely propped up against a wall with her arms 
outstretched holding a present.

Cut back to Jones still a little amazed.

JONES
Well, wow, Roy. I- I just don’t know what to say.

ROY
You don’t need to say a thing. We wanted to do this. Now, please

Don’t just stand around. It’s a party after all! There are refreshments
Out back, help yourself. Go mingle!

He warmly shoos Jones into the crowd toward the back where there are tables with 
snacks on them and coolers full of drinks. On one table is a punch bowl, which is being 
surrounded by the same group of children from the playground. Jones goes over to them.

JONES
Hey, guys! I can’t believe you managed to keep
This a secret at our last poker game. It’s good to 

See ya!

He pours himself a glass of punch.

JONES (icily)
Oh, hey Billy. Nice of you to come too. I guess.

BOY #1
Where are we? I was just walking by a van and then I was here.

Where’s my mom?



JONES
Oh, Carl. You’re such a joker. I can’t believe you still
Live with your mom. It’s gotta be weird with the wife,

Am I right?

He looks at the child knowingly. The kid almost starts to cry. Jones pats him on the back.

JONES
Just bustin’ your balls. I know you’d never settle down, you playboy.

 ‘Scuse me I’m gonna walk around a bit, I’ll see you boys later. (icily) 
Bye Billy. (under his breath) I hope you choke.

Jones starts walking through the strange dimly lit warehouse the party is being held. He 
comes across a tall man wearing a grass skirt, a leather jacket, and African neck rings. He
also has a shrunken head on a gold chain around his neck. The head oddly resembles 
Bruce, the zookeeper. The man’s name is Amumba, when he speaks it is with a heavy 
New-York Italian American accent.

JONES
Nice necklace. Where’d you get it?

AMUMBA
Eh, I found it lying around. You know how it is in the city.

Buncha animals.

JONES
 Ha, no need to tell me. (awkward pause) I’m sorry have we met?

AMUMBA
I don’t believe I’ve had the pleasure.  I suppose 
My Christian name is Paulie Giacanucci, but my 
Tribal name is Amumba. It means “One with light

Within, and Leather Without”.

Jones looks impressed. Amumba extends his hand.

AMUMBA
And you must be the man of the hour. Pleased to 

Meet you.

JONES
Likewise.

They shake hands.

JONES



How’d you hear about this little shindig? If you
Don’t mind me asking?

AMUMBA
Well even though, we’ve never met I owe you a great debt

Of gratitude. Back in New York, the Giacanucci’s are a 
Powerful family, but I upset some of the wrong people.
They sent me to Africa to lay low, but I had never been
So high. I really found myself over there, mind, body,

And soul. But that’s besides the point. Thanks to you, the
Men who were after me are now in jail, and I was able to come

Home again. My buddy Randal told me all about how you single-
Handedly took down the entire Fibonacci gang because of 
Their plaid uniforms. He also happened to be friends with 

Roy, and invited me along. I am forever if your debt. In
The words of my people:

He begins butchering the Swahili language. After slightly too long, he finishes and bows 
his head toward Jones.

JONES
Oh, thank you. It was nothing really. The Fibonaccis were a bunch
Of plaid- loving cockhounds anyways. I was glad to do it. Who’s

Your buddy, Randal? Do I know him?

AMUMBA
He’s over in the corner by the Sea Ghost.

Pan to show a small Asian man reaching for some chips. In the corner next to the chips, is
a man in an old fashioned diving suit emanating a strange glow.

JONES
Sea Ghost?! You old bastard! How’ve you been?

He starts making his way over but gets intercepted by Roy.

ROY
They want a speech, Corduroy!

The crowd begins chanting “Speech!” except for one child who has audibly burst into 
tears.

JONES
Okay, well… (clears throat) I’m so flattered to see all of you 
Here. It really means a lot to know that I’ve been blessed with
Meeting so many wonderful acquaintances. That being said, if



Any of you motherfuckers ever sneak up on me in my house 
Again I will personally make sure there is nothing left of you

For your family to mourn except for your skull which I will decorate
With corduroy and use as my personal chamber pot before mailing

It back to them. 

There is an awkward pause and then everyone dies laughing. Roy puts his arm around 
Jones’ shoulders.

ROY
This guy!

Int. Helen’s House
Cut to Helen’s upper body, hands clasped to her mouth in horror. Stank Pete and Troy 
come running in to see what’s wrong.

STANK PETE
Helen, are you alright?!

TROY
Mom, is everything okay?!

HELEN
Look!

She points off screen. The boys’ eyes and the camera follow her finger revealing Brucey, 
the wild boar, majestically standing in the kitchen, framed by the doorway and the hints 
of a sunset coming through the windows.

HELEN
I’m scared to move. Will it charge?

STANK PETE
Nah, I don’t reckons he will.

HELEN
It’s got to be the same one. He’s come to finish the job.

STANK PETE
Don’t get your lady bits all in a titter. He ain’t come to 
Finish nothin’. Boars just ain’t the knockin’ type. No

Manners, the lot of them. Musta given you a fright, Helen
And I’m sorry about that, but he’s harmless.

HELEN
How can you be so sure?



STANK PETE
I don’t claim to understand, but me an’ that creature, well
We’s gots a connection. Must be our wild sprits. Anyway

I know why he’s here. He thinks he owes me somethin’ for
Sparing his life.

HELEN
That’s ridiculous. I’m calling animal control.

STANK PETE
Don’t! Helen, please. Let me talk to him.

He puts a reassuring hand on her shoulder, and gives a look full of his trademark roguish 
charm. Then he turns to face Brucey.

STANK PETE
Look, you don’ts owe me nothin’. You’re free now. Free as
You wants to be. I didn’t do nothin’ for ya, except stoppin’ 

Myself from making a heinous mistake. We clear?

Cut to a close up of Brucey’s face. Slowly he nods.

TROY
Can we keep him? Can we? Mom?

STANK PETE
Hush, boy. His kind can’t be kept. It taint in there natures. 

‘Course if’n he wants to stay that’s up to him.

Another close up of Brucey’s face. It remains emotionless.

STANK PETE
Of course, who am I to say all boars ain’t got manners?!

Helen would you mind, if’n he stayed with us for a while?
He don’t wanna impose.

Helen is dumb-founded by everything, but she rolls with it.

HELEN
Fine, for a while at least. But you boys are feeding and cleaning

Up after him. This isn’t my problem.

TROY
Yes! None of the other kids have wild boars! This is gonna be so 

Cool!



STANK PETE (to Brucey)
You want something to eat? You look starving, believe me

I’ve been there.

Brucey nods, and slowly makes his way over to Stank Pete, who begins running his 
fingers through his spectacular coat. 

STANK PETE
Troy, you wanna get me a bowl of milk. Make sure it’s whole.

One percent gives him the shits like you wouldn’t believe.

TROY
Sure thing, dad.

Troy runs off to get the milk and bowl. Cut to a close up of Stank Pete’s face.

STANK PETE (under his breath)
Dad…

He smiles to himself and begins to tear up. Troy comes back with his milk. Zoom out to 
show the happy family for a moment. 

Ext. City Street
Abruptly cut to Gerald and Bill’s cruiser crashing sideways into a building. Gerald 
staggers out of the car, a small stream of blood trailing down the side of his face. He 
opens the passenger’s side and Bill sort of falls out. He looks off screen.
Cut across the street, to the Cadillac they were chasing crashed headlong into another 
building. The man with the bag over his head is just getting out of the car and about to 
make a run for it. His henchmen are also staggering out. 

Cut back to Gerald watching the criminals. Bill is now on his feet.

GERALD
We’ve almost got him! We can’t let him get away when we’re

 so close, damn it! 

He puts a new clip into his pistol.

GERALD
I’ll try to cut him off. You distract his goons. You ready?

BILL
I don’t know my lefts and rights, Mrs. Hannigan.

GERALD



Yeah, these bastards have worn us all down, Bill. But we
End this here! Let’s go.

He charges out from behind the building and runs across the street, bullets whizzing by 
him.

GERALD (VO)
The bullets whizzed by me like pixies, but I showed no fear.

He stops to fire a few rounds.

GERALD (VO)
Pixies? C’mon Gerald! This is a big dramatic chase, you gotta be

More masculine.

He starts running again. 

GERALD (VO)
The bullets whizzed by me like tassels on a stripper’s tits.

He reaches the other side of the street and ducks behind a building for cover. He loads 
another clip.

GERALD (VO)
Maybe a little too macho. 

He peeks his head out from cover and narrowly avoids a bullet. He quickly draws back 
behind the building.

GERALD (VO)
Too dangerous. I’ll have to circle around. Goddamnit, he’s getting away!

I can’t lose this.

He starts running keeping close to the side of the building. 

GERALD (VO)
This bastard’s been robbing banks and terrorizing the city for

Months. Nobody knows where he came from or what he’s after.
Most don’t even know what’s under the bag, but those that do 

Say it’s horrible. All we really have to go on is a name. 
Schnozz Face.

He reaches a door and kicks it open before continuing to run through the building. 

GERALD (VO)
I’ve been so caught up with trial, and… well him. I’ve been such an 



Emotional wreck, and I’ve been neglecting my duties as an
Officer. Well, not any more. I’ve got a chance to do something.

My city needs me.

He breaks out the other side of the building standing in an alley. There’s no one around 
him. 

GERALD (VO)
Shit! Where’d that bastard go? He was so close.

Gerald notices a splotch of blood on the ground. There’s another one not far away, 
forming a trail.

GERALD (VO)
Gotcha now! And he’s hurt too. This is perfect.

He starts running after the trail of blood. 

GERALD (VO)
I just hope Bill’s alright.

Cut to Bill casually walking down the street, repeatedly getting shot but seeming unfazed.
Cut to some of Schnozz Face’s henchmen firing at Bill and advancing at him.

HENCHMEN #1
He just keeps coming! How is this possible?!

HENCHMEN #2
Just keep shooting. 

HENCHMEN #1
Shit! Watch out for the bus!

He pushes the other Henchmen out of the way as a bus speeds by. When the bus is gone, 
so is Bill.

HENCHMEN #2
Where’d he go?

Cut to the front of the bus with Bill smashed into it being pushed along by its momentum.

BILL
You’re right there, Gerald. Those bus drivers are sneaky buggers.



Cut back to Gerald reaching a door where the blood trail seems to have stopped. He kicks
the door open. He sees down a corridor a man with a bag over his head opening a 
window.

GERALD
Freeze, dirt bag! You’re under arrest!

Schnozz Face halts, his back stiffening. Suddenly a thundering voice roars from offcreen:

VOICE
Long live the Schnozz!!!

Gerald jumps back, just as a monstrous, bald shirtless man swings down a fireman’s axe 
right where he’d been standing. On his upswing he turns around to face Gerald, knocking
the gun out of his hand with the blade. He towers over Gerald who steps back in fear.

MONSTER
Looks like I’ll be having pig for supper tonight. 

He swings. Gerald jumps to the side and punches him in the face. It does nothing and the 
monster just laughs. 

GERALD (VO)
Think think think think.

The beastly man raises his axe. Gerald reaches into his pocket, and, as the behemoth 
starts to swing down, Gerald swings his arm around lodging his knitting needle into the 
beast’s neck. Blood shoots out. The monster looks stunned and starts to stagger back. 
Gerald runs to pick up his gun. The monster widens its eyes in anger and starts to lunge 
forward. Gerald shoots him in the face, and his head explodes.

Show Gerald from a fairly zoomed out shot so he looks totally isolated and shocked.

GERALD (VO)
(quietly) I’m so sorry. (normal) Shit. Holy shit. 
Tits, Footbal masculine things, masculine things.

Keep it together. Holy shit, don’t throw up!

Gerald looks like he’s going to be sick.

GERALD (VO)
Focus. He’s getting away. Stop him, then you can

Throw up.

He takes a deep breath and shudders a little bit before running toward the window. He 
leaps through the window in slow motion. 



GERALD (VO)
Paul, I love you so much.

He lands in the alley behind the building.

GERALD (VO)
Whatever happens now, I want you to know that 

Wherever you are.

Schnozz Face is running away further down the alley. Gerald lines up a shot.

GERALD (VO)
Deep breath. Find the target. Squeeze the trigger. It’s almost over.

He fires two shot. Cut to Schnozz face, one of the shots hits him in the shoulder and he 
falls to the ground. Gerald runs up to catch him, keeping his pistol trained on him.

GERALD
You have the right to remain silent, anything you say can and will 

Be held against you. You have the right to an attorney.

He reaches Schnozz Face. 

GERALD 
You have the right to take this goddamn bag off your head!

He rips the bag off. Revealing the face of a man with two noses. Scnozz Face also has a 
mole on one cheek. Gerald shrieks and reels back in disgust.

GERALD
Good god.

Schnozz Face speaks with a deep refined voice. 

SCHNOZZ FACE
It’s not easy to look at, is it Officer? But at least 
My deformities are on the outside. Can you say

The same thing?

GERALD
Just shut up and let me cuff you.

He cuffs one of Schnozz Face’s hands, but then suddenly “Hot Hot Hot” by Buster 
Poindexter begins playing. Gerald looks embarrassed and then takes out his phone. The 
name on the screen says Paul.



GERALD 
Hold on a second.

He turns around to answer the phone.

GERALD
Hello. (Pause) Well, yeah I’m kinda in the middle of
Something. (Pause) Well I’m sorry, I didn’t know 

About any party. (Pause) No, I honestly didn’t know!
(Pause) Right, because I’d do that? I’d have gone if
I’d known. (Pause) Ugh, you are being ridiculous! 
(short pause). No, No I’m sorry. Look I really am in

the middle of something very important. (Pause)
Yes, it’s… it’s Schnozz Face. (Pause) I know! I’ll talk

To you later. 

He hangs up and turns around. Schnozz Face is gone. 

GERALD 
Shit. What am I gonna tell the Sargent?

Fade out on Gerald standing alone.

Int. Press Conference
Cut to an enraged Dr. Harold P. Zinger in the middle of a press conference.

DR. ZINGER
Time travel is possible! And the technology is here! But we’re

All too scared to actually use it!

Freeze on Dr. Zinger mid rant.

Int. Newsroom
The freeze frame moves to the corner of the screen, as Chuck, the news Anchor, becomes 
central focus of the screen.

CHUCK
Strong words from Dr. Harold P. Zinger in the wake of

Recent censures of his latest invention by both the U.N. 
And the CIA. In other news, today marks the first time the
Plaintiff will be leading direct examinations in the much

Publicized trial of Two-Foot John’s treasure. We have Lisa
Reporting from the Rosenberg Courthouse.

Ext. Courthouse



Cut to Lisa standing outside the courthouse.

LISA
That’s right Chuck. Although, very little was expected from 

The defendant Stank Pete and his young lawyer, Phillip 
Rothbergstein, legal experts are saying that despite a few “odd”
And even “baffling” decisions they’ve done quote, “surprisingly
Well”. It looks like Mr. Tinsel may have to be on his toes today.

Int. Tinsel’s Apartment
Lisa disappears with a flash as Tinsel turns off the TV. Cut to his outstretched arm 
holding the TV remote as he rolls over grumpily in bed.

Cut to him putting on his eye patch. In a series of quick cuts he gets dressed, first his 
shirt, than his peg leg, then his pants, then his tie, and finally a suit jacket. 

After the last cut, cut to him looking at himself in the mirror forlornly.

TINSEL (VO)
I’ve already lost so much. What do I even stand to win?

He sighs, and begins walking out of his apartment. When he opens the door, there is a 
sudden loud squawk and a parrot flies by his face, beating its wings at him. He screams.

PARROT
Beware! Beware! Squawk! Don’t go to the courthouse!

TINSEL
What are you talking about? Get out of here!

He tries to shoo the bird away.

PARROT
Cursed! You’re cursed! Don’t go to the courthouse! Squawk!

TINSEL
Cursed by who?

PARROT
Whom! Squawk!

TINSEL
What?

PARROT
Yourself! Squawk! You curse yourself!



TINSEL
I don’t need this I’m gonna be late!

He runs out of his apartment, but the bird follows him, squawking “Beware” and such. It 
follows him down his stairs and out into the street.

Tinsel becomes more frantic trying to outrun the bird, but his peg leg gives him a strange 
hobbling gait, and the bird is always right behind him. 

At one point, he trips and the bird lands on him.

TINSEL
Avast! Ye mangy scoundrel!

He looks stunned by himself, as if no control over it.

PARROT
Cursed!

He gets himself up and keeps running. 

He reaches the courthouse running and screaming. He passes the news team.

LISA
Mr. Tinsel, are you all right?

TINSEL (as he’s running)
Can someone get this god damn bird away from me!

He runs into the courthouse and the parrot lands on a window, staying outside.

Int. Courthouse
Cut to Tinsel approaching Vandersmoot, out of breath.

VADERSMOOT
My friend you look most frivolously frazzled, frightened even.

TINSEL
Well I’ve just been attacked by a bird for the past twenty blocks!

VANDERSMOOT
A bird?

TINSEL
Yeah, a parrot.



VANDERSMOOT
Hmm, yes, parrots do make the most terrible of lovers.

TINSEL
What?

VANDERSMOOT
Never you mind, m’boy. We have greater things to focus our attentions

To. Today is the day we begin to bequeath ourselves billions in borrowed 
Pirate’s booty. Ho ho.

He laughs to himself and puts an arm around Tinsel, bringing him into the main court.

They get in and take a seat just as Judge Fingerbatch is taking his seat. Stank Pete is by 
himself.

JUDGE
Are we ready to proceed?

Stank Pete stands.

STANK PETE
Nome, Your Majesty, my lawman hain’t here yet.

JUDGE
Well, where is he?

STANK PETE
I reckon I don’t rightly know.

Rothbergsteing bursts through the door, cradling six baby raccoons in his arms.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
I’m sorry I’m late. Their father hasn’t paid child support
In months, and there mother was passed out again. I just

Couldn’t leave them. They were starving and I had to nurse
Them all the way over here.

He gently places them on the defense table.

BAILIFF
He can’t bring those in here, can he, Your Honor?

JUDGE
It’s highly unusual. But I’m gonna allow it. This is the last time though.



VANDERSMOOT
Why that is the most scrumptious scattering of scavengers to scrape
Across my visage in quite some time. You have most excellent taste,

 Mr. Rothbergstein.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Um, thank you.

STANK PETE
I dunno, they’s just raccoons. You coulda still been on time. 

JUDGE
Order! Order! Let’s get things started. Would the plaintiff like to call their

First witness?

VANDERSMOOT
Why, certainly, Your Honor.

As he gets up, Rothbergstein whispers to Stank Pete.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Where’s Gerald?

STANK PETE
He’s got some big case. Something about nose thiefs.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
What? That can’t be right. Still not a good sign.

They are silenced as Vandersmoot calls his witness.

VANDERSMOOT
The plaintiff would like to call Professor Lyle Lanning to the stand.

A man in a brown suit jacket takes the stand and is sworn in.

VANDERSMOOT
Now, Mr. Lyle Lanning, while lawyerin’ and litigatin’ may be the lofty

Life paths which my lonesome self may follow, you are likely the 
Leading expert on the lexicon of lineages and can most loquaciously 

And elegantly lead us to the long lost link between that legendary leader
Of those lusty lads of lore often likened to the lowdown lobsters which they

Liked with legumes and liquor in their lavish lunches cooked by lovely lady loves, while
they lewdly licked Their lips and lounged longing to leave these lonely lasses in the

Lurch, Lifting their laden ladles to those lowly lips with little love for those



Luscious lambs, just lust and libido learned from laying with the likes
Of Lithuanian lady landowners living in log lodgings loaded with lint-rolled lace lingerie,

legendary For leaving their lovers lacquered with lavender and lilac lotions and little
lament, and lollygagging with Any lethargic lumberjack with two long legs, a large
larynx, and a little loose coinage, loaning Their love to the lowest of the low, their

lovemaking often being likened to the leaping lesbian lizards of Latin America in lieu of
a lugubrious Labrador, leaving these lost land locked ladies with little To leash their

lovers to land not even their lactating once the joint labor of their Loins leapt into the
light of this land like a lanky leopard liberally lathered with liniment down the length of
his ligaments, those lechers, those leeches, those louts, the whole lot, but led by the late

and long loved layabout who ludicrously labeled himself with little regard for his lack Of
a leg, all the long way down the length of the linear ladder of lineage to his landlubbing
descendent who the lovely and loyal laypeople of this Low lying landmass like to label

Mr. Arthur Tinsel. If’n you like please pardon my most lengthy and long winded
dissertation as I seem to have grown less and less laconic in my elocution leaving me

with a longing to be loaned a lozenge in this little lull. Likewise-

Suddenly the stenographer stands up, clutching his heart and dies. As he is taken out and 
another similar one is dragged in, Rothbergstein stands up and addresses the confused 
court.

ROTHBERSTEIN
Uh, objection. None of that was even a question.

JUDGE
Hmm, you’re right. Strike it from the record.

VANDERSMOOT
My apologies, might I continue.

JUDGE
Go ahead.

VANDERSMOOT
Mr. Lanning, how are eminently employed?

LANNING
I work in the genealogical wing of Chester A. Arthur University.

VANDERSMOOT
Have you held your position long?

LANNING
Ten years.

VANDERSMOOT



So would you considah yoself most familiar with family trees?

LANNING
I would.

VANDERSMOOT
Enough to correctly interpret a linealogical chart on the subject?

Vandersmoot looks up and notices something in the window of the courthouse. Corduroy 
Jones is standing there holding up the folder that Mr. Esquire gave him. He points to 
Vandersmoot and makes a crude humping gesture. Vandersmoot is shaken.

VANDERSMOOT
I’ve never had relations with an animal in my life. 

This strange statement seems to catch everyone in the courthouse off guard. 

LANNING
Excuse me?

He snaps out of it. When he looks to the window, there’s nobody there.

VANDERSMOOT
Sorry where was I?

LANNING
Um, I just said I’d be qualified to read any genealogical charts.

VANDERSMOOT
 Oh you would? Well that is most convenient, Mr. Lanning,

As I happen to have such a chart on my prestigious personage
As we speak.

He removes a crisp folder from his suit jacket and opens it front of Prof. Lanning. It’s full
of indecipherable charts. 

VANDERSMOOT
Mr. Lanning, if I might inquire can you interpret these images

For the court?

Lanning puts on some professional looking glasses and peers over the papers.

LANNING
Well, these charts show rather conclusively that there is a

Thirty seven percent genetic match between Two-Foot John
And Arthur Tinsel, who it seems can trace his lineage definitively

All the way down to John and the Lithuanian Duchess, Lady



Von Veritereckenshtein, of a family famed for documented their
Family tree.

VANDERSMOOT
And this is irrefutable?

LANNING
According to these charts, yes.

VANDERSMOOT
Thank you, Mr. Lanning. No further questions.

Vandersmoot sits down. Zoom in on Rothbergstein.

ROTHBERGSTEIN (VO)
Damn.

His voice over continues as he makes his way over to the witness, and continues over the 
questioning, for which he acts very impassioned despite the clear, level narrative.

ROTHBERGSTEIN (VO)
Well I knew this day was gonna come eventually, and I’ve

Been dreading it since the beginning. I’ve done what I could,
Raising sympathy, casting doubts when I can, and it’s been good

But when it comes down to it I’ve got nothing on those damn charts.

He starts waving an American flag violently.

ROTHBERGSTEIN (VO)
I use every trick I can, but in the end blood is blood.

And Pete doesn’t have a drop of Two-Foot John’s. Just
Good old blood sweat and tears. That’s not bad actually
I’ll slip it in here somewhere and say something about
The American dream. It can’t hurt. Still hard work and
Pathos can only get you so far. And I don’t think it’s 

Gonna be far enough.

He looks over at Stank Pete.

ROTHBERGSTEIN (VO)
God, I don’t wanna disappoint him. Maybe that Corduroy

Jones guy will pull through, it’s kind of our last hope 
Scary as that thought is.

He looks over at Tinsel.



ROTHBERGSTEIN (VO)
Or maybe he’ll break first. He does look a little shaky.

So does the lawyer, I wonder what’s up. Then again that
could be Jones. He makes me shaky all the time.

He hears a little buzzing noise in the background. Cut to a shot of the baby raccoons 
crying horrifically.

ROTHBERGSTEIN (VO)
They’re crying. Probably hungry. Poor innocent creatures,

They didn’t deserve to be born into such a life. I’ll need to buy
 them something though. My nipples are too chafed for nursing. God 
what a miserable day. Might as well wrap it up, talking more won’t

help it any.

He wraps up and sits down sadly. Stank Pete puts a comforting hand on his shoulder.

STANK PETE
It twern’t so bad, Phil. I liked the parts about me being a hero
And America and all that. Mighty fine lawmannin’ up there.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Thanks Stank.

JUDGE
Well, that’s about all the time we have for today, and I have a lot of

Stenographer funerals to get to anyway, so court is adjourned. 
He bangs his gavel, decides he likes the sound, and bangs it again for good measure. 
Everyone rises as he leaves. 

Cut back to Rothbergstein and Stank Pete. Rothbergstein has his head in his hands.

STANK PETE
Aw, c’mon now, Phil. We hain’t beat yet.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
That just isn’t true not with those charts. I’m sorry, Pete.

I failed you. I failed my self. And I failed Sparkles.

STANK PETE
You best quit that kinda talkin’. You haven’t failed nobody.

You said it yaself, it don’t matter if ya lose, you still got
Yer name out there. And as for me if it tweren’t for all this

I’d-a never reunited with my dear wife an’ child. Who cares
If’n we win the case? We still winners in tha long run.



ROTHBERGSTEIN
You really think so?

STANK PETE
I know so. Now get on yer feet.

He stands up Rothbergstein. Rothbergstein gathers up the baby raccoons and hugs them 
close. Stank Pete puts an arm around him, and starts walking him out.

STANK PETE
Well I promised Helen an’ tha boy that I’d take them on this whale watch 

Thingamajig today. Why dontcha come with us, huh? It’ll be fun.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Gee, I dunno Pete…

STANKE PETE
C’mon, I insist! It’ll do you good. Take your mind offa

Things and give me a chance to pay ya back a little
For all ya done.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Alright. Why not?

STANK PETE
Great. They’ll love getting to meet ya!

They leave the court smiling. Pan to reveal Tinsel cowering at the courtroom door, 
Vandersmoot standing over him looking exasperated.

VANDERSMOOT
Mr. Tinsel, you are truly tainting my time here. What

Is tearing you up so terribly?

TINSEL
It’s still out there… The parrot… I can tell.

VANDERSMOOT
My lord, boy! As my granpappy would say, you’re nerves
Are wound tighter than a church mouse’s pussy. You’ve 
Simply got to take some time and relax. We’ve just about

Won thisy-here case. 

TINSEL
Well, what do you want me to do, huh? The last time you

Tried to help me unwind, I lost my gee-darn leg!



He taps his peg leg.

VANDERSMOOT
Well, the petting zoo is notoriously full of nothing
But land animals. Perhaps it would be best to turn

To the majestic ocean for relaxation. 

TINSEL
You think it’d help? I really feel like I’m losing my

Mind here Cornelius.

VANDERSMOOT
Well it certainly couldn’t hurt. Come m’boy I’ve got just the 

Thing.

He takes Tinsel and leads him out. The parrot immediately swoops for him.

PARROT
Don’t go! Squawk! Cursed!

Tinsel cowers. Vandersmoot swats at the bird.

VANDERSMOOT
Oh, hush you big flirt. No one’s a-fixing to fornicate with

Your feathers.

The bird flies back a little as they get into their car, but then starts to follow them as they 
leave. 

After the car leaves, pan to a dark alley next to the courthouse. Corduroy Jones steps out 
of the shadows.

JONES
Oh Mr. Tinsel and Mr. Vandersmoot, run while you 

Can. This dance is almost done. 

He slides back into the shadows. Fade out.

Int. Police Station
Cut to the police station. Gerald is in Sargent Buckets’s office being severely yelled at.

BUCKETS
I hate you! I hate your nose! Especially your nose!
You’re not better than me! You’re stupid and fat.

And STUPID! You don’t even have any power and



Glory!

He pulls out his gun.

BUCKETS
You’re lucky I drove by a lot of squirrels this morning,

Otherwise I’d have enough bullets to shoot you and your
Nose.

GERALD
I’m sorry, Sargent. I hope I can stay on the force. I know

I really screwed up with Schnozz Face, but-

BUCKETS
Schnozz what?! Do you work here?! Who are you?

GERALD
I’d like to still work here if that’s alright with you.

The Sargent spits on him.

GERALD
Do I still have my job, sir?

BUCKETS
Whatever. Just get that nose out of my sight. You saw

How good I am at spitting.

GERALD
Thank you, sir.

Gerald leaves the office as the Sargent begins singing opera and punching the air. He 
returns to his desk. Bill is sitting in his adjacent desk staring forward.

GERALD
Wooh, the Sargent was sure in a good mood today. I’m lucky he’s so generous. 

Did he say anything to you, Bill?

BILL
You’re right there, Gerald. Th-th-th 

He begins to say his trademark bus driver remark, but begins making a sound like a 
record skipping.

GERALD
Well, we got off lucky. I’d hate to get on his bad side.



Bill keeps skipping.

Suddenly, a report comes in from the dispatch.

DISPATCH
Schnozz Face has been spotted on 49th street. Repeat, Schnozz 

Face spotted on 49th street.

Gerald leaps to his feet.

GERALD
We’ve got it! We’ve got it!

He starts hurriedly putting on his coat.

GERALD
Not gonna let the bastard get away again.

He straps on a gun, and grabs another holster for Bill.

GERALD
Lock and load, Bill.

He throws the holster to Bill. It hits him in the face. He is unfazed, except the blow serves
to unstick him.

BILL
Those bus drivers are sneaky buggers.

GERALD
Let’s roll!

He runs out of the police station. 

Ext. Marina
Cut to the Marina, where a whale watch is soon to begin. A line has already formed. Cut 
to the Ice Cream Vendor from the zoo.

ICE CREAM MAN
ICE CREAM HERE! GETCHA ICE CREAM HERE!
NO ICE CREAM ON THE OCEAN, GET IT WHILE

YOU CAN! IT’S IN A CUP!!!

Tinsel and Vandersmoot approach the cart.



TINSEL
Rum raisin please, if you have it.

ICE CREAM MAN
SURE NO PROBLEM MAC! ANYTHING FOR YOU

BUDDY?!

VANDERSMOOT
Uh, no thank you. I detest dairy, especially when dealt with such

Little delicacy.

ICE CREAM MAN
HEY IT TAKES ALL KINDS, WHAT CAN YOU DO?!

He hands Tinsel the ice cream. 

ICE CREAM MAN
SPOON AND NAPKIN FREE O’ CHARGE! WHAT BETTER
SERVICE COULD YOU ASK FOR! HEY! HAVE A WHALE 

OF A TIME OUT THERE! Y’HEAR THAT? WHALE OF  A TIME!
HEY! I SLAY MYSELF.

Tinsel and Vandersmoot get in line.

VANDERSMOOT
You really have a serious sweet tooth, boy. It’s unbecoming

Of an adult.

TINSEL
You said to unwind. The ice cream helps.

VANDERSMOOT
Whatever you say, I just try avoid milk that isn’t

Straight from the teat. It isn’t healthy.

Pan up the line to Stank Pete, Helen, Troy, and Rothbergstein standing together. Brucey is
standing next to Stank Pete, with Rothbergstein’s raccoons in a basket on his back.

TROY 
Mom! Dad! Can I get some ice cream?! Please please please.

HELEN
Later, Troy. It’ll spoil your appetite. 

STANK PETE
Thas right! Yer appetite for adventure! Tain’t nuthin’ more



Exciting than a whale watch. Ain’t that right, Phil?

Rothbergstein’s shirt is starting to form small dark red circles of blood around his nipples.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Oh, that’s right. Very exciting. I haven’t been on one

In a while though.

STANK PETE
I love ‘em! Me an’ Helen’s first date was on a whale watch.

TROY
Really?

HELEN
Yup, you’re father punched one of the whales.

Rothbergstein looks shocked. Troy groans.

STANK PETE
Relax, it was all one big misunderstanding. I thought the

Whale said something derogatorizing my Helen, and I don’t
Take no guff from no mammals aquatic or not. Turns out
The remark was harmless an’ we made up. He was a good

Whale all an’ all.

TROY
Jeez, Dad, first impressions really aren’t your thing, are they?

STANK PETE
No, boy. They are not. 

VOICE (OS)
Phil!

Rothbergstein turns around, and again his friend Jeffrey approaches him.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Oh, hey Jeff.

JEFFREY
Fancy meeting you here. I didn’t know you liked whale watches.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Oh, yeah they’re, uh, great.



JEFFREY
Yeah, whales are pretty great, but not as great as your dog there
Sparkles, huh Phil? Wow I just can’t get over what a great dog
She was. She could play dead so well, you’d bring her mother

Flowers. She could fetch a stick faster than anything on four legs.
When she doggy paddled, the sea parted as she passed as if 

Poseidon himself was admiring the way the water glittered on
Her coat. I’ve never seen a dog like her in all my life. Boy,
You sure are lucky to have a dog like that. Seeing her every
Day must make the sun shine a little brighter each day. And

She’s all yours right, Phil?

Rothbergstein looks like he’s going to cry. Suddenly the line starts moving as people start
boarding the boat.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Oh, sorry Jeff. I gotta go. I’ll talk to you later.

JEFFREY
Oh, sure! Give Sparkles a big kiss for me when you get home. 

ROTHBERGSTEIN (faking a smile)
Oh, of course. 

Jeffrey walks away.
Cut to the front of the line. As an exasperated crewmember is dealing with General 
Fistheimer. 

CREWMEMBER
I’m sorry, sir, but firearms are not allowed on the boat.

The general is holding two large semi-machine guns.

FISTEHEIMER
I won’t be shooting whales, I just wanna be ready in 

Case I see any of those no good Canadian seals. 

CREWMEMBER
It doesn’t matter what you’re shooting at, it’s still not

Allowed.

FISTHEIMER
You can’t do this. I have God given right as an American

Citizen to bear arms.

CREWMEMBER



I’m really sorry, it’s just the policy of Barnacle Boats Whale
Watches. There’s nothing I can do.

FISTHEIMER
Fine, but when you’re up to your balls in filthy fur trappers, don’t

Come crying to me. 

He hands the crewmember his guns, and then thrusts his hand into his pants and pulls a 
hefty pistol from his crotch and hands that over too.

CREWMEMBER
Thank you, sir. 

The general walks past and the crewmember looks relieved until he sees the next party in 
line. He throws up his hands in annoyance.

CREWMEMBER
Oh, for the love of God! What is wrong with you people? Pets are not 

Allowed!

Pan to reveal Stank Pete and party. 

STANK PETE
This boar ain’t nobody’s pet. He’s his own creature.

CREWMEMBER
There’s still no wild boars allowed on the ship. It’s policy.

He’ll have to wait here.

Stank Pete crouches to address Brucey. 

STANK PETE
You alright with that?

Brucey nods.

STANK PETE
Okay, he’ll stay.

ROTHBERGSTEIN (to Brucey)
You take good care of those raccoons, alright?

STANK PETE
You don’t got to worry, he’s a good boar.

ROTHBERGSTEIN



I know he is. I just gotta say it, I’d hate for anything
To happen to the little guys.

They get on the boat. Stank Pete takes a deep breath.

STANK PETE
Taste that sweet sea air. Doesn’t it just hit you like a kick
In the balls! More refreshing than any thing else on this
Crazy blue marble of ours, I tell ya. Wakes you up better

than coffee or gonorrhea.

HELEN
It really is lovely. 

TROY
Yeah, thanks Dad.

STANK PETE
Twern’t nuthin’. Just take a look around boy, and suck it 
All in. It’s only gonna get better once those whales start a 

Hootin’ an’ hollerin’.

Troy looks around at the ocean, and then on the other passengers. Mr. Mulford and 
Murray are standing near the stern with Mrs. Rakely leaned against the captain’s quarters.

MURRAY
You’re sure, you don’t know anything about this

Pediatrician? I’d hate to let Jones down.

MR. MULFORD
Jesus, Murray! Quit badgering me, wouldya.

MURRAY
Mr. Mulford, please. This is highly important. 

What about your papers? Surely there’s something
In your papers.

MR. MULFORD
What papers?

MURRAY
The ones in your coat pocket. You said you said you were gonna 

Pick up some papers and put them there for safe keeping.

MR. MULFORD
Not papers, peppers.



He opens his coat, pulls a sandwich from his pocket, and proceeds to take a big bite. He 
speaks with his mouth full:

MR. MULFORD
Needs peppers. 

MURRAY
Mr. Mulford, please!

Pan to the Chief and Ivan looking out to sea leaning on the railing.

CHIEF
My people believed whales once walked the land until

The creator turtles took away their legs for spraying him with 
Their blowholes. Their songs are about longing for land

Again. 

IVAN
My people believed they made excellent lamp oil.

There is an awkward pause. Suddenly there is a great deal of commotion back at the line 
to get on the boat and all eyes turn towards it.

Cut to Schnozz Face bursting through the line and jumping on the boat. He has a bag over
his face again, with an angry expression on it, and a pistol. He points the gun at the 
captain.

SCHNOZZ FACE (slightly out of breath)
Alright, this whale watch is now making an unexpected stop

In Mexico, and it’s leaving now!

Nothing happens. He shoots his gun in the air.

SCHNOZZ FACE
I believe I said now!

FISTHEIMER
Oh! So he’s allowed to bring a gun on the boat?! Hmph!

The boat starts to lurch forward. Cut to a close up of Schnozz Face’s bag with a stunned 
expression on it as he gasps.

Cut to a police cruiser driving straight towards the boat. Cut to Gerald and Bill in the car.

GERALD



Here goes nothing.

BILL
Definitely the grey one.

Gerald revs up the engine as the cruiser approaches the end of the harbor.

Zoom out and show in slow motion as the cruiser launches off the marina and sails 
through the air towards the whale watch boat.

Cut abruptly and out of slow motion as the cruiser lands on the boat and skids to a halt. 
Bill flies out of the windshield crashing into the railing of the boat. A laser shoots out of 
him. Gerald rolls out of his side and gets to his feet training his gun on Schnozz Face. He 
then trips, recovers and gets back to the same position.

GERALD
Give up Schnozz, we’ve got you now!

Cut to Schnozz Face grabbing Jones’ friend/enemy Billy from a group of schoolchildren 
and holding his gun to the boy’s head. A victorious expression is on his bag.

SCHNOZZ FACE
Not quite, Officer. I admire your tenacity and courage. But

Your chance has passed. Unless you want to see this boy die,
I think it’s time you give up. 

GERALD
It’s only Billy, I can still bring you in.

SCHNOZZ FACE
Oh, please, Officer. You don’t have it in you. Not to 

Watch a child die. Not even this one. Hand over your gun.

GERALD
I can do this.

Schnozz Face roars with an enraged face on his bag:

SCHNOZZ FACE
HAND OVER THE GUN!

GERALD (defeated)
Fine.

He puts the gun on the ground and kicks it toward Schnozz Face. 



Cut to Stank Pete eyeing all this and carefully positioning Troy behind him.

STANK PETE
Stay close, boy. I’m sure Gerald’s gots a plan.

Cut to Vandersmoot and Tinsel. Tinsel is freaking out.

TINSEL
You said this’d be relaxing!

VANDERSMOOT
It may be a tad more terrifying than you anticipated, but this

Situation has not yet been seriously sullied. 

TINSEL
How do you figure?!

VANDERSMOOT
Look over yonder. Our hapless homeless friend is also cohabitating this

Here harbor –dwelling vessel. If some kind of horrible happenstance were
To happen, than I’m not sure that in all this confusion anyone would notice.

TINSEL
Are you saying-

VANDERSMOOT
I am not saying a thing m’boy. But… keep you eyes open, if an opportunity
Arises, I could not legally tell you take action, but I would not disapprove.

Tinsel nods, wrapping his mind around the concept. 

Cut back to Schnozz Face picking up Gerald’s gun and pocketing it, hostage in tow. 

SCHNOZZ FACE
Now, Captain would you kindly set course for Mexico.

The captain presses some buttons and then gives a thumbs up. 

SCHNOZZ FACE
Now, would you kindly step out of your quarters and lock them behind

You.

The captain follows the commands. When he steps out, it is revealed that he is Corduroy 
Jones’s friend Roy.

SCHNOZZ FACE



Now kindly hand me the keys. 

Roy does so. Schnozz Face throws them overboard.

SCHNOZZ FACE
Now it would appear we have no choice, but to go to
Mexico so I would hope nobody gets any bright ideas

About trying to stop me.

He begins laughing with a maniacal look on his bag. Suddenly a harpoon flies by ripping 
the bag from his head and revealing his noses. There are gasps from those on the boat. 

Cut to a close up reaction shot of Jacques the mime bringing his hands to his face and 
opening his mouth in shock.

Pan to reveal Corduroy Jones in a corduroy wetsuit, holding an empty harpoon gun.

JONES
If there’s one thing I hate more than pirates and plaid,

It’s a low-down criminal.

Schnozz Face drops Billy and turns his gun on Jones in anger.

SCHONZZ FACE
You’ve made a grave mistake.

GERALD 
No!

Gerald leaps to action and hits Schnozz Face’s arm as he fires at Jones causing him to 
miss. 

SCHNOZZ FACE
You fool!

He smacks Gerald with the butt of his pistol knocking him to the ground.

JONES
Don’t you fucking touch him!

Jones charges, knocking the gun out of Schnozz Face’s hands, and unleashing a furious 
barrage of punches. Finally, Jones pulls back his fist and punches Schnozz Face so hard 
in the face, one of his noses flies off.

SCHNOZZ FACE
No! That was my favorite nose! It was the only thing to distract



From this disfiguring mole!

JONES
Can it, freak.

He gives Schnozz Face a final backhand, knocking him out. Jones helps Gerald out.

GERALD
You got him! You did it!

JONES
No.

He puts a hand on Gerald’s shoulder.

JONES
We did it. 

He notices his hand on Gerald’s shoulder. 

JONES
Oh, um, sorry.

He awkwardly removes his hand. He sees Billy getting to his feet.

JONES
Ugh, if I knew it were you, Billy, I’d have let him shoot you.

Everyone runs to congratulate Jones. 

Ext. Park
Cut to Bob and Harry, the City Maintenance guys, back at the park with the cannon. 

HARRY
Boy, I tell ya, newbie. Never a dull day on this job. Didn’t

I tell ya that no matter what anyone else says, city maintenance
Is the most exciting job there is?

BOB
I dunno, Harry. It’s an honest living an’ all but it’s not always

That exciting. Y’know what I mean?

HARRY
I most certainly do not! That’s a live cannon you’re working with there!

I proved it to ya, plain an’ clear. What could be more thrillin’ and
 excitin’?



BOB
Jeez, Harry, that was pretty exciting with the cannon an’ all, but

There’s no way it could possibly fire again. She’s too old.

HARRY
Too old? Too old?! You wanna bet?

Ext. Boat
Cut back to the boat. Gerald is putting cuffs on Schnozz Face and hanging up his phone.

GERALD
Alright, they say that help’s on the way, and we shouldn’t have to wait

‘til we get all the way to Mexico.

Stank Pete walks over to him.

STANK PETE
Wow, Gerald! You an’ yer partner did a great job out there!

GERALD
Oh, he’s not my partner! Ha ha, that’s my partner over there.

He indicates Bill still with his face up against the railing from before. Corduroy Jones is 
kneeling next to him.

JONES
I swear to Christ if I hear you broke his heart, I will skin you

Alive and roast you like a Christmas goose, you filthy old man.

BILL
Mrs. Hannigan says never to spit.

JONES
The fuck’s wrong with you?

Cut back to Stank Pete and Gerald.

STANK PETE
Well whoever he is, you guys made a great team.

GERALD
We did, didn’t we?

STANK PETE
Come here, I have some people I’d like you ta meet.



He brings Gerald over to meet his family.

STANK PETE
Gerald, this is my darlin’ Helen an’ my boy Troy. Helen this

Here’s Gerald. He helped me through some mighty hard times.

Gerald shakes her hand.

GERALD
I’ve heard so much about you. It’s a pleasure to finally meet you.

He loves you very much.

HELEN
I could say the same about you.

They both laugh. He moves to shake Troy’s hand.

GERALD
Nice to meet you Troy.

TROY
Wow, a real hero! Nice to meet you too!

Suddenly a whale breaches, catching everyone’s attention.

STANK PETE
Get a look at that boy!

ROTHBERGSTEIN
So beautiful.

STANK PETE
An’ it looks like we’re surrounded.

Zoom out to reveal that their boat is now surrounded by whales.

Ext. Park
Cut to Bob and Harry at the cannon.

HARRY
You ready?

BOB
I’m ready, Harry, but it’s not gonna work.



HARRY
Ha! This old girl’s got a lot of tricks up her sleeves!
Good idea to fire over water this time though, I’ll

Give you that!

BOB
Thanks Harry, that’s the nicest thing you’ve ever 

Said to me.

HARRY
Here goes.

He lights a match, and ignites the cannon.

HARRY
Fire!

Ext. Boat
Cut to a whale mid-breach as it comes crashing back down into the sea.

STANK PETE
Aren’t they most majestic thing you’ve ever seen? 

Cut to everyone on the boat watching the gentle whales playfully bask in the sun.

TROY
They sure are, Dad! (pause) Do you hear something?

A faint whirring sound is audible and gradually getting louder.

STANK PETE
Everyone clear the middle!!!

Everyone runs to the sides of the boat as a cannonball comes crashing down through the 
center of the boat. It starts to sink. 

A woman starts to fall off. Jones lunges for her but misses. She screams as she falls but 
stops suddenly. Jones looks over to see the Sea Ghost holding the woman.

JONES
Thanks Sea Ghost!

Sea Ghost gives him a thumbs up and hands the woman back.

Cut to Gerald and Stank Pete hurriedly running to the lifeboats and making sure order is 
being held.



STANK PETE
Women an’ childrens first! Women an’ childrens first!

Cut to Vandersmoot and Tinsel amid all the confusion. 

VANDERSMOOT
Now’s your chance, boy. He’s vulnerable.

Tinsel nods and starts slowly making his way towards Stank Pete. He looks pale and 
sickly as if this is very much out of his comfort zone. Stank Pete has his back to him, 
helping the women and children get on the lifeboats. Helen and Troy get on the first one.
It’s full and Stank Pete starts to let it down.

HELEN
Aren’t you coming with us?

STANK PETE
I’ll get on the next one. 

HELEN
We’re not leaving without you!

STANK PETE
You’ll be just fine living without me if it comes to it.

You’ve got the experience. Me, now that I got ya back
I couldn’t live with losin’ ya. I’ll see you on the land.

They kiss passionately and he lets the boat down.

Tinsel is now right behind him. He pulls his hands back to push him over. When he starts 
to shove, there is a whizzing noise and a flat thud and Tinsel recoils his hands in shock. 
When he looks, there is a small dart in his right hand.

Cut to the coast. Amumba is sitting astride an elephant poison dart gun still poised at his 
mouth. Next to him and the elephant is Randall, the small Asian man from the party and 
his loyal sidekick.

  RANDALL
Very good shot, Mr. Amumba. You fill him with much poison!

Cut back to Tinsel on the boat grasping his injured hand. He starts staggering back and 
hits the railing. His wounded hand flops over the side. As he starts to bring it back, an 
octopus’s tentacle shoots out and wraps around his wrist. It starts to pull him down and he
pulls back struggling with the octopus. Finally he pulls back with such force, his hand 
shoots up and the octopus on the other end, still clinging to his wrist, flies into the air 



glittering in the sun. When it reaches the apex of its trajectory, a shark breaches the water 
and snaps it’s jaws around the octopus and the hand. Barely visible on the shark is a tag 
that says “Property of Sea Ghost”.

Tinsel reels back and screams clutching the bloody stump where his hand once was. 

Cut to Vandersmoot, watching.

VANDERSMOOT
Oh, for heaven’s sake.

He picks up Schnozz Face’s discarded weapon, and aims at Stank Pete.

VANDERSMOOT
If you want something done right…

Corduroy Jones punches him in the face, knocking him out. He then discreetly drags him 
to an empty lifeboat. 

JONES
You’re coming with me, pervert.

He pulls his sword out and cuts the lifeboat down.

Cut to Stank Pete at another lifeboat. Gerald is just loading Schnozz Face onboard. 
Everyone else is in the boat including an unconscious Tinsel except Stank Pete and 
Rothbergstein. The boat’s sinking has increased dramatically.

STANK PETE
You ready, Phil? It’s time to jump ship!

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Wait, do you hear that? There’s an animal in trouble. 

He runs to the captain’s quarters, and screams. 

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Captain! You locked your dog in here!

ROY
Well I didn’t know he was gonna throw the keys over!

ROTHBERGSTEIN
We gotta save him!

He tries uselessly to open the door. Stank Pete tries to pull him away.



STANK PETE
It’s sinking Phil! We gotta go now!

Rothbergstein pushes him out of the way and grabs the unintentionally discarded Mrs. 
Rakely and begins attempting to use her as a battering ram to knock in the door. It’s no 
use and he drops the charred corpse and falls to his knees and screams. Stank Pete tries to
drag him back, but then leaps to the side as Rothbergstein is struck by lighting. When the 
smoke clears, Rothbergstein stands tall and runs to the door. He rips it off its hinges with 
new found strength and returns holding a dog. His shirt is ripped from the lighting and his
nipples are streaming blood from a combination of things.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Run, Pete!

Stank Pete gets in the lifeboat. Rothbergstein jumps in with the dog and the force of the 
landing causes it to drop. They land roughly but safely. Fade out. 
 
Ext. Shore
Fade in on everyone back on shore. There are plenty of ambulances. Stank Pete, Helen 
and Troy are sitting together on a stretcher. Rothbergstein is sitting on the ground next to 
them, being licked by Roy’s dog. Gerald comes up to them.

GERALD
Hey, have any of you seen Corduroy Jones?

STANK PETE
That yer buddy there?

GERALD
Yeah, it’s just a stupid nickname. I didn’t see him on

Any of the boats. Did he get off okay?

STANK PETE
I dunno. He had that wet suit. He might’ve swam. 

Gerald look concerned. He looks over at Murray and Mr. Mulford on their cot, they look 
away. He grows suspicious.

GERALD
Yeah, he must have swum. I just didn’t get a chance to thank him 

Is all. (pause) Looks like you’ve got a visitor, Stank.

They all look up to see Brucey still with the raccoons on his back.

STANK PETE



Brucey!

ROTHBERGSTEIN
And he still has the raccoons! That boar is one in a million.

Brucey walks over. Rothbergstein takes his raccoons. Stank Pete gets down and hugs 
Brucey ruffling his fur. He stands up.

STANK PETE
I just wanna say-

He starts to choke up.

STANK PETE
I just wanna say, that I’m so glad everyone came
Offa that there whale watch okay on-account-o’
It was my idea to go on it in the first place an’ if 

Anything had happened to any o’ you I don’t know
What I’d do with myself. You’re a better bunch of 

Friends than this stanky, homeless, formerly drug addicted 
Hunk o’ coal with a poor grasp of social skills ever 

Deserved or coulda hoped for.

He starts to cry. They all gather around him in a heart warming group hug. 

STANK PETE
Now, let’s all get some hot cocoa. There’s a big day ahead

Of us tomorrow and we don’t want anyone catching a cold.

They all start to head out. 

GERALD
Jeez, Pete, it sounds lovely, but I really got take ol’ Schnozz

Face back to the station. Can’t let him get away twice, y’know?

STANK PETE
Sure, Gerald. Do what you gotta do.

GERALD
See ya tomorrow, have fun!

Fade out as everyone but Gerald walks into the sunset.

Int. Warehouse



Fade in on a close up of a dangling lightbulb as viewed from below. Zoom out and pan to 
show Vandersmoot tied to a chair under the lightbulb, gradually gaining consciousness. 
Everything outside of the small circle of light provided by the bulb is completely black.

VANDERSMOOT
Where am I?

JONES (OS)
You’re somewhere where no one can find you, Mr. Vandersmoot.

Somewhere where questions get answered.

VANDERSMOOT
What kinds of questions?

Jones throws the folder with Mr. Esquire’s polaroids into the light.

JONES (OS)
Let’s start with these. You know what they are?

VANDERSTMOOT
I believe I am aware of the contents of that folder.

JONES (OS)
You know what those pictures could do to your career

If they get leaked?

VANDERSMOOT
I believe the results would be most deleterious.

Jones comes out of the darkness behind Vandersmoot suddenly and grabs his shoulders.

JONES
Then let’s talk Tinsel.

VANDERSMOOT
What would you like to know?

JONES
Who is he? Where’d he come from?

VANDERSMOOT
Mr. Tinsel is nobody from nowhere. A small

Time confidence man. One of millions. He just happened
To have a little plan and enough brains to hire me to execute

It properly.



JONES
So you admit he’s a fake.

VANDERSMOOT
Oh, readily. Someone of your caliber, Mr. Jones, should 

Have had no trouble figuring that out.

JONES
Hmm, thank you. Where do you figure into all this? What

Are you getting out of it?

VANDERSMOOT
Money, Mr. Jones. Simply money. I apologize for not holding

Any loftier motives but most things of meaning in this miserable
World must be acquired through monetary means. It is the grease

That keeps the world spinning, Mr. Jones, and Mr. Tinsel promised
Me an awful lot of it for my services.

JONES
You sicken me, Vandersmoot. I bet you wear plaid underwear when
You’re fucking those poor little goats or whatever. I should do the

Animals of the world a favor and kill you right here. PETA’d probably
Give me a fucking medal for it too. But here’s the deal, I’m not gonna 
Kill you because, as you say, things of meaning require money, and I’m

Being paid to do a job and one I intend to do well.

He picks up the pictures and tucks them into his coat.

JONES
I’m gonna hold onto these, and I’m gonna leave and call the police.

They’ll untie you, and tomorrow you’re gonna say in court everything
You’ve said to me. Or else… These hit the front page of every newspaper

In the country.

VANDERSMOOT
I don’t believe you’ll be doing that Mr. Jones.

JONES
Yeah, why the fuck’s that?

VANDERSMOOT
Because, Mr. Jones, you have most seriously overestimated your

Perceived position of power. What you fail to understand, Mr. Jones,
Is that I am a most important individual. There are many more

Important individuals whom I represent with my legal services, and 
It is in their best interest to know where I am and that I am safe at



All times. So in actuality, Mr. Jones, I believe that I am the one with 
Whom the power lies.

Suddenly the lights all turn on in the warehouse, revealing Jones and Vandersmoot to be 
surrounded by armed goons. One goon goes over and begins untying Vandersmoot.

VANDERSMOOT
And unfortunately for you, Mr. Jones, my monetary compensation

Is not affected at all by whether or not you live or die. Boys…

There is the sound of many guns cocking. Suddenly the lights turn out again, and there is 
the sound of crashing glass. There are many thuds and grunts as goons are mysteriously  
knocked out, intermittent shots are fired the flashes of light from the muzzle flares 
revealing rapid movement in the shadows and the hint of a cape, and then silence. The 
lights turn on revealing all the goons to be knocked out and slumped against the walls of 
the warehouse. In the middle of the warehouse with Jones and Vandersmoot, is a masked 
vigilante. He moves toward Vandersmoot, who cowers.

VANDERSMOOT
Please, don’t, I can-

The vigilante punches Vandersmoot in the face knocking him out. 

JONES
Who… Who are you?

The vigilante stares at him for a moment, and then runs off and somersaults through a 
window. Jones is left there standing alone with the unconscious Vandersmoot. Fade out.

Ext. Courthouse
Fade in on Lisa, the reporter, standing outside the courthouse.

LISA
This is it, folks. Today is most likely the last day of the now

Famous Trial of Two-Foot John. Will the lovable tramp Stank
Pete beat all the odds and come out on top?

Int. Helen’s House
Cut to Stank Pete, Helen, and Troy finishing up their breakfast, watching the news. Stank 
Pete stands up.

STANK PETE
Well, I gots to go get ‘em. Wish me luck. 

HELEN
You’ll knock ‘em dead. 



They kiss.

TROY
Dad…

STANK PETE
Yeah, boy?

Troy hands him a handwritten card that says “Good Luck, Dad!”. There are also paw 
prints on it.

TROY
Me and Brucey made this for you.

Brucey grunts. Stank Pete looks like he’s gonna cry.

STANK PETE
Son, you done warmed an old fool’s heart. Bring it here.

They embrace warmly.

STANK PETE
I’ll see ya when it’s all over. 

Ext. Courthouse
Cut back to the news report.

LISA
Of course, if Stank Pete wins, a great deal of credit will have 

To be given to his lawyer Philip Rothbergstein, who has 
Risen from relative obscurity to become a household name.

Int. Rothbergstein’s Office
Cut to Rothbergstein staring longingly at a framed photograph of his dog Sparkles. He 
sighs deeply.

Ext. Courthouse
Cut back to the news report.

LISA
On the other hand perhaps the trial will favor, Mr. Arthur
Tinsel, who has again suffered grievous injury though it

Is said he’ll be fine to go to court today. Until then, back to 
Chuck with the latest on Dr. Zinger and his time travel device.



A brief flash of Chuck at the newsroom with the Phrase “Harold P., Irate!” next to him, 
before the TV is shut off.

Int. Hospital
Cut to Tinsel sitting on a cot with bandages around his stub of hand. Dr. Mutumbo is his 
usual cheerful self.

DR. MUTUMBO
Well, the good news is that the shark bite stopped the poison from 

Spreading. The bad news is that we couldn’t save the hand. And
The real bad news is that you apparently have scurvy. I told you to

Work on your brushing.

TINSEL
I don’t give a good God damn, what you said before! What are you gonna do

About my damn hand!

DR. MUTUMBO
Fortunately, Mr. Tinsel, unlike that slight kerfuffle with your leg we have a variety

Of prosthetic hands for you to look at.

He wheels over a table with many different prosthetic hands on it. 

DR. MUTUMBO
Which would you like?

Tinsel smiles crazily as his last bit of sanity is lost.

TINSEL
A hook. Give me a hook.

Ext. Hospital
Cut to Tinsel kicking open the doors of the hospital. His pants are rolled up to show off 
his peg leg and the sun glitters on his new hook hand. The parrot flies over to him.

PARROT
Cursed! Squawk!

When Tinsel speaks he now sound like a true pirate.

TINSEL
Gyar, matey. The only ones who be cursed are those 

Who get in me way.

The parrot lands on his shoulder.



TINSEL
Gyar, shiver me timbers.

He begins to walk to the courthouse.

Ext. Courthouse
Cut to Vandersmoot nervously standing outside the courthouse. He has two black eyes 
and is clutching his briefcase close.

Tinsel approaches.

VANDERSMOOT
Um, Arthur…

TINSEL
Ahoy, Cornelius.

VANDERSMOOT
Yes, well Arthur, something has, um, come up. And well

As greatly as this grieves me, I must, uh, get going. Gregarious
Goodbye’s are not my great strength, so please don’t think less
Of me as I abdicate on such short notice. It’s simply imperative

That I leave now and that means I can no longer be a part of
This case. I’m sorry.

TINSEL
Ye be marooning me?! Now? Ye scurvy mongrel!

VANDERSMOOT
Why are you talking like a-

TINSEL
Pirate! That’s what I be, ain’t it! Now avast ye

Traitorous dog, before I run you through with me
Broadsword. Good riddance, too. More doubloons

For me.

He pushes Vandersmoot aside as he hobbles into the court. 

VANDERSMOOT
My God. What have I done?

Int. Courthouse
Cut to Stank Pete, Gerald, and Rothbergstein conferring as Tinsel stomps toward the 
bench.



ROTHBERGSTEIN
Where’s Vandersmoot? The trial’s about to start.

STANK PETE
Maybe he’s on his own. We’ve got a chance after all.

GERALD
Is that a hook? Ick!

BAILIFF
All rise for the Honorable Judge Oswald Fingerbatch.

The Judge enters.

JUDGE
Would the plaintiff like to call any more witnesses?

TINSEL
I don’t be needing no witnesses. I’m the only witness I’se needs.

JUDGE
Where is your counsel?

TINSEL
He done scampered off like some French whore!

JUDGE
Are you representing yourself then?

TINSEL
Reckons, I am.

JUDGE
Hmm, this is highly unusual but I’m going to allow it. Does

The plaintiff rest then?

TINSEL
Aye, the plaintiff rests in Davy Jones’ Locker.

JUDGE 
Would you not like to testify yourself, Mr. Tinsel?

TINSEL
I ain’t testifying in no court. You won’t fool me into hanging

For me pirate ways.



JUDGE
Alright, shall we proceed to closing arguments. The Defense?

Rothbergstein stands.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Thank you, Your Honor.

He clears his throat.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Your Honor, My client, Stank Pete, is an American

Hero. He fought bravely for his country, but now it’s
Time for this country to return the favor. My client has

Not been without his hardship in life, he has been homeless
For the past ten years, he has suffered a crippling drug addiction,
Been estranged from his family, and has terminal lung cancer. 

But is this not the land of second chances? My client has kicked
His addiction, he has reunited with his family, but now he needs
This money to fully recover from the years of homelessness. He
Is not asking for money to just be given to him, however. He is
Only asking for what is his. He worked tirelessly combing that
Beach for days, and now that he is finally seeing a return on his

Labor it is being threatened by this man, Arthur Tinsel. 

He points at Arthur Tinsel.

TINSEL
That’s a load of sea-horse shit!

JUDGE
Mr. Tinsel, you will have your turn to speak later.

TINSEL
Right, sorry.

Rothbergstein clears his throat and continues.

ROTHBERGSTEIN
Mr. Tinsel claims to be a descendent of Two- Foot

John, but did he do any work for this treasure like my
Client did? He did not! And he did not even bring up his
Lineage until the ninetieth day of the legal waiting period

Putting him in awfully shaky territory. Your Honor, that money
Was all but my client’s. He worked for it, he waited for it, he



Did everything he was supposed to do. And now Mr. Tinsel
Believes that one chart is enough to just swoop in and steal all
That away from a man who has nothing without doing any of
The work. Your Honor, in the name of fairness, in the name of
Justice, and in the name of America, I ask you to side with my

Client and award this money to Stank Pete. Thank you.

JUDGE 
Thank you Counsel. Mr. Tinsel, you may proceed. 

STANK PETE
Actually Your Majesty, if’n you don’t mind, I’ve prepared a 

Statement.

JUDGE
Well okay, but this is the last time.

STANK PETE
Ladies and Gentlemens of the court, Your Majesty, I, Stank Pete, would

Just like to say that I thank you very much for being patient with me
For all of this. Even if you don’t see fit to awardin’ me no pirate booty’s

You’ve done a heapin’ helpin’ to award me the treasure that’s in here.

He points at his heart.

STANK PETE
And I just want to thank you for that.

He sits down. Gerald is in tears and drops his handkerchief. Rothbergstein reaches for it, 
but when he moves to grab it he touches the table and his newfound strength breaks the 
table in two.

JUDGE
Um, thank you Mr. Stank. Mr. Tinsel, now you may proceed.

Tinsel stands up.

TINSEL
Right, now, your honor, it seems to me that this case is 

Rather open and shut, gyar. I be a pirate! Stank Pete is no
Pirate! The very thought of such landlubber getting his grimy

Hands on me great-granddaddies doubloons shivers me
Timbers to the core. I’d rather walk a thousand planks, than
See someone who ain’t even a pirate, get a pirate’s treasure!

What know he of pillaging and plundering?! It makes me
So sick I could…



He pulls out an old fashioned pistol. The bailiff starts to make a move.  He puts the gun 
back.

TINSEL
But I won’t. He’ll be with fifty other men on a dead man’s chest
Sooner rather than later. I just don’t wants it to be with what’s 

Rightfully mine. Ye understand that, don’t ye? Gyar, I tells you the
very thought of it!

He pulls the gun out again and rears on Stank Pete.

TINSEL
Prepare to duel, you scurvy scalawag!

He gets tackled by the bailiff, and returned to his bench without the pistol.

JUDGE
Are you finished?

TINSEL
I be finished.

JUDGE
15 minute recess then while I deliberate.

They rise while the judge leaves. As soon as he’s gone, Tinsel explodes.

TINSEL
Gyar! I’m not gonna stand for this! You’re lucky I don’t have me 

Broadsword, or I’d slit yer landlubbing necks. I’ll win yet, just
Ye wait. Ain’t no landlubber ever got the best of Two-Foot John.

He storms out of the courthouse. 

ROTHBERGSTEIN
What the hell was that?

GERALD
I dunno, I almost feel bad for the guy.

STANK PETE
Me too. There’s a lot of guys on the street who think they’re
Things they’re not. But he’s got it the worst I done ever seen.

ROTHBERGSTEIN



Do you think this’ll change anything? It’s got to right?

STANK PETE
Things’ll work out how they work out, Phil. No point worrying about it

Now.

The judge returns.

JUDGE 
Well I’ve come to my decision. It wasn’t an easy one, but here

It is. Although there is almost no legal precedent for it, taking into
Consideration the fact that the plaintiff now believes himself to 
Be a pirate and has stormed out of the court, I rule in the favor

Of the defense. Congratulations, Mr. Stank. 

Cut to a close up of an amazed Stank Pete.

Int. Laboratory
Cut to a dark room full of strange machinery. An old man is seen from behind fiddling 
with one of the machines. There is a strange creaking noise. 

OLD MAN
Who’s there? 

He turns around. It is Dr. Harold P. Zinger. 

Tinsel steps out of the shadows pointing his gun at the doctor.

TINSEL
 Ahoy, Sawbones. I be here to commandeer some of your machinery.

DR. ZINGER
First of all, sawbones refers to a surgeon or perhaps a medical doctor
Neither of which am I. If you insist on this strange Pirate vernacular
At least use it correctly. Secondly, these are not toys for your game 
Of dress up. This technology is very advanced and dangerous. Not

Something to be played with.

TINSEL
Aye, doc. It ain’t playing I wants to be doin’ with it. I be here

Strictly on business.

DR. ZINGER
I doubt that. Just as I doubt your mental stability. Go home,

Rest. You’re unwell.



TINSEL
Goddamn right I am! But yer gonna fix me! Yer gonna fix all of this

DR. ZINGER
How am I going to do this?

TINSEL 
Better charts, send me back to the beginning of all this, I don’t know

But ye’ll find a way, won’t ye, Doc?

DR. ZINGER
And if I refuse?

TINSEL
Then I’ll kill ye, plain and simple.

He laughs throwing his hands back. His hook gets caught on something.

TINSEL
Damned thing!

He goes to pull on the hook.

DR. ZINGER
No! Don’t touch-

Tinsel disappears with a flash of light.

DR. ZINGER
That.

He sighs looking at the empty room.

Ext. Courthouse
Cut to the courtroom doors swinging open, as Stank Pete triumphantly emerges. He is 
swarmed by reporters. Through the crowd, Helen, Troy, and Brucey manage to fight their 
way through and give him big celebrational hugs. 

LISA
Mr. Stank, what are you going to do with your winnings?

STANK PETE
Well, I reckons I’m gonna save a good chunk of it 

Fer my boy here. I owes him a lot for missin’ ten years
Of his life. At least this way I can start workin’ on that 
And making sure he never has to struggle as much as I



Did. The rest I reckons I’ll give away. Seein’ what that
Money did to Mr. Tinsel in court today, gave me a mighty
Fright. I reckon there’s people who need it more than me.

LISA
What about the people you knew when you were homeless
Like Chief Wannapagoda and Ivan Smirnoffkausmanotski?

STANK PETE
Those people are homeless for a reason.

TROY AND HELEN (knowingly)
Daaaaad/ Peeeete

STANK PETE
Aw, shucks I guess I’ll help the ol’ bastards out!

Everyone laughs and cheers for him. 

Pan to Gerald standing off to the side. Somebody clears their throat. Gerald turns around 
to see Corduroy Jones.

GERALD
Oh, hi Paul.

JONES
Hi Gerald.

GERALD
I hear you got reinstated to the force for helping with

Schnozz Face.

JONES
Yup.

GERALD
You’re a hero now.

He smiles at him.

JONES
Look, Gerald, I –

GERALD
It’s okay, Paul.



JONES
No, Gerald, I- I-

He gets down on one knee and pulls out a small Corduroy lined box.

JONES
I wasn’t saving up for corduroy loafers.

He opens the box revealing an engagement ring.

JONES
Gerald, I… I love you. Will you marry me?

Gerald is speechless for a moment. 

GERALD
Yes! Yes, a thousand times yes!

Jones tries to put the ring on Gerald, but Gerald shakes and drops the ring. He tries to get 
it and keeps kicking it by accident. Finally he gets it and puts it on. They embrace and 
kiss. Jones’ hand drifts towards Gerald’s bottom, suddenly he steps back surprised. He 
pulls the vigilante mask from Gerald’s back pocket.

JONES
You?

Gerald nods.

JONES
How?

GERALD
Well I had a little help from my friends.

Pan to reveal Murray, Mr. Mulford, Mrs. Rakely, Amumba, Randall, Roy, and the Sea 
Ghost all waving at them. Mrs. Rakely’s hands are being moved for her.

Pan back to Gerald and Jones. They smile at each lovingly. Suddenly Gerald is hit in the 
face with a cream pie.

Ext. Park
Cut back to Harry and Bob. Harry looks in the cannon.

HARRY
How’d that get in there?



Ext. Courthouse 
Cut back to everyone laughing at Gerald and having a good time. Slightly detached from 
the group is Rothbergstein, who looks a little reflective. There is the honk of a car horn. 
Rothbergstein looks around and a black limo has pulled up. A door opens, and a dog runs 
out of the car toward him. It’s Sparkles. Rothbergstein hugs his dog close. When he looks
back the limo has driven away. He takes Sparkles with him over to the crowd. Gerald 
pulls out a bottle of champagne. 

GERALD
To Stank Pete!

He pops the cork and hits himself in the face. Everyone cheers.

CROWD
To Stank Pete!

Fade to black. Credits roll.

After credits:

Ext. Sea

Fade in on a boat gently rocking on the open sea. The name of the boat is the Dark 
Prawn. The date “1684” appears at the bottom of the screen. Cut to a group of pirates all 
circled around and looking down at the camera.

PIRATE 1
Ah, yer awake, matey.

PIRATE 2
We just found ye floatin’ out at sea, figgered

We oughtta bring you aboard.

PIRATE 3
You got a name?

The camera moves as if the person who’s being talked to is sitting up. Pan to reveal 
Arthur Tinsel sitting among the Pirates.

TINSEL
Call me… Two- Foot John.

Fin.




